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1

INTRODUCTION

The Final EIR for the Spring Lake Village Expansion and Annexation project (the "Project") consists of
the Draft EIR, and the comments, responses to comments and replacement pages found in this volume.
Since circulation of the Draft EIR the Applicant has made refinements to Alternative 1. These changes
include reducing the height of the Fitness Center, reducing the number of parking spaces, change in the
type of outdoor lighting fixtures, incorporation of low impact development features, and adding sidewalk.
These changes are detailed on the replacement pages for Chapter 3 Alternatives Description of the Draft
EIR included herein in Chapter 3 Replacement Pages. A new site plan also is included in Replacement
Figure 3-1. Analysis of those changes is included in the replacement pages for Chapter 5 Alternatives
Analysis of the Draft EIR.

CERTIFICATION AND PROJECT SELECTION PROCESS
The Santa Rosa Planning Commission will consider the Final EIR and provide a recommendation to the
City Council on whether to certify the EIR, at its regular scheduled meeting on August 12, 2010, at the
Santa Rosa City Council Chambers, 100 Santa Rosa Avenue. The City Council will consider certification
of the EIR at a regularly scheduled future meeting. The date for that meeting was not known at the time
of publication of this EIR. The City Council meetings are also held at the Santa Rosa City Council
Chambers, 100 Santa Rosa Avenue. To certify the Final EIR, the Council must find that:
1) the Final EIR has been completed in compliance with CEQA; and
2) the Final EIR was presented to the decision making body of the lead agency and that the
decision making body reviewed and considered the information contained in the Final EIR prior
to selection of a Project (CEQA Guidelines Section 15090).
At the time of project approval the City Council, as the decision-making body, must consider the
information presented in the Final EIR. A public agency may not decide to approve a project unless the
agency has: a) eliminated or substantially lessened all significant effects on the environment; and/or b)
determined that any remaining significant effects are acceptable due to benefits of the project which
override the remaining effects. The decision makers must balance the benefits of the project against its
unavoidable environmental risks. If they determine that benefits outweigh the unavoidable adverse
environmental effects, the adverse environmental effects may be considered “acceptable.” If the City
Council makes such a determination, it must support the action by adopting a written Statement of
Overriding Considerations ("SOC") citing the basis for its decision and include the SOC in the record of
project approval (CEQA Guidelines Section 15093).

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT DURING THE DRAFT EIR AND FINAL EIR PHASE
On April 17, 2009, a Notice of Preparation of an EIR was mailed to interested individuals, organizations,
and neighbors of Spring Lake Village. On April 20, 2009, the Notice of Preparation was distributed by
the State Clearinghouse to the reviewing state agencies, triggering the start of a 30-day scoping period.
On April 29, 2009, the City held a Scoping Meeting, at Douglas Whited Elementary School in Santa
Rosa, to solicit input regarding the issues that should be addressed in the EIR. The scoping period ended
May 20, 2009. Twelve letters (via mail and email) were received during the scoping period, including
three from State Agencies and nine from interested individuals and organizations.
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The public comment period for the Draft EIR began on October 15, 2009, with the distribution of the
Draft EIR by the City of Santa Rosa. A Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR was mailed to various
interested groups and individuals, and published in the Press Democrat and posted with the County Clerk
on October 15, 2009.
The Draft EIR was sent to the State Clearinghouse for distribution to state
agencies. In addition, the Draft EIR was made available at City Hall and the Downtown and Rincon
Valley Libraries. On November 12, 2009, a public hearing on the Draft EIR was held before the Santa
Rosa Planning Commission. On November 30, 2009 the circulation period was extended to December
14, 2009. Notification of the extension was sent to the neighbors, interested groups, the State
Clearinghouse, and posted at the County Clerk’s office.
The Final EIR will be sent to those public agencies who commented on the Draft EIR 10 days prior to
certification of the EIR per CEQA Guidelines Section 15088. There is no other notification or public
review process for Final EIRs required by CEQA.

ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC AND AGENCY RESPONSE
During the 61-day public comment period, the City received twenty-seven comment letters, which
included 264 comments on the Draft EIR. A total of 12 members of the public and Planning Commission
presented 37 comments during the public hearing. Every comment was counted regardless of whether it
duplicated a comment made in a previous comment letter or at the public hearing. The comments were
received from individuals and agencies, as shown in Table 1-1.
TABLE 1-1
Type of Commenter
Letters/Speakers
Number

Percentage

State Agencies

5

13%

Regional/Local Agencies

1

2%

Individuals

21

54%

Public Hearing Speakers

12

31%

Total

39

100 %

CONSIDERATION OF RECIRCULATION
If significant new information is added to an EIR after public review, the lead agency is required to recirculate the revised document (CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5). “Significant new information”
includes, for example, a new significant environmental impact or a substantial increase in the severity of a
significant impact. New information is not considered significant unless the document is changed in a
way that deprives the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse
environmental effect of the project or a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect that the proponent
has declined to implement. No new information has been submitted to indicate that the Project would
cause a new significant impact or substantially more severe impact. Therefore, there is no need to
recirculate a revised Draft EIR for the Project.
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ORGANIZATION OF THE FINAL EIR
The Final EIR consists of three sections, which include the responses to comments, both written and oral,
received on the Draft EIR, as well as other material which is related to the responses to comments. These
three sections are:
Chapter 1 – Introduction. This chapter provides an introduction and summarizes the CEQA
instructions to the lead agency for preparation of responses to substantive public comments on the
Draft EIR.
Chapter 2 – Responses to Comments. Copies of the comment letters and the comments from the
two public hearings, and the responses to comments are included in this chapter. All comments
received during the comment period are responded to in this Chapter.
Chapter 3 – Replacement Pages. Replacement pages represent the edits to the Draft EIR caused
by the response to comments and those changes to the Draft EIR generated by the Lead Agency.
As noted in the first part of the Introduction, the Applicant has made refinements to the
Alternative 1 Project Description. Therefore, the replacement pages also include edits to
Chapters 3 and 5 of the Draft EIR to reflect these changes. The pages have been designed for
insertion into the Draft EIR making the revised Draft EIR a stand-alone document. Replacement
pages are formatted in revision fashion: strikeouts indicate deleted text and underlines indicate
additional text.

COMMENTS RECEIVED
A list of the comment letters and oral comments received is shown below in Table 1-2. Comment letters
received during the review period are numbered starting with 100; oral comments received at the public
hearings are numbered from PH 1 to PH 37.
TABLE 1-2
Comments Received
Letters Received
Letter

Agency/Organization

Last Name

First Name

Letter Date

100a

State of California
Governor’s Office of
Planning and Research

Morgan

Scott

11/30/09

100b

State of California
Governor’s Office of
Planning and Research

Morgan

Scott

12/17/09

101

North Coast Regional Water
Quality Control Board

Dougherty

Mona

11/30/09

102

State of California
Dept. of Transportation

Carboni

Lisa

12/30/09

103

State of California
Dept. of Transportation

Carboni

Lisa

01/20/10

104

State of California
Dept. of Transportation

Carboni

Lisa

02/16/10
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TABLE 1-2
Comments Received
200

-

Sawyer

W. A.

10/19/09

201

-

Linker

John J.

10/21/09

202

-

Guerrazzi

Michael

11/11/09

203

-

Hillestad

Mark & Lois

11/14/09

204

Tomaras & Ogas, LLP

Tomaras

Brenda

11/17/09

205

Melitta Station Inn

Thresh

Tim & Jackie

11/17/09

206

-

Escola

La Dell

11/23/09

207

-

Nelson

Bill

11/27/09

208

-

Fraze

Margaret

11/30/09

209

-

Hillestad

Mark & Lois

undated

210

-

Guerin

Eleanor

11/30/09

211

-

Roberts-Lindauer

Paula Kay

12/10/09

212

-

Vogl

Nancy

12/12/09

213

Sierra Club

Birdlebough

Steve

12/13/09

214

-

Wells

Ken

12/14/09

215

Provencher & Flatt

Mansfield-Howlett

Rachel

12/14/09

216

-

Guerin

Eleanor

12/14/09

217

Balance Hydrologics, Inc

Hecht

Barry

12/14/09

218

-

Martin

Wayne

12/12/09

219

-

Pappas

Ann

12/12/09

220

Oakmont Village Assoc.

Millar

Susan

12/16/09

Public Hearing Comments
Comments

Agency/Organization

Last Name

First Name

Hearing Date

PH1 to PH5

-

Hillestad

Mark

11/12/09

PH6 to PH7

-

Escola

Ladell

11/12/09

PH9 to PH12

-

Martin

Wayne

11/12/09

PH13 to PH14

-

Fong

Laurie

11/12/09

Hull

Paul

11/12/09

PH15 to PH16
PH17

Planning Commission

Paulson

David

11/12/09

PH18

Planning Commission

Allen

Michael

11/12/09

PH19

Planning Commission

Bartley

Scott

11/12/09

PH20 to PH24

Planning Commission

Banuelos

Caroline

11/12/09

PH25

Planning Commission

Cisco

Patti

11/12/09

PH26 to PH28

Planning Commission

Caston

Nick

11/12/09

PH29 to 37

Planning Commission

Dugan

Vicki

11/12/09
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RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

This chapter includes two sections. The first section is the Master Responses that address issues that were
frequently cited in the comments on the Draft EIR. The second section is the response to specific
comments received during the comment period. Unless otherwise noted in the individual response, when
the response applies to the Project it also is applicable to Alternative 1. Included are copies of the written
comments received by the City through November 30, 2009, and summaries of the oral comments
received at the public hearing on November 12, 2009. Letters were received from Caltrans after the close
of the comment period, but have also been included.
When changes to the Draft EIR are necessitated, the change is indicated by indented text. Text that has
been added to the document is indicated in underline font, while text that has been deleted is indicated
with strikethrough font.

MASTER RESPONSES
Review of the written and oral comments made on the Draft EIR indicated that some comments were
made frequently, demonstrating a common concern. To allow presentation of a response that addresses
all aspects of these related comments, a Master Response has been prepared. Master Responses are
intended to allow a well-integrated response addressing all facets of a particular issue, in lieu of piecemeal responses to each individual comment, which may not have portrayed the full complexity of the
issue. The use of a Master Response is in no way intended to minimize the importance of the individual
comments.
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MASTER RESPONSE A – EXPANSION AREA AS WILDLIFE CORRIDOR
Comment Summary: Numerous comments expressed concern that the Project would have a significant
impact on a wildlife corridor.
This master response to comments addresses the finding made in the Draft EIR regarding:
“BIO-4. Will the Project interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory
fish or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife corridors?”
The Environmental Checklist Form of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines,
Appendix G(4), recommends a finding of a significant biological impact for a project that interferes
substantially with the movement of any resident or migratory fish or wildlife species or with established
native resident or migratory wildlife corridors, or impedes the use of native wildlife nursery sites.
The Draft EIR made a finding of “no impact” for both (1) the Spring Lake Village improvements and
expansion and (2) the annexation parcels not included in the SLV expansion. Regarding the Spring Lake
Village improvements and expansion, the Draft EIR concluded “the Project site is not used as a wildlife
corridor.” Regarding the annexation parcels, the Draft EIR concluded that “the Project does not include
any improvements or activities that would interfere…”
Commentors questioned the Draft EIR’s finding in regard to the Spring Lake Village improvements and
expansion, which is the focus of this master response to comments. Comments variously noted the
following:


Loss of a wildlife movement corridor on the Project site would constitute a direct significant
impact as well as a cumulative impact.



Whatever the merits of other potential wildlife access corridors (e.g., the Melita
Road/Montgomery Drive area where Santa Rosa Creek flows from Annadel State Park, the
diversion channel west of Brey Road between Spring Lake Park and Santa Rosa Creek, and the
area about 2,000 feet west of Brey Road where Spring Lake Park is adjacent to Santa Rosa
Creek), these features do not compensate for Project impacts. A map of these alternative corridors
was not included in the Draft EIR.



The existing two residences on the annexation Project site have large unfenced areas, which
presently allow wildlife movement between Santa Rosa Creek and the parks.



The diversion channel west of the site is not a suitable wildlife corridor.



Deer, foxes, turkeys, raccoons, opossums, skunks, coyotes, birds, and other wildlife use the
annexation Project site. Photographs of wildlife using the Expansion Project site are available, but
were not published in the Draft EIR.



The annexation Project site has good value for wildlife, particularly native birds. Similarly, the
Project site is the “least disturbed and most undeveloped” of the potential wildlife corridors.

Methods
In addition to the biological resources chapter of the Draft EIR and the relevant comments on the Draft
EIR, the following documents were reviewed:


Biological Constraints Analysis, Spring Lake Village Project, prepared by Lucy Macmillan and
Roy Buck (April 2008).
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California Red-legged Frog Habitat Assessment, Spring Lake Village Project, prepared by Monk
& Associates (April 2008).



Biological Resources Analysis, Krebb’s Parcel Episcopal Senior Communities, prepared by
Monk & Associates (May 2009).



Letter from Caitlin Cornwall, Sonoma Ecology Center (September 1, 2008).

A field visit was conducted over the entire expansion area on April 22, 2010. In addition, areas within the
project vicinity were visited, including the diversion channel and Brey Road and portions of Santa Rosa
Creek, Spring Lake Park, and Annadel State Park.
Key Questions and Responses
To determine whether there is a significant adverse effect regarding the BIO-4 evaluation criterion (see
above), the following key questions are examined in light of the comments in the Draft EIR, followed by
responses.
What is the existing habitat value of the Project site? The importance of the existing habitat value was
raised in the comments in reference to the corridor issue (evaluation criterion BIO-4). The habitat value
of the expansion area was appropriately addressed elsewhere in the Draft EIR under evaluation criteria
BIO-1 and BIO-2. A corridor, while sometimes related to habitat, can also exist independent from high
quality habitat.
For example, Santa Rosa Creek flows through a culvert under Montgomery Drive from Annadel State
Park in the vicinity of Melita Road. This culvert could be a vital movement corridor for steelhead, and
blocking such a movement corridor would trigger a mandatory finding of significant impact under CEQA.
However, the culvert itself does not have the usual habitat values of a salmonid stream, such as a gravelly
bottom (this is provided as an example only, the Project would not block the culvert).
In short, the analysis of the corridor issue should not be confounded with other environmental issues
addressed elsewhere in the Draft EIR. For example, the expansion area could have extremely low “habitat
values” and still be a vital movement corridor for wildlife. In this case, however, the Project site does not
contain a wildlife movement corridor, as discussed further below.
What is a wildlife movement corridor in the context of CEQA? The applicant’s biologists, Monk &
Associates (M&A), correctly characterized the CEQA definition of a movement corridor in their May
2009 study. In summary, M&A (2009) describes wildlife corridors as features that provide connectivity to
other natural communities through otherwise inhospitable landscapes. In this instance, Annadel State
Park, Spring Lake Park, and Santa Rosa Creek could all be considered natural communities and the
intervening suburban development could be considered inhospitable. M&A cite the authoritative Beier
and Loe (A checklist for evaluating the impacts to wildlife movement corridors, Wildlife Society Bulletin,
1992, 20:434-440) in describing the functions of a qualified wildlife corridor.
An example of a wildlife corridor would be the avenue traversed by a migratory deer herd from its
wintering grounds to its summer range as with the herds on the eastern side of the Sierra Nevada in
California. The deer in Sonoma County are not migratory. There are, however, migratory animals in
Sonoma County that on a regular, seasonal basis move along corridors such as the migratory coho,
steelhead, and Chinook salmon in protected streams, which connect spawning beds with the ocean.
Another Sonoma County species whose seasonal movements could trigger CEQA consideration would be
the California tiger salamander’s use of breeding ponds in the late winter and early spring and their
subsequent migration to upland estivation habitat.
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The types of wildlife movement cited above should not be confused with what wildlife biologists
characterize as “vagility,” which is simple dispersal movement or wandering within a landscape. For
instance, a northern raccoon crossing properties along Brey Road, a Virginia opossum foraging in various
backyards, or a black-tailed deer sampling the neighborhood’s landscaping or bedding down in the field
are not types of wildlife movement that are viewed as sensitive to project changes.
In short, not all movement by animals within the landscape triggers CEQA consideration and not all
landscapes are movement corridors.
What are the target species that would use the movement corridors? Movement corridors are speciesspecific. For example, the culvert under Montgomery Drive described above is a vital movement corridor
for salmonids but is an unsafe structure for deer. In order to qualify as a movement corridor, the corridor
in question needs to be used by a specific species or collection of specific species.
The species using the expansion area cited in the comments include the following: deer, foxes, turkeys,
raccoons, opossums, skunks, and coyotes. The photographs provided of these species using the Project
site were used in the CEQA analysis and are acknowledged.
The life histories of these species in Sonoma County do not generally require movement corridors. All of
these species are considered commensals with humans; that is, animals that to some degree co-exist in
human-altered landscapes. In fact, for most of these species, population densities are often higher in
human-altered landscapes than in natural settings, because these species have learned to feed on garbage,
pet food left outdoors, ornamental landscaping, and pets (as in the case of coyotes and domestic cats left
outdoors). For this suite of species, suburban development can be an attractant rather than a deterrent.
Neither the investigations performed for this Master Response nor those cited in the Draft EIR identified
other wildlife species that could potentially use the existing Project site that would require movement
corridors. On the contrary, the species using the Project site are those that acclimate to a human-altered
landscape and are able to move through that landscape. Fences and hostile pet dogs can pose impediments
to some movement (in sensu vagility), but the deer, skunks, raccoons, and so forth still manage to make
their way through the suburban landscape.
Would the proposed Project adversely and significantly alter existing wildlife movement corridor
conditions? The existing expansion site is surrounded on all sides by suburban development and does not
currently prove a significant movement corridor for any particular species of wildlife or set of species.
The south end of the Project site is bordered by Montgomery Drive. As the Sierra Club and other
comments noted, Montgomery Drive is a heavily trafficked thoroughfare that is a hazard to wildlife
movement. The Sierra Club, in fact, recommended that a wildlife passageway be constructed under
Montgomery Drive as a mitigation measure. In another location, such a highway may have been
considered a barrier to migratory deer. The paved expanse of Montgomery Drive and the high volumes of
traffic isolate the Project site.
Two existing suburban residences on the south end of the expansion site with fences further isolate the
site. The expansion site is isolated on the west and north sides by suburban residences with fences and by
the existing Spring Lake Village complex to the east. The expansion area is an island of open space
surrounded by suburban development, except that the expansion area includes existing outbuildings and
landscaping which is surrounded by a deer-proof fence.
The comments correctly note that some wildlife have found entry into the expansion site through the 12foot-wide gap in the fence that would allow the surviving wildlife crossing Montgomery Drive to enter
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the site from the south. Elsewhere, there is evidence of wildlife finding other holes in the fences, crawling
under fences, and weaving through and around suburban buildings. This demonstrates that the site is
penetrable to some species of urban-adapted wildlife, but it does not demonstrate that the site is a
movement corridor.
Are there viable alternative wildlife movement corridors and what relevance do they have for the impact
analysis? The Draft EIR cites the existence of other alternative movement corridors in the Project
vicinity, making the argument that Santa Rosa Creek would not be isolated by the proposed Project
because wildlife would still use these other corridors. The comments correctly note the deficiency of the
diversion channel west of the Project site. But the larger argument of whether or not there are adequate
alternative movement corridors is not relevant, because the proposed Project would not adversely impact
an existing movement corridor. Likewise, a map of these potentially present alternative wildlife
movement corridors does not need to be published.
Conclusions
The Draft EIR correctly made a finding of no impact regarding BIO-4, wildlife movement corridors. The
expansion area is open space, but not a wildlife movement corridor. The open space is used by some
urban-adapted wildlife that wander through the area, but the site is largely isolated and is not a wildlife
movement corridor.
In summary, the issue of the quality of wildlife habitat on the existing Project site is largely independent
of the wildlife movement corridor issue. Of the wildlife species that could potentially use the Project site,
none would require wildlife movement corridors. The proposed Project site is an island of open space
within a suburban landscape and is already isolated. Because the Project site is not a viable wildlife
movement corridor, the availability and adequacy of alternative wildlife movement corridors is not
relevant to this analysis. Nor would the Project contribute to cumulative impacts due to the loss of
wildlife movement corridors.
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MASTER RESPONSE B – VISUAL IMPACTS
Comment Summary: Several commentors asked for clarification on why Villas 1 and 2 were found to
have a significant impact on visual resources but not Villas 3 and 4. In addition, concerns were
expressed about the height and density of the Project and its compatibility with the existing neighborhood
character.
The visual impact of the Project was evaluated on pages 4.12-8 through 4.12-10 in the Visual Resources
section of the Draft EIR. The villas were not analyzed separately. The Project was analyzed as a whole
and the impact was found to be significant. The villas were, however, called out as elements of the
Project that, if modified, would improve the overall visual quality of the Project. The conclusion of the
Draft EIR was that “As a group, the three-story villas would not integrate with the existing rural
neighborhood with respect to scale and mass.” The Project was not necessarily analyzed for its visual
impacts on a parcel-specific basis but on the surrounding neighborhood as a whole.
Mitigation Measure VR-2 provides the option of reducing the height of the villas or shifting the
placement of the buildings. It does not specify which villas would be modified but does allow for the
retention of three-story villas in the northern portion of the expansion area which is not only less visible
from Montgomery Drive, but visible by far fewer neighbors. This reduced visibility is due to view
obstructions, such as buildings and trees, as well as a reduced and feathered roof on Villa 4.
Alternative 1 reduces the height of Villas 1 and 2, which was found in the Draft EIR to reduce visual
impacts to less than significant provided that the remainder of Mitigation Measure VR-2 regarding
architecture and massing is implemented.
The following provides additional context regarding the Brey Road and Montgomery Drive
neighborhoods.
Density: General Plan land use designations along Montgomery Drive, approaching Spring Lake Village
from the west, range from Very Low Density at 0.2 to 2.0 units per acre, to Low Density at 2 to 8 units
per acre. The parcels along Brey Road are designated Very Low Density, with the parcels to the
immediate west and northwest designated Low Density. Actual density on Brey Road is approximately 2
units per acre. To the east is the existing Spring Lake Village campus with a designation of Medium
Density at 8 to 18 units per acre, with actual density being 14 units per acre. The expansion area would
have a density of 11 units per acre.
Height: As noted in Section 4.7, Land Use, of the Draft EIR, the allowed building height along Brey
Road is 35 feet. While most homes do not take advantage of this allowable height, a few properties do
have homes that are two stories. The allowable height on the existing campus is 45 feet. This would be
true for the expansion parcels as well. The Project, however, does not take advantage of the 45-foot
height limit. The building heights of the new structures would range from 19’5” to 36’8”. The highest
building in the expansion area would be 1’8’ taller than the height allowed along Brey Road.
In summary, a variety of densities and heights exist within the surrounding Project area. Development of
the expansion area closest to the Brey Road residents would be single story cottages while the taller
Villas, in general, are closer to the existing campus with its 2-story buildings, providing a transition from
the Brey Road residences to the existing campus. Densities also would provide a transition from 2 units
per acre along Brey Road, to 11 units per acre on the expansion parcel to 14 units per acre on the existing
campus. In addition, there are many places throughout Santa Rosa where Medium Density development
interfaces with Very Low and Low Density development.
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MASTER RESPONSE C – HYDROLOGY
Comment Summary: Several comments were received with concerns about the potential for flooding of
the Brey Road ditch and the potential for additional maintenance burdens for the Brey Road
homeowners.
The Draft EIR evaluated the potential for the Project to substantially increase the rate or amount of
surface runoff in a manner which would result in flooding on- or off-site. As noted on pages 4.6-12 and
4.6-13 in the Draft EIR, the Project would not be expected to cause on- or off-site flooding given that
post-construction runoff would be detained on site and limited to pre-construction runoff rates, and that
proper installation and long-term maintenance of the storm water controls would be required.
Since the Draft EIR was made available, the proposed Project and alternatives have incorporated several
low impact development (LID) best management practices (BMPs) in accordance with recent changes to
the City of Santa Rosa’s Standard Urban Storm Water Management Plan (SUSMP). The changes to the
SUSMP prioritize the use of LID and the capture of small storm volume for infiltration on-site.
The BMPs incorporated into the proposed Project and alternatives include:


elimination of a portion of the street curbs to allow sheet flow to landscape areas;



rain gardens;



subterranean bio-retention infiltration areas;



bioswales;



disconnected roof drain leaders; and



permeable pavement surfaces in parking areas.

To account for the new BMPs, a revised Storm Water Management Plan and Drainage Analysis for the
Project was prepared. In response to concerns from Brey Road homeowners, the City of Santa Rosa also
required the applicant to revise the original Drainage Analysis to include an evaluation of existing
conditions and future conditions at the Brey Road ditch. The results of the modeling confirm the findings
of the Draft EIR that the Project would not cause on- or off-site flooding, and that conditions would
improve. The information used to reach this conclusion is summarized below.
Reduced Runoff Rates to Brey Road: The revised Drainage Analysis included a study of three points
along the Brey Road ditch: above the project outlet to Brey Road, at the project outlet, and downstream of
the project outlet. As part of the study, the existing Brey Road pipe capacities and existing runoff
conditions were evaluated. Table 2-1 below summarizes the runoff flow rates under existing conditions
and Project conditions and shows that the Project reduces the stormwater runoff to Brey Road regardless
of the size of the storm event.
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TABLE 2-1
Existing and Project Condition Flow Rates at Brey Road
Location

2-year

10-year

100-year

Runoff (cfs)

Runoff (cfs)

Runoff (cfs)

Existing

Project

Existing

Project

Existing

Project

A

5.13

2.04

6.71

3.05

9.90

4.37

B

5.39

4.49

7.07

5.81

10.45

8.68

C

5.42

4.66

7.12

6.07

10.55

9.05

Note: A = above the Project outlet; B = at the Project outlet; C = downstream of the Project outlet.

TABLE 2-2
Existing and Project Condition Pipe Capacities at Brey Road
Location

Existing 12” Pipe
Capacity (cfs)

New 18” Pipe
Capacity (cfs)

A

5.0

10.5

B

3.4

10

C

3.6

10.2

Note: The Brey Road culvert improvements are contingent on receiving
permission from property owners whose driveways would be affected.

Brey Road Improvements: Because the flooding along Brey Road is an existing condition, and because
the Project would limit runoff rates from the expansion area to pre-development rates, the Project would
not exacerbate the existing problem and would not be required to provide mitigation. The proposed Brey
Road improvements summarized on page 2-5 in the Draft EIR would be funded and constructed as “good
neighbor” improvements to help address existing flooding and drainage concerns; they are not required as
part of project mitigation. Proposed improvements include upgrading the ditch and culverts along Brey
Road to City standards. The Brey Road culvert improvements are contingent on receiving permission
from property owners whose driveways would be affected by the improvements for culvert replacement.
As shown in Table 2-2 above, replacing the 12-inch diameter culverts with 18-inch diameter culverts
according to City standards and increasing the ditch capacities would allow stormwater to remain within
the Brey Road drainage system for the 2-year, 10-year, and 100-year storm events.
Drainage Re-Routing to Prevent Flooding: The Project would reroute surface drainage along the west
boundary of the Project to eliminate surface runoff to the properties to the west, thus alleviating potential
sources of existing flooding. This would require placement of up to 2 feet of fill in some areas along the
west boundary to allow ground slopes to route surface drainage to the north. Stormwater runoff would be
routed through bioswales and a linear detention system to a single discharge point into the Brey Road
ditch.
In response to comments, an exhibit entitled, “Perimeter Grading Exhibit” has been prepared and included
as Appendix A in the Final EIR. The exhibit is based on the Alternative 1 site plan. The finished grade
elevations along the west boundary for Alternative 1 are the same as the original proposed elevations.
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The elevation difference between the existing grades (EG) and the finished grades (FG) is shown in
parenthesis on the exhibit.
No Increase in Maintenance Responsibilities: The maintenance responsibilities of Brey Road
homeowners would not change. They would remain responsible for maintenance of the individual
driveway culverts adjacent to their property. The City of Santa Rosa has confirmed that it has
responsibility for maintenance of the Brey Road ditch. Maintenance of the onsite drainage system would
be the responsibility of Spring Lake Village, as described below.
All bioswales and subdrain systems are planned to be maintained in accordance with the maintenance
checklist and guidelines provided in the City’s SUSMP. The SUSMP Guidelines state that the
responsibility for the maintenance of source and treatment controls belongs to the Project and/or property
owner unless other specific arrangements have been made. The City of Santa Rosa municipal storm water
NPDES permit also requires that the project applicant provide a signed statement accepting responsibility
for maintenance until this responsibility is legally transferred (Provision 35).
Maintenance activities that would be performed on the bioswales by Spring Lake Village staff include
weeding, mowing, repair of eroded areas, and sediment removal from pipe systems. Maintenance on the
Project site will be conducted by Spring Lake Village’s full time ground keeping staff. The direct
underground and overland flow route of the drainage from Montgomery Drive will have a public storm
drain maintenance easement to Brey Road, as required by the City of Santa Rosa. The City will retain the
right to access the improvements should they need to conduct maintenance.
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MASTER RESPONSE D – GROUNDWATER
Comment Summary: Several commenters expressed concerns over the potential for the Project to
negatively impact the groundwater supply that the Brey Road neighborhood is dependent upon.
The Draft EIR evaluates the potential for the Project to substantially deplete groundwater supplies as well
as interfere substantially with groundwater recharge such that there would be a lowering of the local
groundwater table level. The threshold of significance for these potential impacts is identified as the
lowering of the water level in nearby domestic groundwater wells such that the production rates of the
wells would not support existing uses.
As part of a hydrogeologic assessment performed by EBA Engineering for the Project, available water
well driller reports for properties along Brey Road and Montgomery Drive were obtained from the
California Department of Water Resources (CDWR). The CDWR database contained 11 well driller
reports for neighboring properties along Brey Road and Montgomery Drive. The completion depths for
the 11 well driller reports for neighboring properties along Brey Road and Montgomery Drive ranged
from 76 feet to 319 feet below ground surface (bgs). During a CEQA scoping meeting held for the
Project on May 29, 2009, two members of the public reported that they live on Brey Road and have wells
that are 32 and 35 feet deep. Although the CDWR database, as well as the Sonoma County Permit and
Resource Management District did not include well driller reports or well permits for the addresses with
the shallower wells, the Draft EIR evaluated the potential impacts on these shallower wells.
Operational Impacts
As described on pages 4.6-10 and 4.6-11 of the Draft EIR, operation (i.e., the day to day functioning of
the Project following construction) would not be expected to have an effect on the groundwater supplies
available to the Brey Road neighborhood. The information used to reach this conclusion is summarized
below.
No Increase in Pumping for Irrigation: The amount of groundwater that would be used for landscape
irrigation at the Project site would not increase from the amount currently being used for irrigation of the
existing campus. In other words, no additional groundwater pumping would occur from the Project. The
groundwater for landscape irrigation would be supplied from an existing campus well. Modification
would be made to the landscaping on the existing campus such that no additional groundwater would be
needed for irrigation of the expansion. Modifications would include the removal and replacement of turf
with low water demand landscaping, as described on pages 4.6-10 and 4.6-11 in the Draft EIR. By not
resulting in any additional groundwater pumping, the Project would not put any additional demand on the
groundwater aquifer.
No Significant Interference with Groundwater Recharge: The drainage plan for the Project includes
additional low impact development features, including four rain gardens, stormwater infiltration devices,
and pervious material in certain parking areas. These design elements are required by the City’s new
Storm Water Management Plan and are considered by the State Water Resources Control Board to be a
sustainable practice that benefits water supply and contributes to water quality protection. The Project
uses these storm water designs to maintain the site’s pre-development runoff rates. The Project would
capture and infiltrate rainfall from the 2-year storm, which constitutes approximately 85 percent of storms
in typical years, and which are the main contributors to groundwater recharge. Through these measures,
the increases in new impervious surfaces would be offset and groundwater recharge would not be
significantly diminished.
No Interference with Groundwater Flow: As noted on page 4.6-10 in the Draft EIR, the placement of the
underground garage is not anticipated to have an influence on the groundwater table. Groundwater would
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travel beneath and around the underground garage, then converge back towards the original flow regime
at a point downgradient. The garage’s foundation and sidewalls would be waterproofed and constructed
to withstand full hydrostatic pressure forces imparted during periods of high groundwater. The structure
would not need to be equipped with a permanent dewatering system for the purpose of groundwater
intrusion, and therefore no additional groundwater losses would occur.
Construction Impacts
The concern for potential construction phase impacts to the local aquifer is focused on the potential
lowering of the local aquifer during the six-month construction period in which the underground garage
would be constructed. This construction period may require temporary dewatering to complete the
excavation for the underground garage. This would be completed by temporarily pumping groundwater
from the excavation until the construction was completed. After the excavation was complete, the
pumping of groundwater would stop. As described in the section above for operational impacts, the day
to day operation of the Project after construction would not have a significant impact on the local aquifer.
As described on page 4.6-10, construction of the underground garage would not be expected to have an
impact on the groundwater supplies available to the Brey Road neighborhood. The determination was
based on several factors, including the shallow depth of the excavation. If excavation dewatering is
necessary, pumping of groundwater would lower groundwater levels to only the minimal depth needed,
which would be just below the bottom of the excavation, which is 14.5 feet bgs. Data reported in EBA’s
Hydrogeologic Assessment, included as Appendix B in the Final EIR, indicates that groundwater levels
may naturally fall below the depth of the excavation (lower than 14.5 feet bgs) during the summertime.
The Hydrologic Assessment included a summary of groundwater data from five monitoring wells on the
Spring Lake Village property. Periodic depth-to-groundwater measurements have been conducted in
these monitoring wells since December 2007. For dry periods in which groundwater levels declined
between monitoring events, the average rate of decline was approximately 0.06 feet per day. As noted on
page 4.6-9 in the Draft EIR, depth to groundwater was measured in March 2009 in an inactive water
supply well located adjacent to the western footprint of the proposed garage, with water levels recorded at
12.6 feet bgs and 14.4 feet bgs on two different occasions. Using a rate of decline of approximately 0.06
feet per day, the Hydrologic Assessment estimated that the water table may fall below the base of the
excavation in May, and remain below the base of excavation for the remainder of the construction period.
As noted on page 4.6-8 of the Draft EIR, Mitigation Measure HWQ-1b requires, to the extent feasible, the
sequencing of construction of the underground garage in the late spring to early fall to coincide with the
period of the lowest groundwater levels at the site. This may completely eliminate the need for
dewatering.
If excavation dewatering is necessary, pumping of groundwater would only lower groundwater levels to
the extent needed, which would be to just below 14.5 feet bgs. The completion depths for Brey Road
wells range from 32 feet to 319 feet bgs. The shallowest well of 32 feet, which is over 200 feet away,
would extend approximately 15 feet below the bottom of the excavation, while the deeper wells would
extend more than 300 feet below the excavation. Therefore, even if dewatering were necessary, it would
not affect the shallow wells ability to draw water. In addition, the area of influence associated with any
groundwater dewatering would represent a minor percentage of the overall surrounding and upgradient
areas that provide recharge to Brey Road wells. For all of the reasons described above, construction of
the underground garage would not be expected to have an impact on the groundwater supplies available to
the Brey Road neighborhood.
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LETTERS 100A AND 100B RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 100A-1
This letter confirms the extension of the review period from November 30 to December 14, 2009. It also
identifies the state agencies that received the Draft EIR.
Response to Comment 100B-1
This letter confirms the close of the circulation period and that no comments from state agencies were
submitted.
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From: Mona Dougherty [mailto:MDougherty@waterboards.ca.gov]
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 10:15 AM
To: Rose, William
Cc: Clara Turner; John Short
Subject: Spring Lake Village DEIR

Hi Bill,
We reviewed the DEIR and have a few comments. Generally, the DEIR proposed
beneficial mitigations for identified impacts. The storm water section discusses using
SUSMP for post-construction storm water treatment best management practices (BMPs).
And while this is appropriate, the SUSMP and related documents and policies are being
revised to prioritize LID and the capture of small storm volume for infiltration on-site.
The following comments clarify our expectations for the project's storm water treatment.
The Regional Water Board strongly recommends the use of Low Impact Development
(LID) techniques and landscape-based to treat storm water runoff. Through the use of
biofiltration and evapotranspiration, LID techniques allow for groundwater recharge,
prevent runoff from causing erosion, and can reduce flood and drainage control costs
over time. LID techniques that may be suited to the project include routing roof
downspouts to planter boxes or vegetated areas and use of bioswales and raingardens to
retain and treat runoff from paved areas. We have enclosed a list of LID resources for
your reference.
The quality of storm water runoff is correlated to the extent of impervious surfaces within
a watershed. We encourage disconnection of impervious areas from storm drain systems
and routing to vegetated areas. We strongly support infiltrating treated storm water
runoff into the ground as a means of treating it and recharging ground water supplies.
This helps to buffer low summer/fall flows which in turn help to reduce water scarcity
and creek temperatures.
Recent studies have confirmed that increased impervious surfaces within a watershed will
lead to alteration of the natural hydrology expressed as higher winter flows (peak flows)
and lower summer/fall flows (base flows). Alteration of the natural flow regime
(hydromodification) may result in increased erosion and stream temperatures; alteration
of the channel morphology (e.g. widening or incising of stream channel) associated with
increased peak flow and duration, adverse impacts to native riparian vegetation and
reduction in ground water recharge capabilities. The design and construction of new
development projects using LID can protect natural flow regimes and reduce the impacts
of hydromodification and thus help prevent adverse impacts to stream and wetland
systems.
The project should avoid hydromodification impacts to surface waters by maintaining the
pre-developed peak flow, duration, and volume of runoff. Ideally, the project should
capture small storms onsite as occurs naturally in the pre-developed state and treat,
infiltrate and evapotranspirate these flows.

1

All newly installed impervious surfaces (sidewalks, roads, roofs) must incorporate postconstruction storm water BMPs to remove any contaminants before discharge to waters
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of the State. We strongly encourage the use of distributed, landscape-based LID
techniques to treat storm water runoff as close to the source as possible. Dry detention
basins (particularly those with limited detention times) are not effective for pollutant
removal. Permeable pavements can have significant benefits as long as subdrains are not
needed. By minimizing urban runoff, LID techniques promote healthy aquatic systems
and can reduce flood and drainage control costs over time.
Low Impact Development Resources
State Water Board Low Impact Development and Sustainable Storm Water Management:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/low_impact_development/index.shtml
State Water Board Resolution on LID and Sustainable Water Resources Management:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/board_decisions/adopted_orders/resolutions/2008/rs2008_0030.p
df
Resolution of the California Ocean Protection Council Regarding Low Impact Development:
http://www.resources.ca.gov/copc/05-15-08_meeting/05_LID/0805COPC05_ LID Res
amended.pdf
Puget Sound LID manual:
http://www.psp.wa.gov/downloads/LID/LID_manual2005.pdf
Low Impact Development Center:
http://www.lowimpactdevelopment.org/
Green Infrastructure Municipal Handbooks:
http://cfpub2.epa.gov/npdes/greeninfrastructure/munichandbook.cfm
Marin County’s LID manual:
http://www.mcstoppp.org/acrobat/GuidanceforApplicantsv_2-5-08.pdf
San Diego County’s LID manual – has a section on LID for roads:
http://www.sdcounty.ca.gov/dplu/docs/LID-Handbook.pdf
Low Impact Development – Sustainable Storm Water Management:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/low_impact_development/
EPA Green Infrastructure Basic Information:
http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/greeninfrastructure/information.cfm
Managing Wet Weather with Green Infrastructure:
http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/home.cfm?program_id=298
Contra Costa Manual and Guidance to Municipalities:
http://www.cccleanwater.org/new-developmentc3/stormwater-c3-guidebook/
Contra Costa approach powerpoint to implement LID:
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http://www.cccleanwater.org/Publications/StormCon-5-06/5-ContraCostaApproach-I-DalzielCloak.ppt
State Water Board Funded Projects That Include Low Impact Development:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/grants_loans/low_impact_development/
City of Portland’s Sustainable Storm Water Management Program – LID for streets:
http://www.portlandonline.com/bes/index.cfm?c=34598
Low Impact Development Center – Green Highways and Green Infrastructure:
http://www.lowimpactdevelopment.org/green_highways.htm
Streetscape improvements and water quality design:
http://www.lowimpactdevelopment.org/nhb/lid.htm
Low Impact Development for Roads - Washington State Green Building for Transportation
Infrastructure webpage: http://www.metrokc.gov/kcdot/roads/eng/lid/militarys272/index.cfm
LID Urban Design tools – has design software for different BMPs:
http://www.lid-stormwater.net/homedesign.htm
LID design fact sheet:
http://www.coastal.ca.gov/nps/lid-factsheet.pdf
Storm Water Runoff Calculator:
http://www.stormulator.com
LID Training Program for Linear Transportation Projects:
http://www.lowimpactdevelopment.org/epa03_transportation.htm
Storm Water Management and LID at EPA headquarters – BMP choice and design:
http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps/lid/stormwater_hq/
http://sustainablesites.org/
A Review of Low Impact Development Policies: Removing Institutional Barriers to Adoption:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/lid/docs/ca_lid_policy_review.pdf
Storm Water Resources:
The CASQA Construction BMP manual:
http://www.cabmphandbooks.com/Construction.asp
North Coast Regional Water Board Municipal Storm Water:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/northcoast/water_issues/hot_topics/santa_rosa_ms4_npdes_storm
water_permit/
State Water Board Storm Water Program:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/stormwater/
Erase the Waste Campaign – California Storm Water Toolbox:
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http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/outreach/erase_waste/
State Water Board Storm Water Grant Program:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/grants_loans/prop84/index.shtml
The San Francisco Regional Water Board storm water website:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/water_issues/programs/stormwater/avail_docs.sh
tml
EPA Storm Water Program:
http://cfpub.epa.gov/npdes/home.cfm?program_id=6
Federal Funding Sources for Watershed Protection:
http://cfpub.epa.gov/fedfund/
California Stormwater Quality Association:
http://www.casqa.org/
Stormwater Manager’s Resource Center:
http://www.stormwatercenter.net/

1

Post Construction BMPs:
http://www.stormwaterauthority.org/library/library.aspx?id=190

Thank you.
Mona Dougherty, P.E.
Water Resource Control Engineer
North Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
5550 Skylane Blvd, Suite A
Santa Rosa, CA 95403
707-570-3761
mdougherty@waterboards.ca.gov
Fax: 707-523-0135
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LETTER 101 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 101-1
Low impact development features have been added to the stormwater mitigation improvements of the
Project and Alternative 1. This includes four rain gardens, stormwater infiltration devices throughout the
expansion area and around the new fitness center, and use of pervious material in some parking spaces.
The stormwater infiltration devices would retain all stormwater from a 2-year storm event on site and
allow it to infiltrate into the groundwater. All larger events would be diverted to detention ponds, as
described under the Project, and then released into the storm drain system at pre-construction rates.
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LETTER 102 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 102-1
The traffic analysis is contained in Appendix E of the Draft EIR. At the end of the traffic analysis are
attachments of the intersection analysis calculations. These calculations were completed based on the
HCM methodology using the Traffix software, not Synchro. The calculations and the use of Traffix were
acceptable to the City of Santa Rosa traffic engineering department.
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LETTER 103 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 103-1
The calculations were completed based on the HCM methodology using the Traffix software, not
Synchro. Use of these calculations was accepted and approved by the City of Santa Rosa traffic
engineering department.
Three State Highway intersections were included in the analysis: SR 12/Mission Boulevard, SR 12/Los
Alamos Road and SR 12/Melita Road. The following conditions were noted in the report:


All of these intersections are currently operating at LOS C or better.



The Traffix Software is widely used and estimates intersection level of service effectively for
planning projects.



The Project is projected to increase traffic by only 18 PM peak hour hour trips.



The Project is estimated to increase delay at the three State Highway intersections by only 0.1
seconds per intersection during the peak hour.

Based on these minor impacts on the State Highway system, it is not warranted to conduct further
intersection analysis.
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LETTER 104 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 104-1
Following are the storage capacities for the SR-12 turn lanes in the study area. Appendix C of the Traffic
Impact Study was emailed to Caltrans on February 25, 2010.

Intersection

EB Left

WB Left

EB Right

SR 12/Mission Blvd

250 feet

250 feet

210 feet

SR 12/Los Alamos Rd

325 feet

285 feet

n/a

SR 12/Melita Road

150 feet

(TWLTL)1

n/a

1)

Two-way Left-Turn Lane
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LETTER 200 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 200-1
Refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts.
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LETTER 201 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 201-1
The letter does not comment on the adequacy of the Draft EIR. No further response is necessary.
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From: mbguerrazzi@aol.com [mailto:mbguerrazzi@aol.com]
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2009 2:25 PM
To: Rose, William
Subject: spring lake village

1

2

In re guards to Spring Lake village there are already many problems and expansion is only
going to make things harder on the neighborhood . At times there are between 30 to 50 cars
parked on Montgomery Drive. Many of their staff and visitors make illegal turns and u turns
over a double - double yellow line, with no concern for their or other's safety . There is only
Montgomery Drive as a way in and out of Spring Lake Village , with no traffic signal it is way
too much traffic and the addition of another 62 units and 96 more parking places is not
possible for this street ! With the project plans for 3 story building the noise from the
HVAC roof top system tends to travel thur this small end on the valley and create noise for
surrounding neighbors as far away as Melita Rd, , Sharron ct, , Sonoma Hwy and
Pepperwood rd. etc . This goes for the early morning truck traffic from there also, ie trash truck
5am . Thank you Mr. Michael Guerrazzi

SPRING LAKE VILLAGE EXPANSION AND ANNEXATION FINAL EIR
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

LETTER 202 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 202-1
The issue of staff and visitors making unsafe u-turns at the Spring Lake Village entrance and on-street
parking is discussed on page 4.11-8 in the Transportation Section of the Draft EIR. The impact was
found to be significant. Mitigation Measure TR-3b Off-site Roadway Improvements requires the
installation of road improvements at the corner of Montgomery Drive and Melita Road to provide a safe
turning mechanism for vehicles entering the Spring Lake Village campus.
Increase in traffic congestion is discussed on pages 4.11-5 and 4.11-6 in the Transportation section of the
Draft EIR. The Montgomery Drive corridor currently operates at LOS A. With the addition of projectrelated traffic Montgomery Drive would continue to operate at LOS A. There would be 137 net new
parking spaces on the campus. These spaces would not be located on the street.
Response to Comment 202-2
As part of the Project the cooling tower on the Village Center would be replaced with a quieter model.
The new model would generate substantially less noise (quieter by 7 dBA) than the current model. New
buildings in the expansion area would have small heating and cooling systems for each individual
residence that will not create any more noise than the heating cooling system for a normal residence. The
new buildings would not have large industrial systems such as the one on the Village Center roof.
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From: mark hillestad [mailto:mhillestad1@gmail.com]
Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2009 9:22 AM
To: Rose, William
Subject: SLV EIR Comments

Bill,
I would like add the following comments with regard to the Spring Lake Village
Expansion and Annexation Draft AIR to the public record.
Section 4.12 of the draft document claims a significant visual impact for three story
Villas 1 and 2 and recommends lowering these buildings to two story as mitigation...
Three story Villas 3 and 4 are not cited as having significant impacts, even though Villa
4 is the only three story building that borders a single family home on Brey Road
(Hillestad property).... Villas 3 and 4 are the same height as Villas 1 and 2, which were
found to be a significant visual impact. Villas 3 and 4 are closer to the Marten, Hillestad,
Pappas and Escola properties than Villas 1 and 2 are to residences to the south.

1

Villas 3 and 4 offer a significant visual impact on the Escola, Pappas, Marten and
Hillestad properties at the north end of the project. The height and placement of these
Villas are in direct violation of section 4.3 of the Design Guidelines. The draft document
refers to these and other Design Guidelines, but it fails to make the connection to the
problems inherent with the height and placement of these Villas... This obvious
significant impact needs mitigation.

2

Cottages C-6 and C-5, while within the allowable setbacks, are placed in the front yards
of the Pappas and Marten properties - well in front of existing setbacks on Brey Road and
as such are also in violation of Design Guidelines found in section 4.3 ......This qualifies
as a significant impact and requires mitigation.

3

The draft document includes photo simulations apparently taken from the County water
agency property and from Brey Road. These photo simulations would have been more
helpful if they were taken from the back yards of the houses on Brey Road as this is
where the visual impact will be most keenly felt. The draft report offers no photo
simulations from the north end of the proposed project at all ... Photo simulations taken
from the north would clearly show the visual impact of Villa 4.

4

As a thirty year resident of Brey Road bordering Spring Lake Village I have seen the
wildlife population day and night on the subject property and can say that it is an active
wildlife corridor. The conclusion the report reaches on page 4.2-6 regarding separation of
Project site from Santa Rosa Creek by "existing residences" is incorrect ... No one from
Winzler and Kelly made any attempt to contact me or visit our property or the Alexander
property that borders the Creek to the north, if they had they would see that there are no
fences at all between Santa Rosa Creek and the subject property. Deer, foxes, raccoon,
skunks, possum, wild turkeys, migratory birds and many other species pass over this
property from Santa Rosa Creek to the state and county parks to the south. Fencing on the
SLV property has been down for years allowing easy movement of wild life through the
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4

area. Much of this wildlife movement takes place at night. Someone visiting the site
during the day would have a limited opportunity to see animals move in the area. No
studies are cited to back-up the claims regarding wildlife movement in this section. The
draft EIR claims that the diversion channel west of the site could be used as an
alternative corridor. Anyone who has taken the time to explore the area can see that
twelve foot concrete walls line the spillway where the channel connects to Spring Lake
Park at the North Saddle Dam making passage by wildlife at the diversion channel
impossible ....At the least a nocturnal wildlife study should be made.....
In conclusion :
Three story Villas 3 and 4 represent a significant visual impact and need mitigation.
Cottages C-6 and C-5 are located in front of existing Brey Road setbacks and need
mitigation.
Adequate photo simulations from the north end and from residence backyards are needed.

5

A nocturnal wildlife study is needed and false assumptions need rethinking in the
biological section.
Mark and Lois Hillestad
278 Brey Road
Santa Rosa, Ca 95409

SPRING LAKE VILLAGE EXPANSION AND ANNEXATION FINAL EIR
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

LETTER 203 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 203-1
Refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts.
Response to Comment 203-2
No portion of the Project violates the 15-foot front-yard setback for structures allowed by the PD-0308.
The cottages on Brey Road would maintain a twenty-foot setback. The parcels along Brey Road are
zoned RR B6 20 (County) and RR-40 (City). Both designations require 20 foot front yard setbacks.
Actual setbacks, based on aerial research, on the east side of Brey Road for existing buildings range from
30 feet to 50 feet and setbacks on the west side of Brey Road range from less than 10 feet to greater than
60 feet. The Project’s setback from Brey Road is slightly greater than 20 feet. Therefore, the Project’s
setbacks are not only within the range of existing setbacks but also conform to the zoning code.
Response to Comment 203-3
Visual simulations from private backyards had been prepared by the applicant prior to the Draft EIR
commencing and were provided as additional information in Appendix G of the Draft EIR. Included in
these simulations is a view from a neighboring property on the north end of the Project site looking south
(see View #4).
Response to Comment 203-4
Refer to Master Response A Expansion Parcel as Wildlife Corridor.
Response to Comment 203-5
Comment 5 summarizes each of the previous comments made in the letter. Refer to Responses to
Comments 203-1 through 203-4.
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TOMARAS & OGAS, LLP
10755-FScRiPPsPowAY PARKWAY #281 • SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92131
TELEPHONE(858)554-0550 • FACSIMILE (858) 777-5765 • WWW.MTOWLAW.COM
Kathryn A. Ogas
Brenda L. Tomaras

kogas@mtowlaw.com
btomaras@mtowlaw.com

November 17, 2009

Via E-mail

Bill Rose
Senior Planner
City of Santa Rosa
Department of Community Development
100 Santa Rosa Avenue, Room 3
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
Re:

Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Report for the Spring Lake Village
Expansion and Annexation

Dear Mr. Rose:
This comment letter is submitted on behalf of the Lytton Rancheria of Caliornia
(hereinafter, "Lytton Tribe"), a federally recognized Indian tribe and sovereign government. The
Lytton Tribe submits the following comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR)
for the Sprint Lake Village Project. We request that these comments, as well as any subsequent
1 comments submitted by the Lytton Tribe, be included in the record for approval of the Project.
REQUESTED NOTICE AND INVOLVEMENT

2

The Lytton Tribe formally requests, pursuant to Public Resources Code §21092.2, to be
notified and involved in the entire environmental review process under CEQA during this
Project. This includes adding the Tribe to your distribution list(s) for public notices and public
circulation of all documents pertaining to this Project. The Tribe further requests to be directly
notified of all public hearings and scheduled approvals concerning this Project.
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Letter to Bill Rose
Re: Spring Lake Village DEIR
Page 2
THE LEAD AGENCY MUST INCLUDE INVOLVEMENT OF AND CONSULTATION
WITH THE TRIBE IN ITS REVIEW PROCESS
It has been the intent of the Federal Government1 and the State of California2 that Indian
tribes be consulted with regard to issues which impact cultural and spiritual resources, as well as
other governmental concerns. The responsibility to consult with Indian tribes stems from the
unique government-to-government relationship between the United States and Indian tribes.
This arises when tribal interests are affected by the actions of governmental agencies and
departments such as approval of Specific Plans and EIRs. In this case, it is undisputed that
portions of the project lie within Lytton Tribe's traditional territory and the Tribe appreciates the
City of Santa Rosa's willingness to consult with the Tribe on this Project, as well as to keep the
Tribe informed of the progress of this Project.

LYTTON TRIBAL CULTURAL AFFILIATION TO THE PROJECT AREA AND
PROJECT IMPACTS TO CULTURAL RESOURCES
The Lytton Band is not opposed to this project. The Tribe's primary concerns stem from
the project's likely impacts on Native American cultural resources. The Lytton Band has a legal
and cultural interest in the proper protection of sacred places and all Porno cultural resources.
The Tribe is concerned about both the protection of unique and irreplaceable cultural resources,
such as Porno village sites and archaeological items which would be displaced by development,
and with the proper and lawful treatment of cultural items, Native American human remains and
sacred items likely to be discovered in the course of development and improvements the Project
Area.

2

The Porno people traditionally occupied the geographical area known today as the
County of Sonoma for thousands of years, including the area of Alexander Valley, within the
Town of Windsor and the City of Santa Rosa's sphere of influence. This is verified through
stories and songs of the Pomo people that are cultural evidence of the Tribe's cultural affiliation
with these lands. Occupation is also evidenced through the location of the Tribe's prior
reservation, anthropological studies, archaeological studies, and histories of the area. In
addition, Tribal ties to these territories have been maintained to the present day through cultural
and governmental actions.
As a preliminary matter, the Tribe has noted some inaccuracies in the ethnographic
discussion section of the DEIR. The Lytton Rancheria was established by the Federal
government in 1926, rather than in 1937 as noted. The Rancheria was established through a
program established by Congress in which funds were appropriated to purchase lands to address
the needs of homeless California Indians.

3

See Executive Memorandum of April 29, 1994 on Government-to-Government Relations with Native American
Tribal Governments and Executive Order of November 6, 2000 on Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal
Governments.

See California Public Resource Code §5097.9 et seq. and Cal. Govt. Code §§ 65351, 65352, 65352.3 and 65352.4.
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5

Pursuant to the DEIR, there is at least one prehistoric site within the project area and at
least two others within a quarter mile of the project area. It appears that a portion of the site has
previously been disturbed, but that other areas remain in tact. In particular, the Tribe has a
concern for any ground disturbing activities which may occur adjacent to or near the creek.
Given that Native American cultural resources may be affected by the Project, the Tribe should
be allowed to be involved and participate with the City of Santa Rosa in developing all
monitoring and mitigation plans for the duration of the Project.
Finally, the Tribe believes that if human remains are discovered, State law would apply
and the mitigation measures for the Project must account for this. According to the California
Public Resources Code, § 5097.98, if Native American human remains are discovered, the
Native American Heritage commission must name a "most likely descendant," who shall be
consulted as to the appropriate disposition of the remains.
DRAFT EIR AND MITIGATION MEASURES
Environmental Impact Reports must provide adequate protection for significant
archaeological and cultural sites and adequately follow the provisions of CEQA and its
Guidelines, including Calif. Pub. Res. Code § 21083.2(b) (avoidance as preferred method of
preservation of archaeological resources), CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4(b)(3) (agencies should
avoid effects on historical resources of archaeological nature), and CEQA Guidelines § 15020
(lead agency responsible for adequacy of environmental documents).
The Tribe requests the following revisions be made to the proposed mitigation measures
(for ease of reading and to reduce space, portions of the measures which are not impacted by the
revisions will be left out and noted with elisions):
CR-la
A.
Definition of Site Boundaries

6

The plan shall include a discussion of the rationale for selecting the number and locations
of the test units and augur samples and must identify the planned treatment and
disposition of any recovered cultural materials. Copies of the plan must be provided to
the FIGR and the Lytton Rancheria for comment prior to the beginning of the testing
program.
B. Protection of Identified Cultural Deposits, Pre-Construction Data Recovery, and/or
Construction Monitoring

7

The treatment plan shall detail recommended mitigations for Project impacts to CA-SON20, and any other archaeological resources identified by subsurface testing. The
treatment plan shall be prepared in consultation with a representatives of the Graton and
LyttonRancherias. ...
CR-lb
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8

Should archaeological materials be encountered within these and any other construction
activities, the piece of equipment that encounters the materials would be stopped, and the
find inspected by a qualified archaeologist. If the deposit contains significant
archaeological material, all work must be stopped in the immediate vicinity and the
archaeologist and City of Santa Rosa shall provide the Graton and Lytton Rancherias with
the information regarding the nature of the finds and shall consult with the Tribes
regardinR the appropriate disposition of the artifacts. Such appropriate disposition may
include modification of the Project to allow the materials to be left in place or data
recovery of the deposit, and the archaeologist would undertake data recovery of the
deposit unless the Project can be modified to allow the materials to be left in place. Data
recovery efforts must follow standard archaeological methods.
CR-2
The Tribe objects to the notion that an archaeologist has any interest or say in the
appropriate disposition of human remains. Any such determinations must be made by
the Most Likely Descendent and appropriate tribe alone. The Tribe therefore suggests
the following replace the second paragraph of CR-2:

9

If human remains are encountered, California Health and Safety Code Section 7050.5
states that no further disturbance shall occur until the Riverside County Coroner has made
the necessary findings as to origin. Further, pursuant to California Public Resources Code
Section 5097.98(b) remains shall be left in place and free from disturbance until a final
decision as to the treatment and disposition has been made. If the Sonoma County
Coroner determines the remains to be Native American, the Native American Heritage
Commission shall be contacted within a reasonable timeframe. Subsequently, the Native
American Heritage Commission shall identify the "most likely descendant." The most
likely descendant shall then make recommendations, and engage in consultations
concerning the treatment of the remains as provided in Public Resources Code 5097.98.
The Lytton Tribe looks forward to working together with the City of Santa Rosa and
other interested agencies in protecting any invaluable Pomo cultural resources found in the
Project area. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Very truly yours,
TOMARAS & OGAS, LLP

Brenda L. Tomaras
Attorneys for the Lytton Rancheria of California

SPRING LAKE VILLAGE EXPANSION AND ANNEXATION FINAL EIR
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

LETTER 204 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comments 204-1 and 2
The comment letter submitted on behalf of the Lytton Tribe has been included in the Final EIR and is
therefore part of the record. Any subsequent comments on the EIR received by the City will be included
in the record. The commenter is on the City’s distribution list for public notices for the Project, including
notice of public meetings and hearings and CEQA document review periods. To date, the Lytton Tribe
has been provided a copy of the Notice of Availability of the Draft EIR and information regarding the
November 12, 2009 public hearing. The City looks forward to continuing communications with the
Lytton Tribe on this Project.
Response to Comment 204-3
The ethnographic discussion does not state that the Lytton Rancheria was established in 1937. It states
that the Lytton Band of Pomo Indians was first established in 1937.
Response to Comment 204-4
Mitigation Measure CR-1a, as modified in Response to Comments 204-6 and 204-7, provides for the
Tribe’s involvement and participation in developing plans for the treatment of cultural resources
potentially affected by the Project. These plans include the Subsurface Testing Program Plan for
Archaeological Resources, which will detail the testing program and the planned treatment and
disposition of any recovered cultural materials, and the Archaeological Resources Treatment Plan, which
will detail mitigations for impacts to any significant archaeological materials identified during the testing
program.
Response to Comment 204-5
Please see Response to Comment 204-9.
Response to Comment 204-6
The first paragraph of Mitigation Measure CR-1a on page 4.3-12 is revised as follows:
A. Definition of Site Boundaries
…disposition of any recovered cultural materials. Copies of the plan must be provided to the
FIGR and the Lytton Rancheria for comment prior to the beginning of the testing program.
Response to Comment 204-7
The third paragraph of Mitigation Measure CR-1a on page 4.3-12 is revised as follows:
B. Protection of Identified Cultural Deposits, Pre-Construction Data Recovery, and/or
Construction Monitoring
…archaeological resources identified by subsurface testing. The treatment plan shall be prepared
in consultation with a representatives of the Graton and Lytton Rancherias.
Response to Comment 204-8
Please note that Mitigation Measure CR-1b provides for data recovery as an option only in the event that
protection and preservation is not feasible. The subject paragraph is revised to include the requirement to
conduct data recovery consistent with the plan(s) prepared under Mitigation Measure CR-1a, which must
City of Santa Rosa
July 21, 2010
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be prepared in consultation with representatives of the Lytton Rancheria and Federated Indians of Graton
Rancheria. It also has been revised to include inspection of any find by a Native American monitor, if one
has been retained.
The second paragraph of Mitigation Measure CR-1b on page 4.3-14 is revised a follows:
Should archaeological materials be encountered within these and any other construction activities,
the piece of equipment that encounters the materials would be stopped, and the find inspected by
a qualified archaeologist, and by the Native American monitor, if one has been retained. If the
deposit contains significant archaeological material, all work must be stopped in the immediate
vicinity and the archaeologist would undertake data recovery of the deposit, unless the Project
can be modified to allow the materials to be left in place. Data recovery efforts must follow
standard archaeological methods, and be consistent with excavation methods, types of analysis,
and disposition of any cultural materials outlined in the Subsurface Archaeological Testing
Program Plan, or the Archaeological Resources Treatment Plan if such a plan was prepared under
Mitigation Measure CR-1a.
Response to Comment 204-9
Mitigation Measure CR-2 on page 4.3-15 of the Draft EIR describes the procedures to be followed should
human remains, associated grave goods, or items of cultural patrimony be encountered during Project
construction in accordance with Public Resources Code 5097.9 and Health and Safety Code 7050.5. This
mitigation measure has been changed to substantially duplicate the wording contained in those
regulations, as follows:
Mitigation:

CR-2 Treatment of Human Remains, Associated Grave Goods, or Items of Cultural
Patrimony

Should human remains, associated grave goods, or items of cultural patrimony be encountered
during Project construction, the following procedures shall be followed as required by Public
Resources Code § 5097.9 and Health and Safety Code § 7050.5.
In the event of discovery or recognition of any human remains in any location other than a
dedicated cemetery, there shall be no further excavation or disturbance of the site or any nearby
area reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent remains until the Sonoma County Coroner has
determined that the remains are not subject to his or her authority. If the coroner recognizes the
human remains to be those of a Native American, or has reason to believe that they are those of a
Native American, he or she shall contact, by telephone within 24 hours, the State Native
American Heritage Commission (NAHC). The NAHC shall assign a Most Likely Descendent
(MLD). A qualified archaeologist, in consultation with the MLD, shall provide, in writing
recommendations regarding the treatment of the human remains and any associated cultural
materials. Copies of the recommendations shall be provided to the Project applicant, the City, the
MLD, and the NWIC.
If human remains are encountered, no further excavation or disturbance of the site or any nearby
area shall occur until the Sonoma County Coroner has made the necessary findings as to origin, in
accordance with Health and Safety Code 7050.5. In accordance with Public Resources Code
5097.98 if the coroner believes the human remains to be those of a Native American, he or she
shall contact, by telephone, within 24 hours, the Native American Heritage Commission. The
Native American Heritage Commission shall immediately notify the Most Likely Descendent
(MLD) or Descendants. The Descendent shall inspect the site of the discovery and may
recommend the means for treating or disposing, with appropriate dignity, the human remains and
City of Santa Rosa
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any associated grave goods. The Descendents shall complete their inspection and make their
recommendation within 48 hours of their notification by the Native American Heritage
Commission. The remains shall not be damaged or disturbed by further development until the
landowner has discussed and conferred with the MLD regarding their recommendations.
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From: Melitta Station Inn [mailto:info@melittastationinn.com]
Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2009 9:39 AM
To: Rose, William
Subject: Spring Lake Village expansion proposal
Dear Mr Rose,
I understand that there was limited local representation at the Planning Commission hearing on
11/12 concerning the Spring Lake expansion. As distand neighbors who have repeatedly
expressed our interest in maintaining the rural nature of Melita Road, without any success with
City bodies, we had stood aside. However there is one aspect of the EIR which bears upon us as
well as many local residents – that being the effects on groundwater and the many private wells
which are relied on and have been in use for well over 100 years without hindrance by many
properties.
Specifically in the EIT there is reference to SLV using a (or some?) on-sitewells for irrigation
purposes to reduce their impact on the local water distribution network (and of course to reduce
the fees they pay to the city). Since there would be obvious impacts of such an approach to
adjacent and more distant properties, our request would be that the Planning Commission make it
a condition of approval that all site irrigation water be obtained from “grey” on-site sources.
Indeed the stated guidelines of the expansion are those of LEED buildings which should require
the re-use of such water resources when considering such a major usage of a scarce resource.

1

There is adequate space within the project and site area to enable SLV to implement a
comprehensive “grey” water re-use system and become a net contributor to water economy on an
after vs before project basis.

2

On a separate and presently untabled planning matter, we would like to observe that it is beyond
belief that SLV will not apply for permits to expand through to Melita Road in the future. If the
present plan does not take into account ALL future anticipated access requirements then the
Commission will be deficient in its duties on behalf of local resident of Melita Road. This road is
classified as a rural overlay, and it should never be possible for SLV to gain access to Melita
Road for a similar sized expansion with all its traffic implications in ANY future application. The
time to make this clear is now since SLV has already purchased land on the Melita Rd side of
Santa Rosa Creek.
Sincerely,
Tim & Jackie Thresh
Melitta Station Inn
5850 Melita Road
Santa Rosa CA 95409

SPRING LAKE VILLAGE EXPANSION AND ANNEXATION FINAL EIR
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

LETTER 205 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 205-1
Landscape irrigation of the existing campus is provided by an on-site well. As described in more detail
on pages 4.6-10 and 4.6-11, existing irrigation is estimated at 355,266 gallons per month during peak
usage. Landscape irrigation demand after implementation of the Project is estimated at 309,666 gallons
per month during peak usage. This is approximately 45,600 gallons less than current usage as a result of
turf removal and other low-water landscape improvements that would be made as part of the Project.
Therefore, no increase in the demand on groundwater would occur; demand would actually decrease with
implementation of the Project. Also refer to Master D Groundwater.
Response to Comment 205-2
Episcopal Senior Communities reports that they purchased the Melita Road property when it was placed
on the market for the purpose of having control of an adjacent property, especially one that lies within the
view corridor of the Village Center and the campus’ primary dining and social gathering spots. They also
report that they have no development plans for the site and they do not plan to place a conservation
easement on the property. No such easement is required as mitigation for any impact of the Spring Lake
Village Expansion Project.
The Melita Road parcel is not part of the existing PD zoning. No changes are proposed to it as part of the
Project. The current zoning is RR-20-SR, Rural Residential, 20,000 square foot minimum lot size, with a
Scenic Road Combining District. The zoning ordinance would allow a single family residence with a
second dwelling unit without further planning approvals by the City of Santa Rosa. Impacts of
development of parcels, including the Melita Road parcel, under the current General Plan land use
designations would have been considered in the General Plan 2035 EIR.
Any future development for the Melita Road parcel, should it someday be proposed by the owners, would
be subject to evaluation under CEQA. Any such future development would be constrained, in that it
would have a 30-foot creek setback from the top of bank (Zoning Code 20-30.040) and a 50- to 100-foot
scenic road setback (Zoning Code 20-28.050), leaving about 1 acre that could be developed. Connection
of the site to the Spring Lake Village main campus would have to occur either via a bridge over Santa
Rosa Creek or by driving east on Montgomery Drive and back on Melita Road. The bridge over Santa
Rosa Creek would be expensive and driving around would be an operational obstacle to providing a
reliable standard of care. Development of the Melita Road parcel as part of Spring Lake Village is not
considered to be a reasonably foreseeable future phase of the Project due to its small developable size, the
lack of plans by the owners, and the obstacles it presents to operational connectivity to the main campus.
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LETTER 206 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 206-1
Refer to the response to Public Hearing Comment PH6, below. Also refer to Master Response D
Groundwater.
Response to Comment 206-2
The bioswales, which would be part of the Low Impact Development (LID) design, are considered by the
State Water Resources Control Board to be a sustainable practice that benefits water supply and
contributes to water quality protection. The primary purpose of the SUSMP Guidelines is to improve the
water quality of storm water runoff. LID uses site design and storm water management to maintain the
site’s pre-development runoff rates and volumes. The goal of LID is to mimic a site’s predevelopment
hydrology by using design techniques that infiltrate, filter, store, evaporate, and detain runoff close to the
source of rainfall. LID has been a proven approach in other parts of the country and is seen in California
as an alternative to conventional storm water management. The bioswales result in less disturbance of the
development area and conservation of natural features. The bioswales provide water treatment through
physical and biological treatment processes. Required maintenance of the bioswales include removal of
sediment build up, removal of trash/debris, and removal of any evidence of any contaminants.
Response to Comment 206-3
The Project is being designed in accordance with the City’s Standard Urban Stormwater Management
Plan (SUSMP) Guidelines. This would require preparation of a Storm Water Management Plan (SWMP),
a maintenance mechanism, and a written certification of best management practices (BMPs) installation.
Onsite drainage improvements for the new expansion area would be designed to provide treatment, via
filtration, of the runoff to improve water quality, and to release runoff from the Project site at predevelopment runoff rates. Therefore, stormwater runoff from the Project would not increase runoff to the
Santa Rosa Creek, harm the trees, or impact the Creek’s aquatic biology. For additional details refer to
pages 4.6-12 and 4.6-13 of the Draft EIR and Master Response C Hydrology.
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From: Bill Nelson [mailto:orangejello@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2009 12:32 PM
To: Rose, William
Subject: Spring Lake Village Expansion

Bill,
I just received the letter that you sent regarding the expansion of Spring Lake Village.

1

No where did I see anything regarding solar panels! Why isn't every new expansion /
development of a commercial or residential facility required to have solar panels?
Wouldn't this make sense considering global warming and our consumption of fossil
fuels?
I look forward to your response.
Bill Nelson
707-688-7187
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Response to Comment 207-1
The Project will be required to comply with the City’s Green Building ordinance (Chapter 21-09 Green
Building). Under this ordinance commercial developments must demonstrate 20 credits under the LEED
Commercial Green Building Rating Systems and residential developments must certify 50 points under
the Build It Green – Green Point Rating System. These rating systems cover such topics as water
conservation, site planning, indoor air quality, recycling, site hydrology, energy efficiency, and renewable
energy. While energy efficiency is a mandatory requirement in these systems, renewable energy, such as
solar panels, is optional. The Spring Lake Village Project does not include the installation of solar panels
nor is it required to under the City’s ordinance.
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SPRING LAKE VILLAGE EXPANSION AND ANNEXATION FINAL EIR
RESPONSE TO COMMENTS

LETTER 208 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 208-1
The EIR found the impact of the Project on the visual character of the area to be significant. Specifically
noted were the 3-story buildings and the “institutional” look of the buildings. Mitigation Measure VR-2
Reconfigure Massing of Three-Story Villas in Expansion Area requires a reduction of the three-story
buildings to two stories and/or shifting the placement of buildings to reduce mass. The mitigation
measure also requires revisions to the architectural detail to change the institutional appearance of the
Project. Mitigation Measure BIO-5 requires the compensation for loss of trees. The impact is considered
less than significant after mitigation.
Alternative 1, which reduces the height of two of the villas, reduces the visual impact to a less than
significant level as long as the mitigations regarding architectural detail and tree replacement also are
implemented.
Response to Comment 208-2
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
Response to Comment 208-3
The commenter does not specify which statements in the Draft EIR are confusing or conflicting, therefore
the authors of the EIR are unable to respond. Please refer to Master Response A Expansion Parcel as
Wildlife Corridor.
Response to Comment 208-4
The commenter is correct. A fault exists near the Spring Lake dam, as identified in the Santa Rosa
General Plan 2035 (Figure 12-3), that is potentially active with displacement within the last 700,000
years. As noted on pages 4.4-6 and 4.4-7 of the Draft EIR, impacts to structures from seismic ground
shaking were found to be significant. Mitigation Measure GEO-1 Seismic Design to Resist Ground
Shaking requires design and construction be performed in conformance with specific conclusions and
recommendations of the Project Geotechnical Reports and in accordance with seismic criteria presented
in the 2007 California Building Code. The seismic criteria have taken into account the active faults in the
Santa Rosa area such as the one near Spring Lake. The impact is considered less than significant after
mitigation.
Response to Comment 208-5
The existing campus is zoned PD-0308 and has 14 units per acre. The expansion parcels would be
developed at an intensity of 11 units per acre. The EIR includes one alternative layout as described in
Chapter 3 Alternatives Description. There were also several alternatives that were considered but rejected
because they were not feasible or did not reduce impacts. These included relocating the villas to another
part of the existing campus, reducing the size of the underground garage, and locating the Project off-site.
Regarding the “alternative layout” suggested by Brey Road neighbors, refer to Responses to Comments
214-1 through 214-5.
Response to Comment 208-6
The comment does not specify a particular issue or concern with the Draft EIR. Therefore a response
cannot be provided.
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Response to Comment 208-7
Refer to Response to Comment 205-2.
Response to Comment 208-8
The Project has no significant impacts that would be mitigated by placing a conservation easement on the
Melita Road parcel. Similarly, the Project has no significant impacts that would be mitigated by
constructing a bridge over Santa Rosa Creek. As indicated in CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.4(a)(3),
mitigation measures are not required for impacts which are not found to be significant. Refer to Response
to Comment 205-2. Refer to Responses to Comments 214-1 through 214-5 with regard to placement of a
pedestrian bridge over Santa Rosa Creek.
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Questions regarding the Draft Environmental Impact Report for Spring Lake
Village.

1

1. page 2-4 How deep will the ditch needed for the bioswale be ... will this
excavation harm root zones of trees adjacent to the SLV property but not on SLV
property ?

2

2. page 2-4 What studies have been done to reach conclusions about "100 year
storm events" cited in Drainage section. How were "pre development run-off rates
" calculated?. What location specific studies and historical research were done to
reach this conclusion?

3

3. page 2-5 Inasmuch as Brey Road floods regularly at the North end during
heavy storms why is it that " Brey Road ditch improvements" are "not necessary
for the Project" ? What site specific studies were done to reach this conclusion?

4

4. page 2-5 What areas of Montgomery Drive would be used to "park
construction and worker vehicles". How can this be safely done and still provide
parking for ongoing SLV workers ?

5

5. Why isn't Villa 4 identified as three story on figure 3-1 ?

6

6. page 3-1 Villas 3 and 4 are the same height as the original Villas 1 and 2 and
are closer or similar distance from the Escola, Marten, Pappas and Hillestad
properties than the original Villas 1 and 2 were to residences located on Brey Road
. Why are Villas 3 and 4 not considered to have significant visual impact to the
Pappas, Marten, Hillestad, and Escola properties?

7

7. page 3-1 There is approximately 2.6 acres of vacant land in the two courtyards
of the two story building clusters a,b,c,d.e and f and building cluster g,h,i,j,k and l
on the existing SLV campus. Why is this land not being used to build additional
units in leu of the expansion project? Would using this land for expansion instead
of the Brey Road property lessen the overall environmental impact of the project?

8

8. page 4.2-6 Why is the sentence "Santa Rosa Creek traverses the Project site
adjacent to the existing campus, but is separated from the expansion area by
several residences." included? The sentence appears to be misleading. Santa Rosa
Creek is separated from the expansion area by two (2) residences which have large
unfenced areas to allow wildlife movement.

Comment Letter #209

9

9. page 4.2-7 With regard to wildlife passage, in what way(s) do the existing
residences separate the expansion area from Santa Rosa Creek?

10. page 4.2-7 Given the configuration of the concrete spillway, how can the
10 diversion channel west of the site be considered a wildlife corridor?
11. PAGE 4.2-7 What site specific biological resource studies have been done at
the expansion parcel to support the statement:
" Owing to the availability of less disturbed wildlife corridors and their
geographic superiority to
the Project site, wildlife would be unlikely to use the Project site as a wildlife
corridor between
Santa Rosa Creek and Annadel State Park and/or Spring Lake Park. Rather,
wildlife species that
would use the Project site are limited to resident animals that have grown
accustomed to the
urbanized setting and isolation of the site. " ?
12. page 4.2-20 Bio-4 " Brey Road residences have observed wildlife traversing
the expansion parcel for several decades. How long have the biologists involved in
11 applicable studies cited observed the expansion parcel with regards to wildlife?
13. page 4.2-21 Could relocation of 20 to 24 independent living units to the
existing campus from the expansion parcel lower the amount of Heritage Trees that
12 need to be removed from the expansion parcel?
14. page 4.2-23 What site specific studies have been provided that substantiate
13 the claim that no wildlife ecosystems exist on the expansion parcel?
15. page 4.7-8 is the statement " Proposed Villa 4 maintains a 37’ setback from
14 the north property line." accurate?
16. page 4.7-9 Why is three story Villa 4 located adjacent to a single family home
given that no other 2 or 3 story villa is located adjacent to a single family home
15 anywhere on the existing campus or on the expansion parcel?
17. page 4.12-4 With a density of 14 units per acre on the existing campus and a
proposed 11 units per acre density on the expansion parcel, how is the project in
compliance with Design Guideline 4.3.II-1 given that the existing density on Brey
16 Road is 1 unit per acre?
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18. page 4.12-4 With three story Villa 4 located adjacent to a single family home,
how is the project in compliance with Design Guidelines 4.3.I-B, 4.3.II-2, 4.3.II-4
17 and 4.3.II-3 c
19. page 4.12-9 How does the mitigation for impact VR-2 alter the significant
18 visual impact of 3 story Villas 3 and 4 ?
20. page 5-2 How are Villas 3 and 4 "less visible from Montgomery Drive or
Brey Road and are located further away from the primary neighborhood interface."
19 than Villas 1 and 2 ?
20 21. page 5-2 What is meant by "primary neighborhood interface" ?

22. page 5-2 What is the distance from Brey Road to Villa 4 ?
23. page 5-2 What is the distance from Brey Road to Villa 1? Is Villa 4 closer to
21 Brey Road than Villa 1?
24. figure 5-1 Why is this visual simulation taken from Brey Road ?
25. figures 5-1 and 5-2 Why weren't these visual simulations taken from the back
22 yards of the residences on Brey Road?
Mark and Lois Hillestad
278 Brey Road
Santa Rosa, Ca. 95409
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LETTER 209 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 209-1
Bioswale construction would require excavation to approximately 3-5 feet. Those trees on neighboring
parcels which had a dripline that significantly overlapped the expansion area were noted on the Tree
Location Plan in the Updated and Expanded Tree Preservation and Mitigation Report (Meserve 2009).
None of these trees would be impacted by the Project. The protective tree measures identified in
Mitigation Measure BIO-5 Compensate for Loss of Protected and Heritage Trees would also apply to
those trees adjacent to the expansion area and whose dripline extends into the expansion area.
Response to Comment 209-2
Refer to Response to Comment 211-7 and Master Response C Hydrology.
Response to Comment 209-3
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
Because the flooding along Brey Road is an existing condition, and because the Project includes a
detention system that would limit runoff rates from the expansion area to Brey Road at pre-development
rates, the Project would not exacerbate the existing problem and would not be required to provide
mitigation. The Brey Road improvements proposed would be funded and constructed as “good neighbor”
improvements to help address existing flooding and drainage concerns. They are not required as part of
project mitigation.
Response to Comment 209-4
The south side of Montgomery Drive adjacent to the Spring Lake Village may be used to temporarily
park construction and worker vehicles. As noted on page 4.11-7 in the Draft EIR, Mitigation Measure
TR-2 includes measures to reduce traffic hazards, including those created by temporary construction
parking along Montgomery Drive, to less than significant. In addition, as noted on page 4.11-10,
Mitigation Measure TR-4 includes measures to reduce the need for construction-related parking and
provide additional staff and visitor parking during construction. Strategies include satellite parking at an
off-site location, with shuttles provided to and from the campus, as well as a management strategy to
utilize unused spaces, such as temporarily re-assigning existing parking to provide more staff and visitor
parking during the construction period. These measures will provide safety and reduce the amount of
parking needed for construction workers.
Response to Comment 209-5
Villa 4 is intended to have a reduced-area third-story so the roof line is feathered back. A label
identifying Villa 4 as a three-story building has been added to the revised Figure 3-1. The revised figure
can be found in Chapter 3 Replacement Pages.
Response to Comment 209-6
Refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts.
Response to Comment 209-7
Please refer to the response to letter 214 with regard to the need to evaluate additional alternatives.
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As noted in Chapter 3 Alternatives Description, page 3-1, placement of units on the existing campus was
considered as an EIR alternative in the Draft EIR, but deemed infeasible due to insufficient space on the
existing campus to accommodate additional units.
The Draft EIR finds that construction noise for improvements on the existing campus would be
significant and unavoidable for existing occupants located approximately 50 feet from the Project
construction. If new units were to be built within the interior courtyards, additional existing occupants
would be exposed to even greater construction noise levels. Therefore, adding more units to the existing
campus is considered to have greater noise impacts than the Project.
The courtyards are considered a recreational amenity by the existing residents and are used for strolling
through and sitting outdoors. This is especially important for those residents with mobility constraints
who are able to access the courtyards directly from their homes. Other considerations include limited
emergency service access, rerouting and upgrading existing utilities (water, sewer, storm drain, gas,
electric, telephone, CATV, and security) to accommodate new building construction, alteration of
pedestrian paths resulting in an increased travel distances for disabled residents, minimum distance to
parked vehicles will be 1,100 feet from the east courtyard which is nearly twice the existing maximum
distance to parking. These considerations are discussed with further detail under the responses to Letter
214.
Response to Comment 209-8
The EIR authors disagree that the sentence is misleading. During two separate site visits, five street
addresses to the east of Brey Road and to the north of the expansion area were noted from standing on
Brey Road, however only four residences could be seen. While walking the expansion area, approaching
the residences from the back, there were no unfenced areas documented. There were however, small
openings in the fences that could allow for passage by a single small animal. From standing on Brey
Road unfenced areas were noted between Santa Rosa Creek and front yards, with direct access to the
unfenced expansion area parcel that touches on Brey Road. Also refer to Master Response A Expansion
Area as Wildlife Corridor.
Response to Comment 209-9 through 209-11
Refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor.
Response to Comment 209-12
Placement of the units on the existing campus is not feasible. Refer to Response to Comment 209-7.
Also refer to Responses to Comments 214-1 through 214-5. Also, please note that the EIR includes
mitigation to reduce impacts to protected trees to a less than significant level.
Response to Comment 209-13
An ecosystem is a geographic area including all the living organisms (people, plants, animals, and
microorganisms), their physical surroundings (such as soil, water, and air), and the natural cycles that
sustain them. All of these elements are interconnected. Ecosystems can be small (a single stand of aspen)
or large (an entire watershed including hundreds of forest stands across many different ownerships). It
does not define the value of the habitat. CEQA defines a significant impact to fish and wildlife species in
Guidelines Section 15065(a)(1): “…substantially degrade the quality of the environment; substantially
reduce the habitat of a fish or wildlife species; cause a fish or wildlife population to drop below self
sustaining levels; threaten to eliminate a plant or animal community; substantially reduce the number or
restrict the range of an endangered, rare or threatened species…”. For example, vernal pool ecosystems
are protected in the Santa Rosa Plain for their value to the endangered California tiger salamander which
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uses vernal pools for breeding. The Draft EIR did not conclude that there were no ecosystems at the
expansion parcel. The conclusion was that the only habitat on the Project site which, if impacted, could
result in a significant impact to fish and wildlife species was the riparian corridor along Santa Rosa Creek.
The Project does not include any improvements that would be within the riparian corridor nor
improvements that would secondarily impact the riparian corridor.
Response to Comment 209-14
The statement on page 4.7-8 of the Draft EIR is correct. Proposed Villa 4 maintains a 37’ setback from
the north property line. Villa 4 also maintains a 37’ setback from the north property line under
Alternative 1. The setback is measured from the building wall to the property line.
Response to Comment 209-15
As noted on page 4.7-7 in the Draft EIR the Project, including Villa 4, would be consistent with the
height limitations and setbacks of the PD zoning. If the commenter is concerned with the visual impacts
from the Project refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts.
Response to Comment 209-16 and 209-17
As stated on page 4.12-9 in the Draft EIR, the three-story structures, in general, are not compatible with
the rural residential neighborhood along Brey Road and are inconsistent with Design Guidelines 4.3.II-1
through 4.3.II-4. Impact VR-2 is identified as a significant impact. As discussed on pages 4.12-9 and
4.12-10 in the Draft EIR, implementation of Mitigation Measure VR-2 would reduce the massing of the
three-story units and would result in greater compatibility of character and scale with the adjacent
neighborhood. In addition, the height of buildings would increase from Brey Road toward the center of
the Village with westernmost buildings being one-story “cottages”, and the next buildings being two and
three stories. With the incorporation of Mitigation Measure VR-2, the impact would be reduced to lessthan-significant levels. As discussed in Chapter 5 Alternatives Analysis, implementation of Alternative 1
would avoid this significant impact identified for the Project. Refer to Master Response B Visual Impact.
Text on page 4.12-9 has been revised include Design Guideline 4.3.I-B:
The additional massing of the three-story structures, in general, are not compatible with the rural
residential neighborhood along Brey Road and are inconsistent with Design Guidelines 4.3.II-1
through 4.3.II-4 and 4.3.I-B (refer to the Setting section above for a full listing of these
guidelines) and General Plan Policies LUL-E-4, UD-A-5, and UD-F-4. As a group, the threestory villas would not integrate with the existing rural neighborhood with respect to scale and
mass.
Also, text on page 4.12-10 has been revised to address Design Guideline 4.3.I-B in the after mitigation
analysis:
The height of buildings would increase from Brey Road toward the center of the Village with
westernmost buildings being one-story “cottages”, and the next buildings being two stories. The
proposed setbacks and screening, along with the reduction in size, and feathering of Villa 4 would
maintain a sense of privacy for the existing neighbors by preventing living spaces on the second
and third floor of the Villas from looking directly into existing neighbor’s yards. With these
measures, inconsistencies with policies of the Santa Rosa General Plan Urban Design Element
would be considerably reduced, to less-than-significant levels. As discussed in Chapter 5
Alternatives Analysis, implementation of Alternative 1 would also avoid this significant impact
identified for the Project.
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Response to Comment 209-18
Refer to Master Response B Visual Impact.
Response to Comment 209-19 and 209-20
Villas 1 and 2 are more visible from Montgomery Drive than Villas 3 and 4, because they are much closer
to Montgomery Drive; Villa 1 is 110 feet from Montgomery Drive, whereas Villa 3 is 565 feet away. In
general, Villas 1 and 2 are more visible from Brey Road than Villas 3 and 4, because houses along Brey
Road in front of Villas 1 and 2 are spaced further apart, allowing a traveler on Brey Road to look back
through to the Project; refer to the visual simulations shown in Figures 5-1 and 5-2 of the Draft EIR.
Villa 4 is closer to Brey Road than Villas 1 and 2, but Cottages 5, 6, and 7 lie between Villa 4 and Brey
Road, and because of their height and proximity to Brey Road, the Cottages would obscure views of Villa
4.
A neighborhood refers to a particular area that has a common point of reference. Interface is a common
boundary where two points come together. In this case the phrase is in reference to where the Project
meets the Brey Road neighborhood. The majority of homes along Brey Road occur within the first 600
feet from Montgomery Drive; further to the north along Brey Road, fewer homes occur with more
spacing between them. Therefore, the Draft EIR stated that Villas 3 and 4 are located further away from
the primary neighborhood interface. Also refer to Master Response B Visual Impact.
Response to Comment 209-21
Villa 1 is approximately 400 feet and Villa 4 is approximately 305 feet from Brey Road. However,
distances from Brey Road are not the only factor to consider in the visual impact analysis. Other factors
are the extent of visibility from public areas such as Brey Road, Montgomery Drive, and the Sonoma
County Water Agency path. Although closer to Brey Road, Villa 4 would be barely visible from Brey
Road or Montgomery Drive due to placement of intervening buildings and landscaping. In addition, Villa
4 has a feathered roof resulting in a partial third floor with only 58% coverage.
Response to Comment 209-22
In general, the purpose of visual simulations in an EIR is to represent a common, public view that would
be visible by the greatest number of people. As indicated in Section 4.12 Visual Resources, the important
public views for the Project are from Montgomery Drive, Brey Road, and the Sonoma County Water
Agency path. For Brey Road the full length of the road was investigated for the view that would include
the fewest view obstructions and show the greatest portion of the Project. Such a view would indicate the
worst case scenario for determining the potential impact. Except for Cottages 5, 6, and 7 along Brey road
that are directly visible (see Figure 4.12-2), the view depicted in Figure 5-1 is considered to represent the
maximum visual impact of the Project from Brey Road. The Project Proponent has prepared visual
simulations from individual private back yards. These simulations were included as Appendix G of the
Draft EIR.
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From: Eleanor Guerin [eleanor@sonic.net]
Sent: Monday, November 30, 2009 8:47 AM
To: Rose, William; Michelle Gervais
Subject: requesting Hydrology e- documents
Hello, Bill and Michele. Since the DEIR does not include supporting documents for all the
hydrology assessments, bioswale, drainage, etc, we are asking for electronic versions of:
The items on the Reference list on 4.6-17, including

1

Adobe's bioswale and drainage plans
Prelim SWMP
the 3 different EBA docs, with drainage calculations
and the Hydrology assessment for the underground garage dated 3/25/08 or anything new in
2009
We would appreciate these at your earliest possible convenience.
thanks, Eleanor
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Response to Comment 210-1
At the time of this request a complete package of all background reports and studies used in preparation
of the Draft EIR was compiled and provided to the commenter and made available to the public in
general.
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December 10, 2009

Comment Letter #211

Bill Rose, Senior Planner
Department of Community Development
City of Santa Rosa,
100 Santa Rosa Avenue, Room 3
Santa Rosa, CA 95407

Dear Mr. Rose:
I do apologize for the lateness of my letter but I have been ill and undergoing medical
treatment for the past six months. And though I have only been able to attend two city
meetings in the past pertaining to this project and some neighborhood meetings, I am very
much concerned as to the expansion of Spring Lake Village on Brey Road and to the
impact it will have to Wildlife, traffic, low density, excess water flow and Santa Rosa
Creek.

1

Having already been exposed to the detriments of environmental issues not addressed
properly on past Melisa Road building projects, I can say that I do have some valid
concerns and questions that I would like answered with regards to the Environmental
Impact Report for Spring Lake Village Expansion and Annexation.
Pages 4.2-2-6.7 Wildlife Corridors
I walk south on Melita Road to Montgomery Dr.; then cross over to Channel Drive(via
walkway over spillway), then west on Channel Drive to east pedestrian and bike entrance
of Spring Lake Park, back down to Montgomery drive; then cross the street to Brey Rd.
and follow Montgomery Dr. east back to Melita and west on Melita back home.
WHY IS THIS REPORT NOT REFLECTING THE TRUE IMPACT ON WILDLIFE by
taking away their only true unimpeded corridor?
I have walked this three mile path for many years. I see dead animals all the time in the
spillway and down the steep slopes of the embankment and behind the fences. The vultures
have made the telephone wires their home to be close by after a kill. I have watched large
and small animals try to make it across the street only to find a cement wall or a cyclone
fence blocking their way. They have misjudged the one little hole to crawl under the fence
or in the case of a large animal nothing so they try to turn around and make it back across
the street. By then it is too late. They are stressed. They do not know what to do. The cars
come at such high speeds (many traveling in excess of 60mph and with more and more cars
using Montgomery drive as a way to save time then to stop at a red light), and so many of
cars in a row…..these animals don’t have a chance. Having great love and respect for all
animals, this is a very difficult thing to experience.
1. How is wildlife expected to travel to the designated spots as listed in the EIR? There is
only concrete wall and a fence.

2

2. How do you expect animals, large or small, to travel down the diversion channel that
really has no way out except for the turtles and ducks at the south end and a fence on both

Comment Letter #211
east and west sides? Even the Pacific Pond Turtle has met its untimely death on this road
while trying to cross after coming out of hibernation? This says that even the turtle do not
use this access. Why would you think this is a viable access for all other animals?
3. How can this steep slope be considered an unimpeded access?
4. The only true wildlife corridor (Spring Lake expansion) has been there for years and
years. Why is it not identified that the only unimpeded access from Anadel and Spring Lake
Park (no fencing concrete walls, etc.) to Santa Rosa Creek is right where this Project is to
be built?
5. Where are the photos of wildlife consisting of deer, raccoons, fox, skunks, and opossums
that were submitted by the Brey Rd. residents? Why are they not being used as evidence to
the location of the wild life corridor?
Page 4.2-20 Impact BIO-4

2

1. I see the animals on a daily basis. How can there be “no impact” when there is physical
evidence that the expansion area is used by all animals as a very productive wildlife
corridor?
2. Do you need more proof?
3. Does the devastating impact have to come after the fact?
Page 4.7-7 Impact LU-1
Why is there conflict with the Santa Rosa General Plan Goals and Policies and the
Project’s goals?
1. Examples are LUL-E-3 – Avoid concentration of large community care facilities in
a single residential neighborhood.
2. Is this not considered already a large community care facility as it is now?
3. What will it be considered when they make changes to their existing buildings?
LUL-E-4 – Protect the rural quality of Very Low Density areas within the Urban
Growth Boundary through design and development standards in the Zoning Code
and develop review.

3

1. Is this project following the above protocol? Is this not the perfect opportunity to be
consistent in keeping with the protection of a “Very Low Density” area?
TRAFFIC

4

1. With more traffic onto Montgomery Drive, is there a traffic light in the future?

UNDERGROUND PARKING

5
6

I live on Santa Rosa Creek on the North Side and West of the Project. I have many
concerns regarding the water table and flooding of excess water into the creek. This could
cause considerable damage to the natural pathway of the creek with erosion of both sides.
1. Have you considered the impact of earthquakes that exist in the area and the impact
that would have on the underground parking lot?
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BIOSWALES
I also have concern as to the drainage on Brey Road as it exists.

7

1. Although I have briefly read there are to be bioswales to handle the excess water and
runoff of silt and pollution, is this a hypothetical situation based on a software program
with plugged in numbers or do you have actual proof that these will handle the 100 year
storm or any other type of storm that would take place in Santa Rosa, Calif. Brey Road?

I could go on with more issues and many questions that are not truly addressed in the
Environmental Impact Report but I have come to the end of my energy.
I thank you for your time in addressing my questions.
Sincerely,

Paula Kay Roberts-Lindauer
5537 Kathleen Ct.
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
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Response to Comment 211-1
The comment shares a generalized concern for impacts to wildlife, traffic, low density, excess water and
Santa Rosa Creek. As it does not raise a specific concern or question, an answer cannot be provided. For
responses to specific questions concerning these topics refer to Responses to Comments 211-2 through
211-7.
Response to Comment 211-2
Refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor.
Response to Comment 211-3
The Project would increase the size of an existing community care facility from 26 acres to 32 acres in a
neighborhood where Spring Lake Village has existed for over twenty years. However, the Project would
not add an additional community care facility in a residential neighborhood. General Plan Policy LUL-E3 refers to placing more than one community care facility in a single neighborhood. As the Project
expands an existing facility, it is not inconsistent with Policy LUL-E-3. Refer to page 4.7-8 in the Draft
EIR for further explanation.
Consistency of the Project with General Plan Policy LUL-E-4 is evaluated under Visual Resources Impact
VR-2 on page 4.12-9 of the Draft EIR, because the Policy relates to design rather than land use. Also,
please refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts. In addition, the Project would be required to seek
approval from the Design Review Board before implementation to ensure the Project is in compliance
with the Zoning Code and development review as stated in LUL-E-4.
Response to Comment 211-4
Increased traffic from the Project would not require a traffic light either now or under the cumulative
condition. As noted on page 4.11-5 and 4.11-6 in the Draft EIR, Montgomery Drive currently operates at
a level of service A, which is the optimal level of service for a roadway. The addition of project related
traffic to Montgomery Drive would not cause a reduction in the level of service. Montgomery Drive
would continue to operate at level of service A. In addition, as noted on page 4.11-11, Montgomery
Drive would continue to comply with the City’s current policy of maintaining a level of service D or
better under the cumulative conditions scenario that included the anticipated traffic from several pending
and approved projects. There would be no requirement for a traffic light.
Response to Comment 211-5
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology and Master Response D Groundwater.
Response to Comment 211-6
Section 4.4 of the Draft EIR evaluates the potential impacts related to seismic hazards. As noted on page
4.4-6 in the Draft EIR, Mitigation Measure GEO-1 would ensure that design and construction is
performed in conformance with the specific conclusions and recommendations contained in the site
specific geotechnical reports prepared for the Project, which includes seismic criteria presented in the
2007 California Building Code. The seismic criteria apply to the underground parking garage and take
into account the active faults in the Santa Rosa area and beyond, and the ground motions and shaking
related to the faults.
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Response to Comment 211-7
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
The drainage analysis for the Project included modeling for the entire local watershed for the 2-year, 10year, and 100-year storm events. Detention analysis included calculations of the required storage volume
to detain the difference between pre- and post-construction runoff from the Project site. The analysis was
performed using Pond Pack, a program developed by Haestad Methods. Pond Pack compares inflow and
outflow hydrographs to determine the required amount of storage. Computer modeling is a widely
accepted practice for predicting future hydrologic events based on historical data and using industry
accepted criteria. Computer modeling is used by the Sonoma County Water Agency (SCWA) and local
cities and counties to design flood control improvements. SCWA has established flood control design
criteria to be used in connection with modeling, as included in the City of Santa Rosa Public Storm Drain
Standards.
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Comment Letter #212
City of Santa Rosa
Attn: Bill Rose, Senior Planner
Department of Community Development
100 Santa Rosa Avenue, Room 3
Santa Rosa, CA 95404
December 12, 2009
Dear Mr. Rose,
For the past 14 years I have represented our neighborhood at city council, planning
and city vision meetings. Every time I've spoken, I have tried my best to fairly
represent positions that together, we have discussed and agreed upon.
In short, we are not NIMBYs who are "against development", because we do support
in-fill and the need to protect our county open spaces from urban sprawl. In our
resistance to SLV, we are also are not "against seniors", and in fact, have said several
times that we understand the need for more affordable housing throughout the entire
city (including our neighborhood).
You will receive many letters regarding specific issues in the SLV EIR, but I hold my
comments to the frustration and disappointment about the process that guides the
initial development planning.
With limited resources and shrinking city governance, it is more important than ever
that residents have more responsibility for decisions that impact them directly. Why
are there no mandatory processes set in place for developers to initiate mediated
conversations with neighbors about projects that will impact our economic and social
quality of life? Currently, developers spend thousands - hundreds of thousands, and
in the case of SLV, millions, in pre-planning that includes only token outreach to
neighbors. When changes are suggested, it’s already so far into planning that
positions are defended simply because of increased costs.
When will the City of Santa Rosa City show leadership in mandating a fair and
reasonable plan for the development PROCESS? Why are developers not required to
initiate conversations and schedule accessible meeting times for neighbors so that we
can participate in the development TOGETHER from the start? Most folks work full
time - perhaps two or three jobs - have aging parents and growing children. By the
time we are involved in the decision-making regarding scope, style and impact, we
are already "catching up" with those who have worked full time for months or years on
projects that serve their self-interest. This does not support participatory democracy
as it is weighted on those with economic gain.

1

For 14 years we have asked to be included as mature, reasonable citizens with
appropriate regard for the rights of others. At last year's council meeting I suggested
that, were the City to require residents and developers to work collaboratively, plans
for final approval would no longer be contentious and antagonistic because the
process was fair, and concessions would have been made by all parties before final
approval. Designs would be better for all, in the long run.

Comment Letter #212

From travels in many parts of the world, I know that development is a question of
style and integration. We can create new ways of expanding to meet our needs by
working together to create innovative solutions to population and in-fill. As a
neighborhood, I assure you that we are not having a knee-jerk reaction to
development; our desire is that new developments model and support an inspiring
1 vision of what our 21st Communities can be.
Did SLV Village explore all possibilities and alternatives to the massive construction
that they now propose? Did they explore the options for smaller cottages rather than
huge, three story complexes? Have they explained why the square footage of the
single/double, elder apartments needs to be equal to many of the local family homes?
Must they be that large? If so, are they catering to a specific economic class of senior
2 at the expense of the local neighbors’ property value? It has been mentioned that
there is no development on Melita Road “at this time”. What plans are there for the
3 future and shouldn’t those plans be included in this current SLV vision?

4

After so many years of seeing the anger, wasted time, energy and frustration of so
many people, I urge the adoption of a more sophisticated sequence of steps based on
organizational development theory and practice. The City of Santa Rosa can set new
precedent by helping create new possibilities for urban growth based on high
expectations and integrity from all parties. Business “as usual” is no longer
appropriate for the needs of our contemporary neighborhoods.

Thank you,

Nancy Vogl
Nancy Vogl
5737 Melita Road SR. 95409 539-2323
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Response to Comment 212-1
Much of the comment expresses concern for the development process in general and encourages
including neighbors in the process. It does not comment on the Spring Lake Village Expansion and
Annexation EIR. No further response is necessary. The City appreciates input on the development
approval process. Eight public meetings have been held on the Project from March 2007 through
November 2009. The meetings included: a Neighborhood Meeting, two Design Review Board meetings,
a Planning Commission meeting, two City Council meetings, EIR Scoping meeting, and a Draft EIR
Public Hearing.
Response to Comment 212-2
Regarding additional alternatives, refer to Response to Comment 209-7, Responses to Comments 215-1
and 214-1 through 214-5.
Response to Comment 212-3
Refer to Response to Comment 205-2.
Response to Comment 212-4
Refer to Response to Comment 212-1.
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LETTER 213 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 213-1
Refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor.
Response to Comment 213-2
The Draft EIR does not identify a significant impact to loss of open space or deer habitat. Therefore,
mitigation is not required. Refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor.
Response to Comment 213-3
The Draft EIR does not identify a cumulative impact to wildlife corridors for which mitigation would be
required. Refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor for additional discussion
regarding use of the expansion parcel as a wildlife corridor.
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Response to Comment 214-1 through 214-5
The City appreciates the efforts of the Santa Rosa Creek Coalition in developing an alternative for the
Project. CEQA Guidelines section 15126.6 requires that an alternative meet three primary requirements:
it must meet most of the project objectives, it must reduce significant impacts, and it must be potentially
feasible.
The EIR authors agree with the commentor that the proposed alternative as described (hereinafter called
the SRCC Alternative), meets most of the project objectives and that it may reduce significant impacts.
We find, however, that it is infeasible to build the number of units as described due to non-compliance
with the City’s adopted Building Code and Fire Code.
The one significant unavoidable impact identified in the Draft EIR (all other significant impacts could be
reduced to less than significant through implementation of mitigation measures) was noise generated
during construction. The SRCC Alternative would not reduce that impact. In fact, it would expose new
residential areas of the campus to construction noise, thus increasing the severity of the impact. Further,
Mitigation Measure V-2 was designed to allow flexibility in creating a project alternative that would
reduce the significant impact to visual resources. It specifically says “The applicant shall design the villas
to be compatible with their surroundings with respect to building scale and mass.” The mitigation
measure then goes on to provide examples on how this could be done including reducing three-story
buildings to two-story buildings or shifting the building placement. Other ways of achieving this could
include reducing the number of units or creating smaller units. CEQA, however, does not require
evaluation of every conceivable alternative to a project. Rather an EIR must consider a reasonable range
of potentially feasible alternatives that will foster informed decision making. Alternative 1, which
reduces the stories on Villas 1 and 2 and shifts the placement of Villa 3, was chosen to be evaluated in the
Draft EIR. Because Alternative 1 reduces the visual impact to less than significant, and does so without
reducing the number of units, evaluation of additional alternatives is not necessary. Nonetheless, the
following provides a response on the feasibility of the SRCC Alternative.
The SRCC letter identifies six changes to the Project that comprise the SRCC Alternative. These are
identified in a bulleted list on page 2 of the SRCC letter and then discussed in more detail under
subsequent headings. For ease of reference each of the six changes are discussed in the same order below
as they appear in the SRCC letter.
Reduce Number of Units on 5.5-acre Expansion Area by One-third, from 62 to 42
Figure 1 of the SRCC letter depicts an arrangement of one-story and two-story cottages that would yield
42 units in the Expansion Area. In comparing Figure 1 to the Project site plan, it appears that the SRCC
Alternative footprints for the three larger two story units outlined in green in the center of the Figure were
created by tracing the footprint of Cottage C-5 under the proposed Project, and then flipping that footprint
such that each of the three buildings would be composed of two buildings placed back to back to form a
single building. In addition, a second story has been added to the back-to-back buildings. The letter
states that each of these buildings would yield 12 units for a total of 36 units in the three buildings
combined. In addition to these buildings, the SRCC Alternative includes four additional structures on the
expansion area comprised of two individual units and two duplexes. Although the two individual units
and two duplexes structures would be acceptable, the back-to-back buildings would provide both legal
and physical challenges.
The SRCC Alternative assumes that since there are four units in Cottage C-5 that two of these buildings
back-to-back and then another two stacked on top would equal 12 units. However, rearranged in this
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configuration it would be impossible to accommodate the same units. The back-to-back buildings would
require interior corridors, egress stairwells, a utility room, and elevators per the building code. To
accommodate this, the footprints of the back-to-back buildings would need to increase by 18 to 20
percent. Conversely, the number of units could potentially be reduced to correct the building code
violations. A minimum of 1 unit per floor would need to be eliminated resulting in a reduction of 6 units.
In addition, the layout of the units would need to be completely redesigned to avoid building code
violations. Cottage C-5 is comprised of unit plans designed to provide habitable space with windows on
both sides of the building. The windows are a code requirement to permit emergency egress from
resident bedrooms and to maximize day-lighting for energy efficiency. The back-to-back arrangement
would result in bedrooms located on the interior of the building, with no windows. Such a design violates
code requirements and is not legally permissible.
Although the Cottage C-5 layout included individual garages within the building footprint, it is unclear
how parking would be handled under the SRCC alternative. The back-to-back buildings would preclude
the possibility for ground floor garages because the requirement for exterior windows would require that
garage space be replaced with habitable living space (see following paragraph). Further, it would be
impossible to provide integrated garages for the second story units. It is therefore assumed that additional
surface parking would be required.
In summary, it is not possible to provide 12 units per building in the manner described in, and depicted on
Figure 1 of, the SRCC letter. To provide 12 units per building, the building footprints would need to be
elongated in order to provide sufficient exterior wall space for windows and to provide the additional
square footage needed for stairways, elevators and interior corridors. Such elongated, larger footprints
would not fit within the area shown in Figure 1. The buildings would encroach into required setback
areas and into the internal roadways serving the senior housing complex. Further, additional surface
parking would be needed in order to compensate for the loss of garages.
Construct 20 New Units on Existing Campus as Part of Other Improvements
On Figure 2 of the SRCC letter, two new structures within two existing building courtyards on the main
campus are depicted. The written description indicates that the footprint of the new structures is based on
similar existing structures on the campus and that they would be two stories with 10 units each.
Similar to the two-story buildings proposed in the expansion area, the two 10-unit structures proposed in
the main campus quads also are not feasible for the following reasons:
The two new buildings would overlap with and be attached to the corner units of six of the existing
buildings. This would block existing windows and potential egress to those six corner units, causing
these six existing units to become dysfunctional.
The two new buildings would displace existing pedestrian pathways between existing buildings and
through the complex. This would lengthen travel routes for residents, making travel more difficult for
some of the senior residents with disabilities.
There would be no new parking areas located near the new interior buildings in the eastern quad. The
closest location to construct new parking would be 1,100 feet from the new eastern quad building, nearly
the length of four football fields. This distance is too far for senior residents. For seniors carrying
groceries, luggage or other personal affects, or for seniors with mobility constraints this distance would
prove a formidable challenge. Currently the longest distance between a living unit and its associated
parking is approximately 550 feet.
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The Santa Rosa Fire Department has indicated that existing conditions at the campus buildings are
deficient in relation to current fire department and water supply requirements. Thus, special provisions
such as a new fire hydrant and two new dry standpipes are required as part of the proposed Project for the
K & L Building addition. The two 10-unit apartment buildings proposed by the SRCC for the interior
courtyards would aggravate the existing deficiency. In addition, the SRCC alternative would limit access
of emergency equipment within the courtyard. The area would be accessible by foot only, causing delays,
some equipment from being able to access the area, and resulting in impacts to life safety and emergency
vehicle access.
In summary, the design for the main campus would result in the loss of six existing units, blockage of
existing pedestrian pathways, potential life safety concerns, and provision of new living units with no new
nearby parking sufficiently proximate for use by seniors.
Eliminate 55-space Underground Parking Garage
The SRCC letter suggests the 55-space underground garage should be removed from the Project.
However, this would result in a parking deficit.
The Updated Spring Lake Village Expansion Traffic Impact Study (TIS), dated August 18. 2009 identifies
the existing parking supply at 323 spaces. The Project would add 137 parking spaces for a total Project
parking supply of 460 spaces (Alternative 1 adds 133 spaces for a total of 456). This is only 5 additional
spaces beyond the Project need which has been identified by City staff as 455 parking spaces. As noted
in the Draft EIR, Article 20-36 of the City of Santa Rosa Zoning Code would require 359 parking spaces.
However, this does not account for employee parking, which when factored in, results in a total Project
demand of 455 spaces (improving parking accommodations on the Project site is a Project Objective).
Peak employee demand was determined to be 96 spaces. This is based on existing employees and the
addition of new employees with implementation of the Project. Elimination of the garage would supply
only 405 parking spaces, resulting in a deficit of 50 parking spaces.
In summary, if the 55-space underground parking structure were eliminated, 50 spaces would need to be
provided through additional surface parking, resulting in over 20,000 square feet of additional impervious
surface (elimination of the garage under Alternative 1 would require 51 additional surface spaces). This
in turn would necessitate additional construction of drainage improvements and would increase
stormwater flow. Provision of additional surface parking could result in removal of additional protected
trees. In addition, as noted above, the three larger buildings proposed in the expansion area by the SRCC
alternative could not accommodate the number of garages required for those units, resulting in an
additional parking shortfall.
Add Traffic Roundabout at Entrance on Montgomery Drive that Integrates Spring Lake
Village Entrance into its configuration
The EIR authors agree that a roundabout at the entrance to Spring Lake Village would provide traffic
calming on Montgomery Drive and safely control the traffic at the intersection. However, the traffic
study did not identify any significant impacts that would require implementation of a roundabout as
mitigation. The safety analysis did not reveal any accidents at the intersection over the five-year period
evaluated, and the delay to exiting traffic from Spring Lake Village is projected to be Level of Service B
under future conditions, which is well within City standards.
Add Pedestrian/bicycle Bridge over Santa Rosa Creek to Eliminate Major Barrier to
Alternative Transportation
The Project does not cause a significant impact which would be avoided by adding a pedestrian/bicycle
bridge over Santa Rosa Creek. Specifically, the proposed Project does not generate significant impacts
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related to traffic volume; therefore provision of alternative transportation is not a required mitigation
measure. By contrast, adding a bridge over the creek could create new significant impacts. At a
minimum, construction proximate to and over the creek could result in impacts to water quality,
aesthetics, and biological resources.
Add Photovoltaic Solar Panels and Increase Facility Energy Efficiency of Project to Meet
or Exceed Santa Rosa’s Greenhouse Gas Reduction Goals
The Project does not create a significant impact that would require installation of photovoltaic solar
panels as mitigation. However, during preliminary design of the Project, photovoltaics were evaluated for
use at both the new Fitness Auditorium and Village Center renovation. The Fitness Auditorium
orientation dictated by the site lacks flat roof area with enough sun exposure to generate a sufficient
kilowatt (KW) capacity. While the Village Center is comprised largely of flat roof, it is interrupted by
skylights, mechanical equipment, a central atrium, and the shading of two large heritage trees along the
south façade to the extent that placement of solar panels on the Village Center would not yield the amount
of output that it would under proper placement and sun exposure conditions. Thus, use of photovoltaics
for the Project was determined not to be cost effective or practical. The Project does however include
energy efficiency improvements to the existing campus, such as upgrades to the Central Plant and
replacement of the heating and air conditioning system on the Village Center. In addition, the Project is
anticipated to receive formal LEED certification for two of the Project components; the Fitness
Auditorium Building would be LEED for New Construction (a Certified or Silver rating is anticipated),
and the expansion area structures would be LEED for Homes (a Silver rating is anticipated).
Summary
An EIR must “describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project,
which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project, but would avoid or substantially
lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives”
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a)). As noted above, the unit configuration as proposed would not be
feasible due to building code violations. A complete redesign would be necessary to accommodate
corridors, stairwells, and elevators, and to place the bedrooms so that they have windows. To
accommodate the redesign, either the footprint of the building would need to be longer, to the point it
would not physically fit within the setbacks of the site, or a minimum of six units would need to be
eliminated. An additional six units would be lost on the existing campus resulting in an overall loss of 12
units. Thus, the SRCC Alternative would not meet the project objective of providing 62 units.
Eliminating the garage would result in a deficit of parking and also would not meet the project objective
to improve parking accommodations on the Project site. In addition, the Project does not have any
significant impacts (after implementation of mitigation measures) that would be mitigated by the SRCC
Alternative. Refer also to Response to Comment 215-1.
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Response to Comment 215-1
An EIR must “describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of the project,
which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project, but would avoid or substantially
lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives”
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a)). The Draft EIR discussed five different alternatives, three of
which were determined to be either infeasible or did not avoid a significant effect and were therefore not
analyzed further (refer to Chapter 3 Alternatives Description of the Draft EIR). Alternative 1 reduces
building heights for a portion of the Project and was determined to reduce a significant visual impact to
less than significant, thus meeting the purpose of an alternative (CEQA Guidelines Section 1512.6(b)).
For additional discussion on a reasonable range of alternatives refer to the response to letter 214.
Section 21159.26 of CEQA requires that “With respect to a project that includes a housing development,
a public agency may not reduce the proposed number of housing units as a mitigation measure or project
alternative for a particular significant effect on the environment if it determines that there is another
feasible specific mitigation measure or project alternative that would provide a comparable level of
mitigation.” Although Spring Lake Village is not a standard housing development, it is a development
that includes housing units and therefore Section 21159.26 is applicable to this EIR. Because Alternative
1 (which does not reduce the overall number of proposed housing units) is found to reduce the significant
visual impacts of the Project to less than significant, the City of Santa Rosa is not required to evaluate
other alternatives that reduce the number of units for the purpose of mitigating the significant visual
impact. Thus, the Draft EIR evaluated a reasonable range of alternatives and need not be recirculated.
Regarding the relative visual impacts please refer to Master Response C Visual Impacts and Response to
Comments 209-19 and 209-20. Impacts to protected trees are fully mitigated with Mitigation Measure
BIO-5 Compensate for Loss of Protected and Heritage Trees. Since the impact to trees is mitigated, the
EIR would not need to evaluate an alternative to reduce the impacts to trees. A significant impact on
wildlife corridors is not identified in the EIR, and, therefore, no alternative is needed to mitigate such
impacts (refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor).
To the extent the commenter suggests “a smaller unit project” such an alternative would be within the
range studied in the Draft EIR (between the project and the no -project alternatives).
Response to Comment 215-2
The transportation and amenities referenced in the Project objectives refer to those provided on campus.
This includes daily shuttle service to various area establishments including retail shopping and medical
services. Onsite amenities include a salon, bank, café, chapel, library, and a variety of social activities.
Response to Comment 215-3
Other than Alternative 1 and the No Project Alternative, no other feasible alternatives were identified that
would avoid or substantially lessen a significant impact.
Response to Comment 215-4
Text on page 2-4 of the Draft EIR has been revised as follows:
Five of the bioswales would drain to the existing surface swale roadside drainage ditch on the east
side of Brey Road. Runoff from the sixth bioswale would be directed to an existing storm drain
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on the main campus. These combined improvements would release runoff from the Project site at
pre-development runoff
Response to Comment 215-5 through 215-8
The bioswales are part of the Project, are shown in the Project plans, and are not included as mitigation
measures. Installation of bioswales has been evaluated in the Draft EIR as land disturbance in the same
manner as land disturbance from construction of a building or parking lot.
As noted on page 4.9-10 in the Draft EIR, bioswales can become a nuisance due to mosquito breeding in
standing water if obstructions develop and/or if proper drainage slopes are not implemented and
maintained. The storm water features planned for the Project are being designed to meet vector control
requirements, including the provision of sub-drains under the bioswales. This would prevent ponding
conditions in which mosquito breeding could occur.
Failure of a bioswale system may result in erosion and sediment buildup in the bottom of the bioswale. In
regards to sediment control, sediment which may make its way to the piped system would be trapped at
the project outlet to Brey Road as the outlet pipe invert is lower than the bottom elevation of Brey Road.
The City of Santa Rosa SUSMP Guidelines requires a maintenance mechanism be incorporated into the
Storm Water Management Plan. Spring Lake Village maintenance crews would inspect and maintain all
onsite drainage facilities including the bioswales and the outlet to Brey Road. Sediment would be
removed as needed and proper drainage slopes would be required to be maintained.
No further mitigation is required because the Project plans and Santa Rosa SUSMP Guidelines would
reduce impacts to less than significant.
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology, for information about drainage of the site and maintenance
responsibilities.
Response to Comment 215-9
There are no trees proposed for planting within any bioswale. There are, however, trees that would be
planted adjacent to the bioswales to increase evapotranspiration. In addition, there is an existing 20-inch
oak near Cottage 6 that is shown as being within a bioswale on the Planting Plan sheets in Appendix F of
the Draft EIR (tree #22 in Appendix D Updated and Expanded Tree Preservation and Mitigation Plan).
The bioswale will be modified under the canopy should the root system conflict with the bioswale. Two
options are to relocate the bioswale further to the north, closer to Cottage 6, or to eliminate the bioswale
within the dripline and use a minor surface swale as prescribed by Mitigation Measure BIO-5. Neither
option would diminish the functionality of the bioswale.
Response to Comment 215-10
Refer to Response to Comment 215-1.
Response to Comment 215-11
Refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts and Response to Comment 209-19 through 21.
Response to Comment 215-12
The Updated and Expanded Tree Preservation and Mitigation Report (March 24, 2009) was included as
Appendix D of the Draft EIR. In the report is a “Tree Location Plan” which identifies all trees to be
saved and to be removed, overlaid on a site plan.
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Response to Comment 215-13
The Updated and Expanded Tree Preservation and Mitigation Report inventoried 114 trees in the
expansion area. Of those, 50 would be removed due to the Project; 47 of these are considered protected1
under the City’s Tree Ordinance and would require mitigation. A tree inventory report was not prepared
for the existing campus. However, trees to be removed were documented on an exhibit (Adobe 2009).
There are 64 trees on the existing campus that would be removed, of which 36 are protected under the
City’s Tree Ordinance and would require mitigation. In summary, the total trees that would be removed
throughout the expansion area and the existing campus are 114 (it is a coincidence that 114 trees were
inventoried in the expansion area and that 114 trees would be removed from both the expansion area and
existing campus combined) of which 83 are protected and would require mitigation. Of the 83 protected
trees, 10 are heritage oaks.
The comment mentions 121 trees being removed, however, as described above the total number of trees
that would be removed as part of the Project would be 114. The following change is made to the first
paragraph on page 4.12-8 of the Draft EIR:
Approximately 121114 trees, some heritage and some of which are visible from off-site, would be
removed for construction of the Project, and 219 trees would be planted. Views of trees from
Montgomery Drive and other public viewpoints would not change substantially and are
considered less than significant.
The following change is made to the first paragraph under Impact GG-1C on page 4.5-12:
The Project would remove 121114 trees (Adobe 2009). Using the Center for Urban Forest
Research Tree Carbon Calculator (CTCC) the carbon sequestration and total carbon stored for the
baseline year 2008 was estimated. Carbon sequestration is a measure of carbon stored in the
previous year. Carbon storage refers to the amount of carbon stored in the tree to date. The
121114 existing trees to be removed sequester 6.8 metric tons of carbon per year and 117 metric
tons carbon stored to date (see Table 4.5-2).
The following change is made to Table 4.5-2 on page 4.5-13.
TABLE 4.5-2
Carbon Sequestration from Trees to Be Removed and Planted
(2008)

Project in
Year 1 (2011)

Project in
Year 10 (2020)

121114

N/A

N/A

N/A

219

219a

Existing

Trees to Be Removed
Trees to Be Added

1

Difference
(2020 less
2008)
+98105

“Protected” is used to indicate non-exempt trees.
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TABLE 4.5-2
Carbon Sequestration from Trees to Be Removed and Planted
Existing

Project in
Year 1 (2011)

Project in
Year 10 (2020)

Difference

(2008)

6.8

2.4

8.0

+1.2

117

10

63

-54

Carbon Sequestration
(Metric Tons per Year)b

Total Carbon Stored
(Metric Tons) b,
Notes:
a.
b.

(2020 less
2008)

Assumes a mortality rate of 0 percent, as required by Mitigation Measure BIO-35
Calculated using Center for Urban Forest Research Tree Carbon Calculator

Section 4.2 Biological Resources is concerned with protected trees and that is why the discussion on Draft
EIR page 4.2-20 speaks only to the 83 protected trees that would be removed. The discussion on Draft
EIR page 4.5-11 is again discussing how tree mitigation is determined based on the City’s Tree
Ordinance. The discussion on Draft EIR page 4.5-12 is looking at the carbon sequestration lost from tree
removal and therefore appropriately looks at all 114 trees that would be removed as part of the Project.
Finally, in Section 4.12 Visual Resources all 114 trees that would be removed as part of the Project are
considered in the impact to visual resources.
Note that the trees removed under Alternative 1 would be 116 not 114. Refer to Chapter 3 for further
discussion on the trees that would be removed under Alternative 1.
The following reference was included in the reference section of Section 4.5 but was not included in the
reference section of Section 4.2 or 4.12. Therefore, the following reference is added to page 4.2-25 and
page 4.12-17, and the exhibit is included herein as Appendix C:
Adobe Associates, Inc. 2009. Overall Campus Tree Removal Exhibit. June 17.
Response to Comment 215-14
Refer to Response to Comment 215-1.
Response to Comment 215-15
Per City Code 17-24.130 the Director may authorize the planting of a lesser number of larger trees or a
larger number of smaller trees than specified if he finds that either adjustment will be more beneficial to
the permanency of all trees on the property. The configuration of tree mitigation proposed for the Project
has been determined to be acceptable by the City. Also refer to Response to Comment 205-2.
Response to Comment 215-16
The inventories and plans utilized in the EIR’s biology section are listed on Draft EIR page 4.2-25, under
References. In addition to the references cited, a campus tree removal exhibit prepared by Adobe
Associates in 2009 also was used. The Draft EIR is revised to add this reference as described in response
to comment 215-13. The information contained in Draft EIR Table 4.2-2 relied upon information
contained in the Planting Plan sheets provided as Appendix F to the Draft EIR as referenced in the
introduction to the table on Draft EIR page 4.2-21.
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The inventories and plans used to prepare the aesthetics (Visual Resources) section are listed on Draft
EIR page 2.12-17, under References. In addition to the references listed, three additional references were
used. These include Meserve 2009, Adobe 2009, and Santa Rose 2007.
The following three references are added to Draft EIR page 4.12-17:
Adobe Associates, Inc. 2009. Overall Campus Tree Removal Exhibit. June 17.
Meserve, John C. 2009. Updated and Expanded Tree Preservation and Mitigation Report, Spring
Lake Village, West parcels, Santa Rosa, California. March 24.
Santa Rosa, City of. 2007. Santa Rosa Citywide Creek Master Plan. Adopted by City of Santa
Rosa, March 27, 2007.
Both the Meserve tree report and Adobe & Associates exhibit were reviewed and found to be accurate.
The commenter does not provide any specific questions about the reports, so no further response can be
provided.
Response to Comment 215-17
The term “basic inventory” means that the tree inventory presented in the Updated and Expanded Tree
Preservation and Mitigation Report (Meserve 2009) consisted of a general review of tree health and
structural condition based upon an external visual examination of each tree. It did not include probing,
drilling, coring, root collar examination, root excavation, or dissecting of any tree part. Therefore, the
inventory does not guarantee or provide a warranty for the trees’ condition.
Response to Comment 215-18
Tree removal information included in Appendix D and the planting information included in Appendix F
of the Draft EIR were included in the visual simulation model.
Response to Comment 215-19
References used in the Draft EIR are included at the end of each section. Also refer to Response to
Comment 215-16 which adds three references.
Response to Comment 215-20
Refer to Response to Comment 209-1.
Response to Comment 215-21
Refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor.
Response to Comment 215-22
Refer to Response to Comment 205-2.
Response to Comments 215-23 and 215-24
Refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor.
Response to Comments 215-25 and 215-26
The EIR authors agree that the best way to estimate future energy use of an existing facility is to utilize
actual current energy use. This was the approach used, where feasible, for the Project. As described on
City of Santa Rosa
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Draft EIR page 4.5-9 historic data was indeed used in determining energy use by all common area
buildings. Energy use was provided by Spring Lake Village for the year 2008. Electricity was provided
in kilowatt hours and natural gas was provided in therms as reported on the monthly utility bills. The 375
residential units are metered individually. As it would have been impractical to attempt to collect energy
use information from 375 individual utility customers, annual average energy use for residential
buildings, as reported by the California Energy Commission, was used.
As noted above, Spring Lake Village has recently made campus-wide energy efficiency improvements.
Utility bills during the first quarter of 2009 also were reviewed. Energy use during this time indicated an
average 5 percent reduction in electrical use and 3 percent reduction in natural gas use by the common
areas as a result of campus-wide energy efficiency improvements that were performed in 2008. This
energy reduction was assumed to continue in the future. Therefore, estimated future energy use of the
existing buildings was calculated with a 5 percent and 3 percent reduction, respectively.
In projected energy use of the Project, annual average energy use for residential buildings, as reported by
the California Energy Commission, was again used for the 62 new expansion units. The Project would
incorporate LEED energy reduction requirements. For the new Fitness Auditorium under “Optimize
Energy Performance” in the LEED for New Construction checklist the building is anticipated receive 5
points for a reduction in energy use of 24.5%. The expansion area buildings are anticipated to achieve the
Energy Star for Homes credit in the LEED for New Homes checklist. Energy Star for Homes must be at
least 15% more energy efficient than the energy code under which they were permitted. Therefore the
estimated future energy consumption was reduced by 15% from the base estimated energy use. In
addition, the expansion area buildings also are anticipated to receive the following “Energy and
Atmosphere” credits: Exceptional Energy Performance, Exceptional Hot Water Distribution, Title-24
Lighting, Improved Lighting, High-Efficiency Appliances, Water-Efficient Clothes Washer, and
Appropriate HVAC Refrigerants. Estimated future electrical and natural gas usage for the new
auditorium and the boiler plant was provided by R&A Engineering.
The analysis is consistent with the 2010 adopted CEQA Guidelines and the 2010 Bay Area Air Quality
Management District CEQA Guidelines. In fact, under the BAAQMD Guidelines a quantitative analysis
would not have been necessary as the congregate care facility would have been screened from further
analysis and considered a less than significant impact on greenhouse gas emissions because the Project
adds less than 143 dwelling units.
Response to Comment 215-27
The column for which footnote “c” applies represents the difference in energy use between existing
conditions and the Project. For example, new Fitness Auditorium replaces an existing building.
Therefore the energy use shown for the Fitness Auditorium only represents the Project’s contribution to
energy use (i.e.: existing energy use minus proposed energy use). The improved Central Plant will use
less energy than the existing Central Plant and therefore the Project’s contribution to energy is reduced.
Also refer to Response to Comments 215-25 and 215-26.
Response to Comment 215-28
The City is currently preparing a Climate Action Plan, in support of Resolution 26341, which will result
in a Greenhouse Gas Reduction Program. The Greenhouse Gas Reduction Program will set Santa Rosa
specific greenhouse gas emission (GhG) thresholds and mitigation measures for new development. It is
anticipated that the Climate Action Plan will be adopted in Summer 2011. In the interim there are other
means by which the City is addressing the important issue of GhG emission reduction such as
implementation of its Green Building Code which the Project would be required to comply. This, and
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other programs the City participates in, is discussed in detail in the Setting portion of Section 4.5
Greenhouse Gases and Energy Use.
Response to Comment 215-29
The increase in GhG emissions was analyzed under impact GG-1: Will the Project generate GhG
emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant impact on the environment? This
impact was found to be “less than significant” not “no impact.” Under Impact GG-2: Will the Project
conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the Project
adopted for the purpose of reducing the emissions of GhGs, the impact was found to have “no impact.”
The conclusion is based on the Project’s compliance with applicable adopted plans, policies, and
regulations including General Plan 2035, the Santa Rosa Tree Ordinance, and the Santa Rosa Green
Building Code. This is discussed in detail on Draft EIR pages 4.5-10 through 4.5-12.
Response to Comment 215-30
No significant GhG impact has been identified for the Project and the Project would not result in a
cumulatively considerable contribution to significant cumulative conditions. Therefore, no proposed
mitigation measures for the reduction of GhG emissions are proposed. With regard to LEED and BIG
requirements see Response to Comment 215-25 and 215-26.
Response to Comment 215-31
Refer to Response to Comment 215-1.
Response to Comment 215-32
Refer to Response to Comment 214-1 to 5 with regard to placement of a pedestrian bridge over Santa
Rosa Creek.
Response to Comment 215-33 and 215-34
The comment indicates that all retail uses or public transit is over one mile away. These statements are
incorrect. Onsite amenities include a salon, bank, café, chapel, library, and a variety of social activities.
In addition, Skyhawk Village Center and Safeway shopping center, which both provide a number of retail
services, are located along Highway 12 and less than one mile away from the Project.
Spring Lake Village provides daily scheduled shuttle transportation to shopping centers and doctor offices
for its residents. In addition, the Project is within one mile of Sonoma County Transit Route 30, which
has a number of stops along Highway 12. The emission forecasts do not need to be corrected.
Response to Comment 215-35
The URBEMIS 2007 Version 9.2.4 does not incorporate parking spaces for residential uses into the
modeling for emissions. The model allows for a reduction in emissions only if a daily parking charge is
applied, which is not proposed as part of the Project. Therefore, emission forecasts for 359 parking
spaces would not change the emissions forecasted for the Project.
Response to Comment 215-36
As stated on page 4.7-8 in the Draft EIR, the Project is consistent with Santa Rosa General Plan Policy
LUL-A-1. Spring Lake Village offers scheduled shuttle service and nearby access to local trails, bike
paths, and Sonoma County Transit Route 30, all alternative transportation modes.
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Response to Comment 215-37
Santa Rosa General Plan Policy LUL-E-2 seeks to ensure that projects are designed to foster livability.
The policy goes on to further state each neighborhood should maintain a distinct identity. Livability is a
broadly defined term in the Santa Rosa General Plan. Project components that contribute to livability
include providing elderly housing in an existing setting that provides a number of services to the elderly,
protection from natural disasters by improving drainage conditions on Brey Road, and incorporating
green building measures. Spring Lake Village has existed in, and been an integral part of, the
neighborhood for over twenty years; therefore the Project would not conflict with the existing identity of
the neighborhood.
Refer to Response to Comment 211-3 for the Project’s consistency with Santa Rosa General Plan Policies
LUL-E-3 and LUL-E-4.
Response to Comment 215-38
Section 4.4 of the Draft EIR evaluates the potential impacts related to geologic hazards. Comprehensive
geotechnical investigations have been prepared for the Project to evaluate and identify mitigation
measures for geologic hazards. A list of these geotechnical reports is provided on page 4.4-1 in the Draft
EIR. Mitigation Measures GEO-1, GEO-3, and GEO-4 include compliance with the measures included in
the site specific geotechnical reports prepared for the Project. The Draft EIR has not unacceptably
deferred definition of mitigation measures to a future time.
Response to Comment 215-39
Refer to Response to Comment 215-1 with regard to the need for a smaller unit alternative. Refer to
Master Response B Visual Impacts with regard to inconsistencies of the Project with the Design
Guidelines.
A significant impact on GhG emissions has not been identified; therefore, an alternative that would
increase carbon fixing and thus reduce GhG emissions is not required to be evaluated in the EIR.
Similarly, a significant impact on wildlife corridors has not been identified; therefore, an alternative that
would provide for implementation of a wildlife corridor is not required to be evaluated in the EIR. Refer
to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor with regard to Project impacts on a wildlife
corridor.
Response to Comment 215-40
Refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts and Response to Comment 215-1.
Response to Comment 215-41
This comment is a letter submitted in September 2008 on the Mitigated Negative Declaration. It does not
contain any questions or concerns on the Draft EIR. No further response is necessary.
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Comment Letter #216
December 14, 2009
Bill Rose, Senior Planner
City of Santa Rosa
Department of Community Development
100 Santa Rosa Ave, Room 3
Santa Rosa CA 95404
RE: SPRING LAKE VILLAGE EXPANSION DEIR
Bill—Please accept these comments and questions as part of the record for the comment period on the
SLV DEIR. I’ve tried to ensure that all comments and questions are correlated to the correct portions
of the DEIR chapters.

Project Description: 2-1
Question 1: How many linear feet of the SLV campus border Santa Rosa Creek? Please let it be
noted, that even though the original campus has significant development near the creek, somehow the
1 original project never had an EIR and was granted a mitigated negative declaration.
Project Objectives: 2-1
Question 2: Why, when the Spring Lake Village (SLV) residents and all Episcopal Senior
Communities (ESC), plus neighbors have been told that the point of building the proposed expansion
2 is solely for revenue production, that this main objective is NOT included in Project Objectives?
The objectives start by saying they intend to “serve the growing senior population….”
Question 3: Why don’t the objectives clearly state that SLV’s main market is NOT Sonoma County,
but actually San Francisco and the southern Bay Area, intending to draw wealthier retirees from those
3 demographics and permanently alter the demographics of Santa Rosa?
Campus Expansion: 2-3
Question 4: What are the footprints and square footages of the “single-story cottages” in the
expansion parcels?
Question 5: For comparison, what are the footprints and square footages of the cottages on the
existing campus?
Question 6: What are the footprints of the Villas and what are the individual square footages of the
4 apartments in the Villas?
Question 7: What are the intended structural heights of the cottages on the expansion parcels and
5 what are the structural heights of cottages on the existing campus?
Question 8: Since it is stated that “The Villas would be three-stories…and approximately five to six
feet taller than the existing two-story apartment buildings on the main campus,” why isn’t it also noted
that Villas 1 and 2 are intended to be built on an unnatural grade 4 feet higher than the surrounding
buildings and that several of the cottages on the parcel at 5435 Montgomery are intended to be graded
HIGHER to meet that unnatural grade, thereby making all those buildings much higher visually than
6 their existing counterparts?

1
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Drainage: 2-4
Question 9: Does a 100-yr storm event correctly correspond to real circumstances experienced along
Brey Road in the last few decades? Brey Road was flooded and evacuated in 1986. Santa Rosa
Creek, being the north end of Brey Road, rises to near-flooding often.
Question 10: Does the 100-yr storm event calculations take into account surface water that many
7 Brey Rd. residents have standing in their yards as well as sheeting across Brey Rd. every winter?
Off-site improvements: 2-5
Page 2-4 states that “Five of the bioswales would drain to the existing surface swale on the east side of
Brey Rd.” Yet, page 2-5 states that “the applicant has proposed to fund and construct improvements to
the Brey Road ditch as ‘good neighbor’ improvements…These improvements are not necessary to the
project.”
Question 11: How is it deemed that these proposed improvements are not necessary if they are to
accept the increased run-off directed from 5 bioswales from almost six acres, including several acres
8 of proposed, impermeable surfaces?
Chapter 3: Alternatives Considered but not Evaluated in the EIR:
3-1: Scoping did not suggest a re-location of full-footprint Villas; rather, that apartments contained in
Villas could be moved by re-structuring or adding onto the existing campus. It is beyond disingenuous
to suggest that the incredibly large footprint of any of the “Villas” would be moved onto campus and
displace existing buildings.
Question 12: Since reducing the footprint and heights of all four Villas as well as “cottages” on the
expansion parcel would lessen impacts related to aesthetics, heritage trees, GHG, potential flooding
and drainage impacts to Brey Road and wildlife corridor and habitat, conflicts with Santa Rosa
General Plan policies and Design Review guidelines, why wasn’t a different alternative considered
9 that brought a greater density to the existing campus and lessened these impacts?
Supposedly, no other existing campus alternative was deemed feasible so as “to avoid the resulting
relocation disruption and anxiety to existing elderly residents.”

10

Question 13: How, when the project still proposes to tear down an auditorium and reconstruct a much
larger one, reconstruct the Village Center and a loading dock, add an infill building between Buildings
K and L, change surface parking throughout the campus, change the entry-way, demolish the
community garden and relocate it, and ultimately have significant, unavoidable impacts requiring
special overriding consideration—how would adding units to the existing campus make the entire
project any less disruptive and anxiety-producing?

3-2: Included in the discussion regarding an off-site alternative: “While Episcopal Homes does own
one of these parcels, the applicable setbacks greatly reduce the developmental potential of this parcel.”
The Melita Road parcel is referenced in other sections of the DEIR. Episcopal Homes does not state
that development WON’T occur on this parcel, only that no plans are offered now. Ironically, a
September 1990 newsletter for SLV residents explains the purchase of the 4.5 acre expansion parcel:
“The new Annex should be ours after Sept. 25th. It was an opportune purchase as a buffer against
undesirable developments next door. Extra parking spaces and a maintenance storage facility have
11 been considered.”

2
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Before this DEIR was created, Episcopal Senior Communities attempted to push through an MND for
significant expansion on that same parcel, even while publicly stating that ESC had intentions to buy
and develop what has been known as the Krebbs parcel. This DEIR was brought partially on the
grounds of development segmentation, according to CEQA, by the 1.15 acre Krebbs parcel, which
now has a proposed six units.
Question 14: Given ESC’s known history of not being forthright with development plans or
attempting to skirt CEQA regulations, can we not expect that Episcopal Homes will also attempt to
segment development with the Melita Road parcel?
Question 15: Why aren’t the potential, cumulative impacts of development on the Melita Road parcel
considered?
Question 16: If absolutely no development is to be proposed on the Melita Road parcel, why isn’t a
11 conservation easement proposed for that land, prohibiting future development?
Chapter 4.1: Air Quality, 4.1-9 to 4.1.10
Question 17: What mitigations are offered to protect and keep clean Brey Rd. pools from excavation
and construction dust and dirt? This becomes an impact to neighbors’ land and property.
Question 18: What mitigations are offered to protect and keep clean Brey Rd. solar panels from
12 exaction and construction dust and dirt? This, too, is an impact to neighbors’ land and property.
Chapter 4.2 Biological Resources
4.2.1 The habitat description states that “All of these habitats have been impacted by some level of
human disturbance over the years.” EBA’s environmental assessment notes that the orchard standing
in the expansion parcel has been in existence since before 1952 and neighbors attest to its presence
since at least the early 1940’s.
Question 19: Why isn’t it noted that, when taking a larger view, that these parcels are the LEAST
disturbed and MOST undeveloped parcels with direct connection to Santa Rosa Creek along the
Montgomery Drive Corridor, from Summerfield to Melita? The decades for which these parcels have
been left alone has allowed generations of wildlife to exist and move through these lands, from Santa
13 Rosa Creek to the north and into the parks and open spaces to the south.
4.2-2
Question 20: Why aren’t the still-producing fruit orchard and widely available blackberries on the
expansion parcel discussed as being excellent food sources for a wide array of animal species?
Question 21: Why aren’t the heritage trees, with their incredible heights, discussed as prime nesting
14 and resting habitat for a wide variety of bird and animal species?
4.2-3 Depressional Topography
The DEIR states that “A few small, shallow low areas are distributed throughout the expansion area
that sometimes become inundated during and shortly after heavy winter rains, then dry quickly when
the rains cease.”

15
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Question 22: On what direct survey was this winter status determination made? The earliest of any
referenced surveys occurred in April of 2008. Neighbors can attest to standing water that does NOT
15 dry quickly in these areas.
4.2-4 Nesting Raptors and Other Birds
A survey identified 12 active house sparrow nests and 5 inactive passerine nests on the main campus
and Monk’s follow-up letter also references birds on the main campus.
The DEIR notes observation of approximately 15 species of birds on the expansion parcel. However, I
have observed and noted in my own backyard adjacent to and around the expansion parcel almost 50
species of birds:
Lesser goldfinch, Cedar waxwing, house finch, Ruby-crowned kinglet, Acorn woodpecker, Red-shafted
flicker, American Robin, Plain titmouse, Scrub jay, Brown towhee, Dark-eyed junco (both slate and
Oregon races), White-crowned sparrow, American goldfinch, Anna’s hummingbird, Nuttall’s
woodpecker, Red-winged blackbird, Pileated woodpecker, Mockingbird, California Quail, Mourning
dove, Western bluebird, Allen’s hummingbird, Red-tailed hawk, wild turkey, European starling,
Northern Oriole, Western tanager, Green heron, Belted kingfisher, swallows, Black-crowned night
heron (roosting), Black-headed grosbeak, white-breasted nuthatch, Band-tailed pigeons, Killdeer,
Sharp-shinned hawk, Chestnut-backed Chickadee, Hairy Woodpecker, CA thrasher, Red-Breasted
Sapsucker, Varied Thrush, Black-Shouldered kite and Wilson’s Warbler, plus the commonly-seen
vulture, ducks who swim who rest/forage in standing water in the winter and the fly-bys of thermalcatching Osprey and night excursions of Great-horned owl.
Question 23: Why doesn’t the DEIR take into consideration the true habitat value for all these noted
bird species?
A letter from Monk and Associates, dated June 2009 includes:
“PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES--Nesting Birds
In order to avoid impacts to common nesting birds, a nesting survey shall be conducted by a
qualified ornithologist 15 days prior to commencing with demolition and other expansion
construction work, if this work would commence between March 1 and September 1. Nesting
surveys shall be conducted throughout the entire area of affect in the spring the year prior to
construction of the project and again 30 days prior to construction of the project.”
Question 24: Given that the construction and demolition may not start in 2010, will the public be
advised of the results of another nesting survey completed before any said construction and demolition
begins?
The letter continues regarding bats: “Preconstruction surveys shall be conducted before buildings or
potential roost structures are impacted or removed within the project site. A biologist with experience
conducting bat surveys shall conduct this survey…M&A recommends that a preconstruction bat
survey be conducted to verify that bats will not be affected by the proposed project. In addition, M&A
recommends preconstruction surveys for common nesting birds if project activities are scheduled
between March 1 and September 1.
Question 25: How will the public be notified of the results of these surveys, given that such surveys
may need to be completed long after the original surveys were done?
16
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4.2-6, 7 Other Animal Species and Wildlife Corridors
Question 26: Isn’t the CA freshwater shrimp (Syncaris pacifica), also located in Santa Rosa Creek
and an endangered species? Where is there comment on this in the DEIR?
The DEIR states: “Wildlife access corridors from Annadel State Park and/or Spring Lake Park to
Santa Rosa Creek are available in a number of areas both east and west of the Project site. Annadel
State Park is adjacent to Santa Rosa Creek east of the Project site, so access there is unimpeded except
for Montgomery Drive.”

Question 27: Where is the map that shows this described area? The only place Santa Rosa is adjacent
18 to Annadel is impeded by Channel Drive, not Montgomery Drive.
Question 28: If that area of Santa Rosa Creek/Annadel is considered a corridor, then why isn’t the
project site (expansion parcel), which has great habitat value and IS NOT fenced off nor cut off by
19 Brey Road housing, NOT considered a corridor, too?
“Spring Lake Park is connected to Santa Rosa Creek west of the Project site at the diversion channel
300 feet west of Brey Road.”
Question 29: Is the DEIR intending to describe the small concrete diversion channel at the western
edge of Spring Lake Park or the large flood spillway just to the southwest of Brey Road?
Question 30: All of the descriptors regarding wildlife access points are unclear or misinformed.
Where is a map or aerial view that points out these supposed access areas?
Question 31: Did any surveyor actually see this diversion channel?
Question 32: How high is this diversion channel?
Question 33: Is it known or ever confirmed that wildlife can move across Montgomery and up this
20 diversion channel into Spring Lake Park?
Question 34: Why is NO mention made of the flood control channel along Brey Road’s western edge,
which actually intersects Santa Rosa Creek at the north end of Brey Road?

21

This channel is downgradient from Spring Lake Park’s large spillway, a high concrete structure fenced
directly along its edges. However, the flood control channel is rich habitat and safe until wildlife
attempt to cross into Spring Lake Park via Montgomery Drive at the southern end of Brey, often with
fatal results. Brey Road residents know that wildlife in our vicinity attempt to cross Montgomery
either at this channel or on the eastern edge of the expansion parcel, noted further below.
“Spring Lake Park is also adjacent to Santa Rosa Creek for approximately 2,500 feet about 2,000 feet
west of Brey Road, so access there is also unimpeded except for Montgomery Drive.”

Question 35: Where is the map that outlines this area? Is the DEIR referring to the stretch along
Montgomery Drive, opposite the Spring Lake north levee, that is actually bounded by a housing
development? Is the DEIR referring to an area that is actually NOT Spring Lake Park, that follows the
22 creek and has steep slopes?
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Rather, with an aerial view of the Montgomery Drive scenic corridor, it is easy to see that the
proposed development site is the last remaining open space with connectivity to Santa Rosa Creek
and the open spaces of nearby parks.

5
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“The expansion area of the Project site is separated from both Santa Rosa Creek and Spring Lake Park
by existing residences, preventing the expansion area from being used as a significant wildlife
corridor. The Project site is located among residences and roads, and is isolated by this urbanization
from large regional open spaces, such as Spring Lake Park or Annadel State Park.”
This statement is INCORRECT.
Question 36: Did a surveyor actually go onto the Alexander or Hillestad properties? The expansion
area is NOT separated from Santa Rosa Creek, nor has it been for decades. Neighbors have
consciously left open space, free of fencing and full of cover, that allows for wildlife movement from
the creek, into the rich habitat of the fruit orchard and heritage oaks and onto the grasslands on the
southern side of the parcels. Deer, foxes, turkey, raccoons and more are seen here regularly. Deer
have been observed trying to cross Montgomery at the most south-eastern edge of the expansion area,
where there has been no fencing and on the south side of Montgomery a cyclone fence ends.
We have witnessed this directly. For example, this year we watched one doe with two fawns, grazing
and sleeping in the southern parcel area. They were chased away May 28 when SLV brought in sheep
for the first time ever to graze down the grass (great for fire protection, but obviously changed the
forage supply of animals in the area).
On June 6, one day after the sheep were removed from grazing, the three deer were back. I watched
them bound from the orchard through the southern portion and head directly for Montgomery at that
south-eastern edge. I literally jumped in my car to make it to the road in time to stop a dozen cars and
allow safe passage of those deer across Montgomery, with some motorists stopping to thank me.
Unfortunately, on September 12, one of those young did not make it across Montgomery with its
mother and sibling. I’ve included the photos of where that deer was dragged some 30-40’ from its
crossing point, west down Montgomery Drive, where it was shot by Animal Control an hour later. It
lay dying with me all that time, after we pulled it from the road. This may be the only photos I’ve
taken, but animals die near the project site regularly.

Deer dragged to 5435 Montgomery (project site)

Open corridor on south-eastern edge of
expansion site
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Open trail from S.E., across Montgomery.

Beginning of skid marks at corridor, looking S.
(Cyclone fence just east of skid marks, across)

Skid marks from corridor at Montgomery to
stopping point at 5435 Montgomery

Deer trail looking N on Montgomery

“Owing to the availability of less disturbed wildlife corridors and their geographic superiority to the
Project site, wildlife would be unlikely to use the Project site as a wildlife corridor between Santa
Rosa Creek and Annadel State Park and/or Spring Lake Park. Rather, wildlife species that would use
the Project site are limited to resident animals that have grown accustomed to the urbanized setting
and isolation of the site.”

23
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Question 37: Given direct observation and photos to the contrary, how does the DEIR make this
assumption? The project expansion area actually has a unique location near Santa Rosa Creek and
waterways leading to Spring Lake and Annadel Parks.
Since the northernmost part of the project site is a fruit orchard that has been standing since at least the
1940’s and the grasslands in the southern section of the site have lain fallow for decades, wildlife has
traveled, forage, bedded and repopulated through this natural corridor. Both Santa Rosa’s traffic
engineer and Alistair Bleifuss (City of Santa Rosa and the Sonoma County Water Agency) had been
contacted as early as 2006 regarding this issue.

7
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4.2-14
Question 38: Why has the following applicable General Plan goal been omitted from this DEIR?
OSC-A-2: “Collaborate with other agencies and private development to link non-access open spaces,
where such linking would benefit the protection of special environments and life systems such as
wetlands, plant communities, and wildlife habitats and corridors.”
Question 39: Why has the following applicable General Plan goal been omitted from this DEIR?
OSC-A-6: “Protect the Annadel and Spring Lake regional parks from intrusion by inappropriate uses.
Conserve the biotic systems in those parks.” The DEIR says much about wildlife connecting to both
Annadel and Spring Lake Parks, but ignores this goal.
Question 40: Considering the project site is so close in proximity to these parks, isn’t the density
proposed on the expansion parcel a possible impact and also a conflict to the above goal?
Question 41: OSC-D-3 states “Preserve and restore the elements of wildlife habitats and corridors
throughout the Planning Area.” As residents have direct observation of the expansion parcel acting as
a wildlife corridor, isn’t the proposed plan in direct conflict with this goal?
4.2-16
Question 42: Since BIO-4 indicates the significance threshold for corridors is anything greater than
24 zero, isn’t the impact to resident-observed corridor incorrectly analyzed?
4.2-18
Question 43: Did any bird survey take into account the active hawk nest on Water Agency property,
25 south of Montgomery Drive and apparently within 300’ of the project site?
4.2-19, 20, 21
BIO-2 states that “The Oak woodland/orchard is a small remnant of the historic oak woodland areas
adjacent to Santa Rosa Creek; the area does not function as an oak woodland habitat today, and
impacts to the vegetation type are not considered significant.” However, at least 24 Heritage Oaks
exist on site, seven of which have calculated trunk sizes ranging from 30” to 43.5” and all seven are
slated for removal.
Question 44: While Santa Rosa City Code may provide for mitigations and call out trunk sizes rather
than heights or crown widths, isn’t it possible that these huge Heritage Oaks and the 45 other oaks
26 nestled closely together on-site do indeed provide the basis for oak woodland habitat?
4.2-21
The DEIR refers to Appendix D for the 2009 Tree Preservation and Mitigation Report. Appendix D
contains a March 24, 2009 letter from John Meserve regarding this report, in which Meserve states
“This is a compilation of 3 previous individual reports that have been submitted separately and at
various times in the past.”
However, the past submitted documents for tree identification and mitigation create significant
confusion. The former “West Parcel Tree Count” map dated June 4, 2008 gave descriptions of 62
trees, without corresponding to any other legend or map submitted at the time. A letter dated January
22, 2008 regarding Tree #40 did not match a map: the letter referred to “a 20” + 20” trunk diameter
coast live oak, but the map shows #40 as a 24” Valley Oak. One “Individual Tree Identification”
section listed trees to #62; a “Tree Count exhibit Spread Sheet” had three columns of trees, each
column with a separate listing number sequence, with “Heritage Trees Removed” going to #51. At
one point, the “South Parcel” had a separate legend, though the same trees appear numbered on a
“West Parcel Tree Count.”
27
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Question 45: If the “final” report is a compilation of this confusion, isn’t it possible that all significant
27 trees have NOT been correctly identified, described and mitigated?
BIO-5 also refers to protection measures of trees to be preserved. Heritage oaks are noted on the
Hillestad property, with driplines far-reaching into the expansion parcel. Roads and buildings are
noted on the tree map.
Question 46: Why isn’t the proposed bioswale also noted on the tree map, so that ALL construction
around heritage trees can be noted?
Question 47: How are the heritage oaks of neighbors to be fully protected and what mitigations are in
place if same are damaged? The bioswale proposed at the northern edge of the western portion of the
expansion runs directly under the driplines of the Hillestad’s heritage oaks (Trees #42 and 43). The
suggestion to "Route drainage swales and underground work outside the dripline where possible" does
not appear as a safeguard.

28

Question 48: Aren’t Heritage trees 22 and 34, also located directly above bioswale construction?
How are these trees, supposedly remaining, supposed to survive this construction?
4.3-12: Treatment of Archeological Site CA-SON-20
Please note that the neighbors are keenly aware of the strong potential for cultural resources on the
expansion site and are concerned about the protections of same, considering the previous damage and
destruction committed by the Spring Lake Village on the archeological site present on the existing
campus.

We hope and expect that all cultural protections will occur in respectful sub-excavations on the
29 expansion parcel.

30
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Question 49: Wouldn’t a reduced footprint alternative decrease potential damage to these cultural
resources? Why hasn’t a reduced footprint been considered?
4.4-8 Engineering on expansive soils:
Question 50: Since the expansion parcel area with Villa 2 and the underground parking garage has
several vertical feet of un-engineered fill, why doesn’t the project propose to grade down this area to
the surrounding natural grade?
4.6-5
Question 51: Why is a significant portion of the expansion parcel being graded higher than its
natural grade?
Question 52: Why is this not clearly shown or discussed anywhere in the DEIR? The only way to
know this is by searching the hydrology reference materials.

32
33

Question 53: Why is the Krebbs parcel proposed to be graded 2’ higher than existing grade, putting it
2’ higher than the Wells/Guerin property?
Question 54: Why aren’t grades shown on the neighbors’ properties that border the expansion site, so
that the differences proposed in grade could be easily seen? Please show the surrounding grade.

Question 55: What is the elevation in the eastern portion of the Brunn’s parcel, next to the proposed
increase in grade?
34
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Question 56: There is a proposed drainage swale following most of the western edge of the Krebbs
parcel. But this swale is apparently constructed higher than surrounding grade. How is it calculated
that the perforated pipe in the swale will not increase drainage and flooding in the neighbor’s back
yards, being a significant impact?
4.7 Land Use and Housing

36

4.7-3, 4
Question 57: If the applicant proposes to annex parcel APN 031-070-041 into the City of Santa Rosa,
why then are Goals, Objectives and Policies of the Sonoma County General Plan even applicable and
pertinent to this DEIR? Apparently, they have been included to meet the applicant’s objectives.
4.7-5
LUL-A-1 states “As part of plan implementation – including development review, capital
improvements programming, and preparation of detailed area plans – foster close land
use/transportation relationships to promote use of alternative transportation modes and discourage
travel by automobile.”

37

Question 58: How does a large underground parking garage, a surplus of parking spaces, a facility
NOT on a transit line and far away from city-centered development—keep this goal? Rather, isn’t the
expansion actually a conflict of this goal and therefore a significant impact?
LUL-E-3 states: “Avoid concentration of large community care facilities in any single residential
Neighborhood.”

38

Question 59: With the expansion parcels, Spring Lake Village becomes the largest-acreage
community care facility in the City of Santa Rosa. While this may not be a concentration of different
facilities, doesn’t the neighborhood and rural area of Montgomery Drive have a justifiable concern that
Spring Lake Village, with its expansion onto Melita Road and attempts to purchase other parcels along
Brey Road, constitutes a violation of the spirit of this Goal?
Question 60: LUL-E-4 states: “Protect the rural quality of Very Low Density areas within the Urban
Growth Boundary through design and development standards in the Zoning Code, and development
review.” How is this goal not violated when proposing to re-zone these parcels into a PD zoning,
effectively changing the 1-unit per parcel designation to a 15-units per parcel designation?
Question 61: Why were the following omitted?
“NEIGHBORHOOD DESIGN
UD-F Maintain and enhance the diverse character of Santa Rosa’s neighborhoods. Promote the
creation of neighborhoods – not subdivisions – in areas of new development.
UD-F-2 Protect natural topographic features such as hillsides, ridgelines and mature trees and stands
of trees. Minimize grading of natural contours in new development.

39

Question 62: Large-footprint buildings with over four acres of impermeable surface on the 5.5 acre
expansion parcel are proposed adjacent to Very Low Density parcels. Doesn’t this intrusion constitute
a distinct separation by the proposed expansion and present itself as “building in a bubble” and thus
violate this GP goal?
Question 63: How does the proposed removal of many heritage trees and other mature trees, plus the
addition of fill and changing the natural grade, NOT violate this GP goal?
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40

UD-G and UD-G-2 are noted as support for this DEIR.
Please note that a non-biased calculator such as Walkscore.com gives the expansion parcel a
walkability rating of only 23 out of 100, calling it car-dependent.
General Plan 2035 on HOUSING:
The Chapter on Housing states on the Elderly:
“According to the 2000 United States Census, 14 percent of Santa Rosa’s population was age 65 or
older. Seniors often suffer disproportionately from poverty… low, fixed income seniors are severely
affected by the shortage of affordable rentals, both subsidized and open market; by the number of low
income rental units at risk of converting to market rate; and by steep increases in mobile home lot
rents.”
Regarding infill, GP2035 continues that the city’s infill policy “allows projects of 3 acres or less in the
Low Density land use category (maximum 8 units per acre) to increase density up to 15 units per
acre as long as compatibility with surrounding uses can be achieved and 1 very low income unit or 2
low income units are provided for every 10 market rate units.” Then, the Chapter includes:
Table 4-36: Housing Opportunities in the Urban Growth Boundary
Land Use Designation
Total Acres
Units
Very Low Density
812
812
This clearly identifies the intent to keep Very Low Density parcels at one unit per parcel.

41

Question 64: Where is it found in the General Plan that the re-zoning of these Very Low density
parcels is necessary to meet the Housing Goals of the 2035 General Plan?
Question 65: Why has H-A-2 been omitted from this DEIR? It states: “Pursue the goal of meeting
Santa Rosa’s housing needs through increased densities, when consistent with preservation of
existing neighborhoods.”

42

Question 66: How is re-zoning Very Low Density Parcels, filled with heritage oaks slated for
removal, adjacent to other Very Low Density parcels, next to parks and near Santa Rosa Creek –
“consistent with preservation of existing neighborhoods?”
4.7-6
Question 67: Why have H-D-15 and H-D-16 been omitted from this DEIR?

43

H-D-15 states: “In new senior housing built receiving any development incentives or money from the
City, require that a substantial portion, at least 25 percent, be available to low income seniors.”
H-D-16 states: “Encourage development of senior housing not receiving city funding or concessions
to provide a substantial number of units affordable to low-income seniors.”
Question : Does this project meet either of these goals in providing ANY AFFORDABLE
HOUSING TO THE SENIOR POPULATION?
The DEIR does an excellent job in finding supporting goals and policies that support its objectives.

44

But it seems to have omitted one of the most important new Growth Management Goals in the new
Santa Rosa General Plan 2035:
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Question 68: Why has the following most important goal in Growth Management been omitted?
GM-A-2 “Clarify to project applicants that the low-intensity General Plan designations
are not “interim” and that the intent of these designations is to accommodate a variety of
housing types within the UGB, rather than reserve areas for future development.
This applies specifically to the rural Very Low Density Residential designation, as
rural residential pockets will be retained within Santa Rosa’s UGB to accommodate all
lifestyles.”

44

The DEIR omits this very clear conflict with General Plan Goals and Policies and should be deemed to
be significant. As per the Housing Chapter of the General Plan, Very Low Density parcels should be
protected, especially in context of the neighborhood and rural surroundings.
The DEIR also omits:
YF-E-4 “Continue to pursue and assist in the assemblage of land, planning, funding and construction
of affordable senior housing.” But the DEIR does include goals that discuss senior services, programs
and activities.
Even the Youth and Family chapter introduction states:
“It is important for the city to address these needs which arise due to aging. They include affordable
housing, health and day care, transportation, recreation, and social services.”
Question 69: Why does the DEIR ignore many GP2035 Goals and Policies for land use and
affordable housing while pointing out supporting goals for senior activities?
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Question 70: Aren’t the appropriately supported goals for senior services, programs and activities all
occurring on the proposed RENOVATION PLANS OF THE CURRENT CAMPUS?
Question 71: How are the proposed expansion plans of re-zoning Very Low Density parcels for
extremely-high income senior apartments NOT a violation of City GP 2035 Goals and Policies and
should be deemed as significant impacts?

46

4.7-7
LU-1: The DEIR makes the leap that approval of re-zoning Very Low Density parcels to PD would
thereby make the project consistent with applicable land-use plan, policy or regulations. But re-zoning
would itself be in violation of several Santa Rosa GP 2035 Goals and Policies and so this should be
considered a significant impact. Those goals that would be violated are outlined above, as well as
other goals regarding setbacks along scenic road corridors (see comments for 4.7-8).
4.7-8 Setbacks
Question 72: While this chapter speaks to allowed setbacks if property was re-zoned to PD, it ignores
the desirability of much greater setbacks along Montgomery Drive, which is designated a scenic road
corridor. Isn’t the proposed setback of only 52’ and removal of trees along Montgomery in violation
of the below goals?
T-G-5
T-G-6

47

Retain existing trees and vegetation along scenic roads, as possible. Enhance roadway
appearance through landscaping, using native plant material.
Provide large setbacks from scenic roads, as possible, to avoid encroachment of buildings on
the view of the roadway.
12
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48

The statement that “…the Project would provide a number of benefits to the community by addressing
other land use and housing policies in the Draft General Plan” is QUESTIONABLE AT BEST.
SR GP 2020 stated “In Santa Rosa, community care facilities are allowed in any land use designation
and any zoning district in the City.”
Please reflect in the DEIR that the GP 2035 does not comment about this, but more specifically
stating “Many disabled persons in Santa Rosa live in community care facilities or group homes,
occupied by a small number of residents who live together and receive care from a live-in caretaker.
Group homes are designed to accommodate a particular group such as the elderly, mentally ill,
physically-disabled persons or alcohol or drug addicted persons. Room and board may include
assistance with the activities of daily living, nursing services and/or counseling, depending upon the
general nature of the residence.”
ESC is asking for a variance to re-zone a Very-Low density parcel and annex it to the Planned
Development, allowing them to increase both densities and building heights.

Question 73: While Zoning Code may still allow a continuing care facility to build on any zone
designation, isn’t it a conflict between General Plan 2035 and Zoning Code that would allow such a
facility to take over VLD parcels near the edge of city limits, edged by nothing but other VLD parcels
and parkland, along a scenic corridor and build NOT Affordable Senior Housing or any NEW Skilled
Nursing Facility, but large luxury Villas meant only to increase revenue for a out-of-county
49 corporation?
The DEIR also refers to a resolution from the 1980’s that stated “a lack of available sites suitable for
full-care senior citizens facilities.” Please correctly reflect in the DEIR the building of the very
large
Varenna community care facility and others, since then.
50
NOISE
4.8-4
Please note that a new study, published in the Archives of Environmental Health, recorded noise levels
at a Midwest auto assembly plant and correlated them with heart rate and blood pressure
measurements among the autoworkers. The researchers found that blood pressure is affected by
overall noise exposure while heart rate is affected by spikes in instantaneous loud noises.
Researchers writing in BioMed Central's journal Environmental Health recently explained: Nonauditory physical health effects that are biologically plausible in relation to noise exposure include
changes in blood pressure, heart rate, and levels of stress hormones. We found that exposure above 60
decibels was associated with high blood pressure among the relatively young and middle-aged, an
important risk factor for cardiovascular diseases such as heart attack and stroke.”
The assessment indicates that sleep and speech interference is possible when exterior noise levels are
57-62 dBA Ldn with open windows and 65-70 dBA Ldn if windows are closed. Construction noise
levels are expected to range from 66-83 dBA, deemed to be significant and unavoidable even after
proposed mitigations.

51

I conduct a legitimate home-based massage therapy business adjacent to the construction site. My
clients come to me for rest, quiet and relaxation. They appreciate the quiet of the neighborhood. The
noise, disruption and financial impacts to my business during construction are expected to be
SIGNIFICANT, since I won’t be able to conduct my business on-site, for an estimated 2 years.
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52

53

Question 74: How will the applicant mitigate those noise impacts directly associated with the above?
Three, 24-hour noise measurements were conducted in either March 2009 or April 2008.
Question 75: Why wasn’t a noise survey conducted in the warmer summer months, when neighbors
and SLV residents open their doors and windows more?
Question 76: Brey Road neighbors are already aware of noise levels from the existing SLV campus
from residents who are hearing-impaired and keep TV/radio volumes significantly louder. Did the
analysis of the expected permanent increase of ambient noise levels take the nature of the facilities and
its residents into account and extrapolate its 3-story structures, windows/balconies and proposed
density near existing homes?

Visual Resources
4.12-5
54
• Please note that the existing facility is also viewable from Spring Lake Park.
• Please clarify that much of the surrounding neighborhood, save the existing SLV campus
55
consists of very rural, large-parceled, Very Low Density designation lands.
• Please note that the northern portion of the expansion parcels may not appear “visible” due to
clusters of Heritage oaks and many other trees. The expansion parcels and its large trees and
56
standing orchard are visible to anyone on Brey Rd.
4.12-7
During scoping, I specifically asked for a visual that showed a view along Montgomery with the
proposed Villas next to the western edge of the existing campus. The point of this being that the
existing campus has been sloped significantly downward, and much of the existing western portion of
the campus is actually approximately a full building story BELOW THE GRADE OF
MONTGOMERY DRIVE.
57

Question 77: Why hasn’t this view been provided, as requested in the scoping process?
4.12-8
Question 78: Visuals provide only a single view from Montgomery Drive along a Water Agencyprovided pathway. Why haven’t views been provided from the very public Spring Lake Park north
levee?
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Question 79: Since many tall heritage oaks are slated for removal, isn’t it more appropriate to assess
visual impacts from public places from that levee viewpoint? Without all the large trees in place,
views could be more impacted than the DEIR suggests.
Question 80: How can “Consistency with Neighborhood Character” be achieved if the project
proposes to re-zone Very Low Density parcels to large footprint, 60% coverage construction?

59
60

Question 81: How are natural topographic features retained if large heritage oaks are removed and
grading upwards occurs on much of the expansion site?
The DEIR states “…repetition emphasizes the institutional nature of the Project and also tends to
cause the Project to be perceived as larger than it really is.” Since the project admits to looking
institutional and looms large over single-family, large parcel, Very Low Density designations, then
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Question 82: Why isn’t the degradation of the existing visual character, even with the proposed
reduction in heights of only two villas and not all four villas, still a significant impact?
14
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4.12-9
Question 83: Since the Design Review Board looked at the Project in 2008 and deemed it failed
Design Guidelines, why haven’t the setbacks in the “cottages” in the northwest portion of the
expansion area been pulled back to be in keeping with the 40’-50’ setbacks of Brey Road residences?
The DEIR correctly notes that “The additional massing of the three-story structures, in general, are not
compatible with the rural residential neighborhood along Brey Rd and are inconsistent with Design
Guidelines…”
Question 84: Why haven’t all four 3-story Villas been reduced to 2-story to best meet this issue, with
the least impacts?
Question 85: Since “cottages” are actually very-large footprint buildings, larger than surrounding
rural homes, why hasn’t the density of the units been reduced so as to blend better with the existing
neighborhood?

63

Question 86: Why do proposed cottages have their sides facing Brey Rd, and their backs in
neighbors’ front yards? Why is this not a significant aesthetic impact to the character of Brey Road?
4.12-10
Nighttime glare: Brey Road has no streetlights and rural back yards rich for star-gazing and nocturnal
animals. We appreciate our night skies, with our proximity to the parks and open space. The DEIR
notes “a nighttime site visit at approximately 8:30 pm that nearly all interior lights in the existing
facility were off.”
However, neighbors here can attest that several second-story balcony lights are on, windows open with
light clearly visible and sometimes doors open. I am not a scientist to understand the illumination
analysis, but

64

Question 87: While the analysis shows no illumination supposedly reaching the ground, what happens
to ambient night light? Doesn’t the significant increase in windows, doors, balconies, all create an
increase in ambient light that affects night-time viewing and the rural nature of the neighborhood?
Figures 4.12 all
Question 88: Why haven’t the photo sims included the surrounding houses on Brey Rd, for a true
depiction on how the proposed cottages might “fit” into the existing neighborhood?
Question 89: Why haven’t views been created from Brey Road neighbors yards, that would accurately
depict our usage of our properties in relation to the large-footprint buildings and a very much-increased
density of units--i.e., the privacy of our swimming pools, the sunlight for our vegetable gardens, the
possible impact to solar panel usage?

65
In summation, I look forward to having all of these questions and comments addressed in the Final EIR.
Sincerely,

Eleanor Guerin
360 Brey Rd.
Santa Rosa, CA 95409
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LETTER 216 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 216-1
The existing Spring Lake Village campus borders approximately 1,800 linear feet of Santa Rosa Creek.
Response to Comment 216-2
Revenue production is implicit in development projects and is usually not identified in the Project
Objectives. It does play a role, however, in considering the Project alternatives.
Response to Comment 216-3
Addition of such a statement to the Project Objectives is not needed. Living within Spring Lake Village
is not restricted to those already living in Sonoma County.
Response to Comment 216-4
The Project cottage footprints are as follows (Cottage 9 would be eliminated under Alternative 1):
Building

Enclosed Gross (sf)

Covered Porches (sf)

Total Gross (sf)

Cottage C-5

8,623

602

9,225

Cottage C-6

2,341

227

2,568

Cottage C-7

4,682

454

5,136

Cottage C-8

5,731

429

6,160

Cottage C-9

4,925

255

5,180

Cottage C-10

4,925

255

5,180

Cottage C-11

4,925

255

5,180

Existing cottage footprints are as follows:
Building

Enclosed Gross (sf)

Covered Porches (sf)

Total Gross (sf)

Bldg. 1

2,537

482

3,019

Bldg. 2

2,537

482

3,019

Bldg. 3

1,692

328

2,020

Bldg. 4

1,604

373

1,977

Bldg. 5

2,258

438

2,696

Bldg. 6

1,677

326

2,003

Bldg. 7

1,917

243

2,160

Bldg. 8

2,516

625

3,141

Bldg. 9

2,577

510

3,087

Bldg. 10

1,443

N/A

N/A

Bldg. 11

3,006

162

3,168

City of Santa Rosa
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Building

Enclosed Gross (sf)

Covered Porches (sf)

Total Gross (sf)

Bldg. 12

1,629

N/A

N/A

Bldg. 13

2,963

N/A

N/A

Bldg. 14

2,818

N/A

N/A

Bldg. 18

2,354

N/A

N/A

Quad Bldg.

8,955

N/A

N/A

The Villa building footprints and unit types with areas are as follows (Villa 5 is only included in
Alternative 1):
Building

First Floor Gross (sf)

Covered Porches (sf)

Total Gross (sf)

Villa 1

7,715

990

8,705

Villa 2

7,715

990

8,705

Villa 3

9,100

660

9,760

Villa 4

7,715

990

8,705

Villa 5

7,715

990

8,705

Unit A

1,590

1,590

Unit B1

1,647

1,647

Unit C1

1,565

1,565

Unit C2

1,627

1,627

Unit D

1,418

1,418

Response to Comment 216-5
The structural heights of the cottages on the expansion parcels would vary between approximately 19.5
feet to 20.5 feet. The structural heights of the cottages on the existing campus are approximately 16 feet
high.
Response to Comment 216-6
The statement that Villas 1 and 2 would built on a grade 4 feet higher than the surrounding buildings is
not accurate. Contours on the site plans indicate the existing elevation at Villas 1 and 2 locations are
between 298 and 302 feet mean sea level (MSL). The finish floor elevation for Villas 1 and 2 would be
graded to 300 feet MSL. Two-story apartment buildings currently exist adjacent to Villas 1 and 2 to the
east. The existing apartment buildings elevations are also between 298 and 302 feet MSL.
An exhibit entitled, “Perimeter Grading Exhibit” has been prepared and added as Appendix A in the Final
EIR. The exhibit shows the existing and finished grades at each property line for the parcel at 5435
Montgomery Drive. Some areas along the west boundary would require up to 2 feet of fill. The increase
in elevation is to address concerns of runoff from the site to neighboring properties; the 2-foot increase in
elevation would allow drainage to be redirected to prevent flooding onto neighboring properties.

City of Santa Rosa
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The finished floor elevation at Villas 1 and 2 would be the same as the existing apartment buildings to the
east and 1 foot higher than the cottages on the 5435 Montgomery Drive parcel.
Response to Comment 216-7
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
The 100-year floodwater elevation for Santa Rosa Creek is 284.6 feet above mean sea level. The
downstream-most culvert in Brey Road has an invert elevation of 288.64 feet above mean sea level,
which is approximately 4 feet above the 100-year stage of Santa Rosa Creek. The SUSMP drainage
analysis performed for the Project by Adobe Associates, and reviewed by Winzler & Kelly, included an
evaluation of the existing storm drainage system in Brey Road.
Response to Comment 216-8
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
Because the flooding along Brey Road is an existing condition, and because the Project would limit
runoff rates from the expansion area to Brey Road at pre-development rates, the Project would not
exacerbate the existing problem and would not be required to provide mitigation. The Brey Road
improvements proposed would be funded and constructed as “good neighbor” improvements to help
address existing flooding and drainage concerns. They are not required as part of project mitigation.
Response to Comment 216-9
The Draft EIR did not identify any significant impacts after mitigation to heritage trees, greenhouse gases,
flooding and drainage, wildlife corridors, or conflicts with existing plans. Mitigation Measure VR-2
Reconfigure Massing of Three-Story Villas in the Expansion Area reduced the visual impact of the
Project to less than significant. Alternative 1 also was found to reduce the significant visual impact to
less than significant. Refer also to Response to Comment 209-7.
Response to Comment 216-10
As described in Chapter 3 Alternative Description each of the alternatives considered but rejected were
rejected for a variety of reasons. Relocation of the villas was deemed infeasible as insufficient space
exists elsewhere on the existing campus to accommodate the villas. The reduced garage alternative was
rejected because no significant impacts had been identified that would prompt consideration of an
alternative. The off-site alternative was rejected due to lack of space and lack of connectivity to the main
campus.
The campus improvements would not displace existing elderly residents from their homes. One
significant unavoidable project impact was identified with regard to the campus improvements and that is
a temporary impact from construction noise.
Response to Comment 216-11
Refer to Response to Comment 205-2.
Response to Comment 216-12
Dust exposure and control was addressed under Impact AIR-1. The impact was determined to be less
than significant after incorporation of Mitigation Measure AQ-1 Air Quality Protection in accordance
with the BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines. Refer to Mitigation Measure AQ-1 on page 4.1-9 of the Draft
EIR.
City of Santa Rosa
July 21, 2010
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Response to Comment 216-13
Refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor and Response to Comment 209-13.
Response to Comment 216-14
The Draft EIR acknowledges that the numerous large trees on the Project site provide potential bird
nesting habitat and provides a mitigation measure that would avoid impacts to nesting raptors and
protected birds.
Draft EIR page 4.2-17 (under Impact BIO-1) states:
“. . .because the site supports numerous large trees, and buildings and other structures, it provides
potential nesting habitat for a variety of raptors and other birds, and roosting bats. Birds and raptors are
protected under the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Their nest, eggs, and young are also protected
under California Fish and Game Code. In addition, raptors such as the white-tailed kite are “fully
protected” under Fish and Game Code. The Project has the potential to impact these species during the
nesting season (March 1 through August 31) by removal of trees that contain active nests or by
undertaking construction activities in the vicinity of trees that contain active nests. Such impacts would be
significant.”
Draft EIR page 4.2-18 Mitigation Measure BIO-1b outlines steps that should be taken to avoid impacts to
nesting raptors and other protected birds. As described in Response to Comment 209-13, the analysis of
biological impacts under CEQA is intended to focus on special-status species and habitat.
Response to Comment 216-15
The criterion used in the Draft EIR to determine if the Project would impact wetlands is presented in
Table 4.2-1 on page 4.2-16, under BIO-3, which asks “Will the Project have a substantial adverse effect
on protected wetlands or water through direct removal, filling, or other means?” As described in the table,
a substantial adverse impact would occur if the Project resulted in any discharge to or placement of fill in
potential jurisdiction wetlands. The authorities for use of this criterion are the Clean Water Act, the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), the EPA and State of California “no-net loss’ policies, and the Santa
Rosa General Plan.
Standing water does not constitute a wetland. As described on page 4.2-9 of the Draft EIR, the Corps
identifies wetlands using a "multi-parameter approach" which requires positive wetland indicators in three
distinct environmental categories: hydrology, soils, and vegetation. According to the Corps of Engineers
Federal Wetlands Delineation Manual (1987), except in certain situations, all three parameters must be
satisfied for an area to be considered a jurisdictional wetland. In general, the Regional Water Quality
Control Board employs similar wetland delineation techniques for identifying wetland areas potentially
subject to its regulation.
As described on Draft EIR page 4.2-16, purpose of the wetland assessment undertaken for the Project was
to characterize the nature and extent of areas in the expansion area that are potentially subject to U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers jurisdiction pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water act and Regional Water
Quality Control Board regulations pursuant to Section 401 of the Clean Water Act and the Porter-Cologne
Act.
Prior to conducting the on-site wetlands assessment, various background materials relating to the site
were reviewed to preliminarily identify potential wetland features on the Project site. Additionally, the
Soil Survey of Sonoma County (U.S.D.A. 1990) was reviewed to determine if any of the soils on the
Project site are mapped as hydric soils. The presence of a hydric soil mapping unit on a project site
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suggests the presence of potential wetland habitats and therefore is another tool used in wetland
identification. The soil unit mapped on the Project site is Haire clay loam 0-5 percent slopes. This soil is
not listed as hydric on the national list but is listed as having hydric inclusions of Clear Lake clay and an
unnamed soil unit on the county list.
The wetlands assessments identified four potential seasonal wetlands covering 0.254 acre on the Project
site. These areas ranged in size from approximately 0.006 to 0.171 acre and were marginal in character in
that they supported primarily facultative plant species (these species are found to occur in wetlands 50
percent of the time and 50 percent of the time in uplands and therefore are not strong wetland indicators).
Most of the potential wetland areas have been disturbed in the past with maintenance of the community
garden and some orchard cultivation. One potential wetland area appeared to be artificial in origin given
its very narrow and linear configuration, and therefore not a natural “pool” or “swale”.
In April 2008 and June 2009 the San Francisco District of the Corps conducted a formal jurisdictional
wetlands determination on the Project site. It was determined that none of the potential wetland areas
meet the criteria of a jurisdictional wetland and therefore are not subject to Clean Water Act or PorterCologne Act regulation.
Response to Comment 216-16
The Draft EIR appropriately listed only those species observed during the site visit. However, the
additional species observations provided by the commenter are appreciated. Refer to Response to
Comment 216-14 with regard to the Draft EIR’s evaluation of the habitat value provided by the trees to
bird species. Mitigation Measure BIO-1b Avoid Impacts to Nesting Raptors and other Protected Birds
requires preconstruction surveys within two weeks prior to construction if construction were to begin
during the nesting season of March 1 through August 31. No notification would be provided to the public
of the results of the surveys. Mitigation Measure BIO-1c Avoid Impacts to Pallid Bats requires
preconstruction surveys within 30 days prior to the start of construction that would impact or remove
roost structures. No notification would be provided to the public of the results of the surveys; however
the results of the pre-construction surveys would be filed at the Santa Rosa Community Development
Department and would be available to the public upon request.
Response to Comment 216-17
The Draft EIR addresses California freshwater shrimp on pages 4.2-18 and 4.2-19. The Draft EIR states:
“Santa Rosa Creek crosses the northern section of the site. This riparian corridor provides habitat for
steelhead, federally listed as threatened, as well as potential habitat for California freshwater shrimp and
coho salmon. Microhabitats formed by the woody root structure, aquatic pools, and woody debris along
the Creek provide aquatic habitat protective cover, shade, and lower water temperatures for these
protected species. Aquatic habitat would not be impacted by Project activities, however, lawn would be
removed within the creek buffer (100 feet from the riparian vegetation) and other construction activities
would occur adjacent to the creek buffer. During construction, degraded water quality from stormwater
runoff into Santa Rosa Creek could impact habitat of aquatic species.”
The Project has no direct impacts to Santa Rosa Creek. Mitigation Measure HWQ-1 is provided to
prevent sediment reaching Santa Rosa Creek and thereby reduce potential impacts to sensitive aquatic
species, such as California freshwater shrimp, to less than significant.
Response to Comment 216-18 through 216-22
Refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor.
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Response to Comment 216-23
Refer to Response to Comment 209-8 and Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor.
Response to Comment 216-24
The reference to “non-access open space” in OSC-A-2 refers to sites which are protected and do not
provide for public access. An example of this could be a site that is a habitat preservation area and has
restricted access due to a conservation easement or a designated mitigation banking site. This does not
apply to the expansion area parcels. Therefore OSC-A-2 is not applicable to the Project site. The Project
would not cause an “intrusion of inappropriate uses” into Annadel or Spring Lake parks. Development of
the Project is confined to the Project site. Therefore OSC-A-2 is not applicable to the Project site. Also
refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor.
Response to Comment 216-25
No bird nesting surveys have been done for the Project. Preconstruction bird surveys would occur within
15 days prior to the start of construction.
Response to Comment 216-26
The determination that the expansion area no longer functions as an oak woodland habitat was not based
on trunk size, heights, or crown widths. Rather, the Draft EIR noted that the expansion area has been
considerably altered by human disturbance and is no longer representative of the historic natural habitat
that once existed in the area. This includes introduction of non-native species, including the orchard
trees, limited size of the area, mowing of the site, and the placement of outbuildings and materials on the
site.
Response to Comment 216-27
The three previous individual reports referred to in the introduction to the 2009 Updated and Expanded
Tree Preservation and Mitigation Report are three previous reports prepared by John Meserve. They do
not refer to any of the maps or exhibits listed by the commenter or prepared by others. The Updated and
Expanded Tree Preservation and Mitigation Report includes all trees protected under the Santa Rosa Tree
Ordinance in the expansion area.
Response to Comment 216-28
The bioswales, trees to be preserved, and trees to be planted are all indicated on the Planting Plan sheets
in Appendix F Landscape Plans. Also refer to Response to Comment 209-1.
The following change is made to item 2 of Mitigation Measure BIO-5 on page 4.2-21 of the Draft EIR:
2) Maintain the existing grade within the fenced portion of the dripline. Route drainage swales
and underground work outside the dripline, where possibleexcept as determined acceptable by a
certified arborist and the City of Santa Rosa on the basis of finding the work will not result in the
loss of trees.
This change to Mitigation Measure BIO-5 will ensure that oak trees near drainage swales will not be
damaged by swale construction.
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Response to Comment 216-29
The City notes the comment that the neighbors are aware of the potential for the presence of cultural
resources on the expansion site and expect that sub-surface excavations are conducted in a manner that
respects this potential.
The mitigation measures provided in the Draft EIR on page 4.3-12 through 4.3-15 outline the procedures
that must be followed prior to and during construction to ensure that any archaeological deposits that
could be encountered during construction on the expansion parcel and on the main campus are given
appropriate consideration in accordance with regulatory requirements and Native American cultural
concerns. If the City certifies the EIR and adopts the mitigation measures as part of Project approval, the
City will require that the applicant implement these measures through conditions of Project approval.
Response to Comment 216-30
Refer to Response to Comment 215-1.
Response to Comment 216-31
After grading, the building elevations need to remain higher than the existing ground elevations to allow
drainage to move away from the building foundations as required by the California Building Code. Villas
1 and 2 would be positioned on top of the underground parking garage. The top of the garage podium
would be level and Villa 2 would have the same finished floor elevation as Villa 1. The finished floor
elevations are set to provide elevation connectivity and compliance with the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) for access with the parking and existing driveway elevations on the east side of the garage.
The building pad for the underground garage beneath Villa 2 would be approximately 14 feet below the
existing ground elevation.
Response to Comment 216-32
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
The approximate two-foot increase in elevation at the Wells property line is to accommodate the routing
of site drainage to the north rather than using the existing drainage route through the Brunn and Wells
properties. This would prevent runoff and flooding to the neighboring properties during larger rain
events.
Response to Comment 216-33
An exhibit entitled, “Perimeter Grading Exhibit” has been prepared and added as Appendix A in the Final
EIR. The exhibit is based on the site plan evaluated as Alternative 1 in the Draft EIR. The finished grade
elevations along the west boundary for Alternative 1 are the same as the original proposed elevations.
The elevation difference between the existing grades (EG) and the finished grades (FG) is shown in
parenthesis on the exhibit.
Response to Comment 216-34
The existing grades along the eastern boundary of the Brunn parcel range from 296.6 to 296.5. The
proposed elevations along this boundary range from 297.5 to 298.3, resulting in elevation differentials of
between 0.9 to 1.8 feet. Refer to Appendix A Perimeter Grading Exhibit.
Response to Comment 216-35
The drainage swale will be constructed 10 feet from the property boundary and there will be
approximately 9 feet of compacted native soil material between the swale and the property boundary.
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The subsurface water will follow the path of least resistance and flow within the perforated pipe and drain
into rock backfill beneath the swale to the underground detention system. The drainage swale would not
result in flooding impacts to neighboring properties.
Response to Comment 216-36
Goals, objectives, and policies from the Sonoma County General Plan are included in the Land Use
section in the Draft EIR because four Project parcels are currently located within unincorporated Sonoma
County.
Response to Comment 216-37
As discussed in Responses to Comments 214-1 through 214-5, under the Project there would be a surplus
of only 5 parking spaces and under Alternative 1 there would be a surplus of only 1 parking space. Also
refer to Response to Comments 215-2 with regard to on-site transit and retail services.
Response to Comment 216-38
The intent of LUL-E-3 (and the Zoning Code) is to prevent multiple community care facilities from
concentrating in one neighborhood. The Project would expand on an existing community care facility
that has existed in the neighborhood for over twenty years. Please refer to Response to Comment 205-2
for a discussion on the Melita Road parcel. Refer to Response to Comments 211-3 for further
clarification on the Project’s consistency with LUL-E-3.
Response to Comment 216-39
Consistency of the Project with Santa Rosa General Plan Policies UD-F and UD-F-2 was evaluated in the
Visual Resources section in the Draft EIR on page 4.12-2. It is unclear what the commenter means by
“building in a bubble”. If the commenter is concerned that the Project would be disturbing the existing
character of the neighborhood, the Project would be an infill project in a neighborhood where Spring
Lake Village has existed for over twenty years. Thus, the Project, as mitigated, would not disturb the
existing character of the neighborhood.
As stated on Page 4.12-8 in the Draft EIR, the Project would further Policy UD-F-2, in that natural
topographic features are retained and grading is minimized. The Project would remove mature trees,
however, as stated on Page 4.2-23 in the Draft EIR, the Project would provide compensation for loss of
protected and heritage trees and implement protective measures for the remaining protected heritage trees
in accordance with Santa Rosa City Code, Chapter 17-24 which would reduce impacts to less than
significant.
Also refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts.
Response to Comment 216-40
The comment is noted. However, walkscore.com is not provided with data from local transportation
agencies such as the Santa Rosa Citybus or Sonoma County Transit. In addition, the calculator does not
take into account the services available to residents at Spring Lake Village such as dining, banking, salon,
and shuttle service. See Response to Comments 215-33 and 215-36 for further explanation on the
Project’s land use and transportation relationship. General Plan policies UD-G and UD-G-2 are discussed
on page 4.7-8 of the Draft EIR.
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Response to Comment 216-41
The Spring Lake Village Expansion and Annexation Project EIR does not state that the Project is
necessary to fulfill the housing goals of Santa Rosa General Plan 2035. The Project Objectives from page
2-1 of the Draft EIR state only the Project’s purpose to serve the growing senior population by providing
housing. Community care facilities are allowed in all residential and commercial land use designations,
as noted in the Housing Element of the Santa Rosa General Plan 2035. Also refer to Master Response B
Visual Impacts.
Response to Comment 216-42
Policy H-A-2 is related to specific higher density sites identified in the Housing Element of the Santa
Rosa General Plan 2035. The complete policy states: “Pursue the goal of meeting Santa Rosa’s housing
needs through increased densities, when consistent with preservation of existing neighborhoods. Higher
density sites are illustrated on the General Plan Land Use Diagram, which will allow the development of
dwellings for 210 very low and 138 low income households annually. Development of these sites or
proposals for new higher density sites must be designed in context with existing, surrounding
neighborhoods.” The Project site is not identified as one of these sites. Therefore Policy H-A-2 is not
applicable to the Project. Also refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts.
As stated on Page 4.2-23 in the Draft EIR, the Project would provide compensation for loss of protected
and heritage trees and implement protective measures for the remaining protected heritage trees in
accordance with Santa Rosa City Code, Chapter 17-24 which would reduce impacts to less than
significant.
Response to Comment 216-43
The Project is not receiving any development incentives or money from the City. Therefore General Plan
Policy H-D-15 does not apply. While Episcopal Senior Communities does have other affordable senior
living facilities in Santa Rosa, this Project is not required under any City policy to provide low-income
housing. General Plan Policy H-D-16 encourages developers to include affordable housing; it does not
require them to do so. The Project is therefore not in conflict with General Plan Policy H-D-16.
Response to Comment 216-44
Community care facilities are allowed in all residential and commercial land use designations, as noted in
the Housing Element of the Santa Rosa General Plan. The Spring Lake Village Expansion Project was
not located within a Very Low Density Residential designation on the General Plan Land Use Map
because the applicant thought the designation was an “interim” designation intended to reserve the area
for future development. Instead the Project was located on this site because it is the only parcel adjacent
to the existing Spring Lake Village that is feasible to develop. General Plan Policy GM-A-2 does not
prohibit community care facilities in the Very Low Density Residential category. The Project does not
conflict with the policy.
Response to Comment 216-45
The Project does not include an affordable housing component and is not required to. Therefore, General
Plan Policy YF-E-4 is not applicable. The Draft EIR evaluates consistency of the Project with General
Plan 2035 goals and policies related to services because the Project includes renovations to the existing
campus with amenities and services for seniors. The commenter is correct that the Project improvements
for the senior services and activities are located on the existing campus.
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Response to Comment 216-46
Community care facilities are allowed in all residential and commercial land use designations, as noted in
the Housing Element of the Santa Rosa General Plan. The rezoning to a PD is not required to allow a
community care facility as this use is allowed in any residential zoning district, including Rural
Residential, with a Minor Conditional Use Permit. The rezoning to a PD would allow for a uniform set of
development standards such as height and setbacks, applicable to all of property within the boundary of
the PD.
Response to Comment 216-47
General Plan policies T-G-5 and T-G-6 seek to retain existing trees and vegetation and to provide large
setbacks from scenic roads “as possible”. While Melita Road is in the Scenic Road Combining District,
and has specific setback between 50 and 100 feet, Montgomery Drive is not. However, as noted in the
Draft EIR, Montgomery Drive is designated a scenic roadway in the Santa Rosa General Plan. No
specific setback requirements for Montgomery Drive, as a scenic roadway, are identified in the General
Plan. In addition, the 52 feet referenced in the comment actually applies to portions of the existing
campus. The proposed expansion area has a setback from Montgomery Drive of between 83 and 96 feet.
Mitigation Measure TR-3a would require the potential removal of trees and vegetation along a 150 foot
stretch of Montgomery Drive to improve pedestrian site distance. Removal of trees and vegetation for
safety is not considered in violation of policy T-G-5. In addition, the Project would provide
compensation for loss of protected and heritage trees and implement protective measures for the
remaining protected heritage trees in accordance with Santa Rosa City Code, Chapter 17-24 which would
reduce impacts to less than significant. In addition, the Project would need to comply with City Code 2028.050(F) dealing with the removal of trees within 50 and 100 feet of a scenic road.
Response to Comment 216-48
The comment does not identify a specific concern or question with regard to the Draft EIR and which
General Plan Policies the question is regarding. Therefore a response cannot be made. It may be of use
to the commenter to review page 4.7-8 of the Draft EIR for a discussion in support of the statement “the
Project would provide a number of benefits to the community by addressing other land use and housing
policies in the Draft General Plan.”
Response to Comment 216-49
The comment is incorrect in stating the Santa Rosa General Plan 2035 does not address the land use
designations for community care facilities. Page 4-34 in the Housing Element states “community care
facilities are allowed in all residential and commercial land use designations and zoning districts, with the
exception of the Motor Vehicle Sales District. Facilities of six or fewer persons are allowed by right since
they are considered a single family use. Facilities of seven or more require review of a Minor Conditional
Use Permit by the City.” Therefore, the Project does not conflict with the General Plan 2035 concerning
locating community care facilities in a Very Low Density Residential land use designation. As noted in
Response to Comment 216-43 the Project is not required to provide affordable housing.
Response to Comment 216-50
The sentence referenced by the comment, which appears on page 4.7-8 of the Draft EIR, was provided for
context to the conditions at the time the original project was approved. It does not directly support the
analysis. There is nothing lacking or incorrect in the paragraph that requires revision.
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Response to Comment 216-51
The comment is correct that construction related noise impacts were found to be significant. In response,
extensive mitigation was outlined in Mitigation Measure N-1 Construction Noise Control Measures.
While these measures are expected to reduce noise levels, it cannot be guaranteed that the noise would be
reduced below 60 dBA per the City’s noise Ordinance. Therefore the impact remains significant.
Regarding description of the commenter’s business, CEQA does not require evaluation of economic
impacts.
Response to Comment 216-52
The Noise Study measured existing ambient noise in the neighborhood. Ambient noise, from such things
as traffic, would be expected to be similar year round. While residences may perceive noises to be higher
when outdoors during warming weather, actual increase in ambient noise would be perhaps 1 to 2 dBA
higher under the conditions described by the comment.
Response to Comment 216-53
Television and radio volumes, although heard from open windows, would not create significant noise
levels. By the time the sound from open windows on the Spring Lake Village campus reached the
neighbors properties it would be expected to be low. So low in fact it would not have changed the
projected exterior environmental noise levels at the Project site which were identified to be less than 60
dBA and consistent with the Santa Rosa General Plan Guidelines. (Illingworth & Rodkin 2010)
Response to Comment 216-54
During a site visit in the spring of 2009 and again in the winter of 2010 the EIR preparers walked along
the path on the Spring Lake levee. The existing campus was not noticeably visible either time. While
small portions, of what was thought to potentially be rooftops from the existing campus, were visible
through gaps in trees, the rooftops were not positively identified. The trees that were noted to be most
significantly blocking the views were not located on the expansion area.
Response to Comment 216-55
Refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts.
Response to Comment 216-56
The Draft EIR states on page 4.12-5 that “The northern portion of the properties has an open field, but is
not visible from Montgomery Drive and only barely visible from select viewpoints along Brey Road.”
The Draft EIR does not say that it is not visible. It should be noted that when the Draft EIR mentions
Brey Road or viewpoints from Brey Road, it is the Road itself that is meant and not an individual private
backyard along Brey Road. There is no question that the views of the expansion area would be greater
from an individual backyard due to closer proximity to the Project and fewer obstacles such as buildings,
fencing, and landscaping.
Response to Comment 216-57
A visual simulation with a view along Montgomery Drive showing the Villas was taken. The vantage
point was approximately 38 feet to the south of Montgomery Drive on the Sonoma County Water Agency
trail. Refer to Figure 4.12-4.
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Response to Comment 216-58
The visual simulations took into account trees that would be removed and trees that would be planted as
part of the Project. Refer to Response to Comment 216-54 with regard to views from Spring Lake levee.
Response to Comment 216-59
Refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts and Response to Comment 216-46.
Response to Comment 216-60
As stated on Page 4.12-8 in the Draft EIR, the Project would further UD-F-2, in that natural topographic
features are retained and grading is minimized. The Project would remove mature trees, however, as
stated on Page 4.2-23 in the Draft EIR, the Project would provide compensation for loss of protected and
heritage trees and implement protective measures for the remaining protected heritage trees in accordance
with Santa Rosa City Code, Chapter 17-24 which would reduce impacts to less than significant. With
regard to “grading upwards” refer to Response to Comment 216-6.
Response to Comment 216-61
Refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts.
Response to Comment 216-62
Refer to Response to Comment 203-2.
Response to Comment 216-63
Refer to Master Response B Visual Impact.
Response to Comment 216-64
As with any new development nighttime ambient light would increase within and around the site. The
increase, however, is not considered substantial. The Project includes several components that would
reduce the nighttime ambient light including installation of full cut-off lamp fixtures, replacement of all
existing outside lamps with full cut-off fixtures, and landscape screening.
Response to Comment 216-65
Figure 4.12-2 Brey Road Cottages, does include the full length of Brey Road (from the point of the visual
simulation toward Montgomery Drive). Other homes are not visible due to vegetation. Because of the
narrowness of Brey Road, vegetation, and separation between buildings it was very difficult to pick up the
surrounding area from any vantage point along Brey Road. A camera does not pick up the full width of
the landscape as the naked eye would. Figure 4.12-3 was taken on the east side of Brey Road in an
attempt to pick up as much of the Project in the simulation as possible. However, even if the photo had
been taken from the west side of Brey Road, due to the narrowness of the road, the photo would not have
had much additional context. None of the proposed buildings on the expansion parcel would cast a
shadow on neighboring structures. Potential exists for some ground shadowing from Villa 4 onto the
northern neighboring property (Adobe 2010).
Regarding photo simulations from back yards refer to Response to Comment 203-3.
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800 Bancroft Way • Suite 101 • Berkeley, CA 94710 • (510) 704-1000
224 Walnut Avenue• Suite E • Santa Cruz, CA 95060 • (831) 457-9900
www.balancehydro.com • email: office@balancehydro.com

December 14, 2009

Mr. Bill Rose, AICP, Senior Planner
City of Santa Rosa
Department of Community Development
100 Santa Rosa Avenue, Room 3
Santa Rosa, California, 95404

RE: Review of Spring Lake Village Expansion and Annexation DEIR

Dear Mr. Rose:
At the request of the Brey Road neighbors, Balance Hydrologics reviewed the Project Description and the
Hydrology and Groundwater chapters of the Spring Lake DEIR. They have also provided us with
photographs, accounts of storm conditions from the Brey Road neighbors, and recent history of limited
groundwater testing and placement of fill in the neighborhood that might have usefully been included in
the DEIR, and could help establish a constructive set of mitigations for the Spring Lake Village
Expansion Project.
I. Summary of our review
BMPs: The selection of BMPs seems appropriate and consistent with good design practices. We urge
that these be implemented in a manner consistent with the special requirements of the Clear Lake and
Haire soils (see below).

1

Drainage: Drainage calculations appear consistent with local regulations. Drainage measures within the
project boundaries seem sound and well integrated, with potentially minor exceptions as noted below.
Drainage from the limits of the project to Santa Rosa Creek has not been effectively addressed. The
DEIR does not mention the increased duration of ponding likely to be experienced along Brey Road, or
the associated inconvenience and costs which the neighbors may experience. Existing and proposed fill
have not been described, and may affect both the description of existing conditions and the viability of the
measures proposed.

2

Groundwater: The DEIR does not provide sufficient information to identify that groundwater supply and
quality may or may not be issues of concern. Since it does not consider key facts and considerations (for
example, that the neighbors depend on groundwater for their water supply) or recent drilling results (see
Sec. 4.1.1 below), it does not provide the Brey Road community with the information and protections
they probably deserve. The City may wish to see in place to sustain groundwater supply in this
neighborhood that the City has designated for rural uses. We respectfully suggest that this section be
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2

redone to systematically address local conditions and be integrated to better meet the spirit and letter of
CEQA.
Integration: The individual analyses within the hydrology and groundwater chapter are not effectively
integrated; as one example, there is no discussion whether high groundwater levels and drainage issues in
the vicinity are linked and how that may affect how impacts and mitigations are presented. Additionally,
the various sections within the chapter should be tied together to develop a coherent picture of how the
proposed project – a dense and highly-developed facility – will affect an adjacent neighborhood with
limited urban services.
Issues which should be considered, or considered in greater depth:


The DEIR maps Clear Lake and Haire soils at the site, but only partly discusses their
significance in the geology section (DEIR 4.4). These soils pose well-known complex
hydrologic issues. Their high shrink-swell, water-holding and highly corrosive properties
should be considered, such that BMPs and drainage facilities, both on and off the site, may be
planned and designed in a sustainable manner. Conversely, without this discussion, design
choices may be inadvertently made which induce future conflict, cost, and inconvenience that
are not consistent with the function of a DEIR.

4



Excessive iron and manganese concentrations in local groundwater are not mentioned.

5



Potentially, cumulative effects on groundwater supply.



Flooding: FEMA mapping (existing and proposed revisions) should be more sufficiently
discussed. The magnitude and frequency of high water in Santa Rosa Creek should be given,
such that the neighbors know whether water levels in the creek may impede drainage along
Brey Road. Based on local accounts, we suspect that this will not prove an issue.

3

6

These points are considered in further detail in the following discussion.
II. Detailed Review and Suggested Revisions
1.

Best Management Practices

We reviewed the approach to drainage management presented in the DEIR, and the essential RGH
and Adobe reports upon which it is based.

7

a. Appropriateness of BMP selection: We believe that selection of Type II drainage swales
is generally appropriate for the setting and the soils at the site. The green roof is
positioned at a location within the drainage net where it can be effective. It is a welcome
addition and an innovative application, although admittedly limited in size relative to the
4 acres of impervious area to be added to the west-campus drainages. One related impact
is that it appears selecting vegetated (grassy) swales may have driven the site designers
toward using grass as a landscape cover throughout the west campus; as shown below,
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that may adversely affect the water budget for the area nearest Brey Road.1 Is there a
way for the City of clarify how the west campus will be landscaped, including where and
how irrigation is to be applied?

7

b. Implementation of BMPs and calculations of Standard Urban Stormwater Mitigation Plan
(SUSMP) compliance: Exclusive of changes in the site water budget (considered below),
we believe the BMPs chosen have been reasonably applied. The swales are suitably
sized for a 2-year event, per the local SUSMP standards, reducing the likelihood of
downstream effects on the drainage system.2

8

c. SUSMP standards call for minimum bioswale slopes of 1 percent. Adobe Consultants
used a minimum slope of 0.5 percent, in agreement with the statewide CASQA
guidelines. We believe that, with sound maintenance, a design slope of 0.5 percent is
adequate for the sites’ needs and may provide somewhat improved water-quality
treatment.

9

d. BMPs such as Type II swales require underdrainage, which requires maintenance.
Significant erosion and water-quality effects may be expected without ongoing
maintenance. Since the neighbors (and not a public or common entity) will be receiving
the drainage from the BMPs, how can the City condition assurance of ongoing
maintenance in the mitigation measures? In our experience, BMPs usually discharge to a
public or natural watercourse where discharge from BMPs maintained at levels below
specifications are more readily tolerated. What maintenance will be conducted to reduce
erosion and to provide adequate water-quality treatment? Who will be responsible for
this maintenance?
2.

10

Drainage

We consider drainage in 3 subsections: Onsite, water-budget, and offsite issues.

1

We are unclear as to how the west campus will be vegetated. Since we have not been able to find an indication
that it will be landscaped with non-irrigated vegetation, we are guessing that it will be planted to conventional
grasses. This approach would make it easier to mow and maintain the vegetated swales, which improves waterquality treatment, but the irrigation associated with grasses adds water to the system, which will adversely affect the
neighborhood (discussed below). If our guess about use of lawn or irrigated turf is incorrect, less applied water will
probably mean less impact, but is it possible to include a clear statement as to how the swales are to be managed in
the revised DEIR.
2
Our calculations show that the swales will be overwhelmed by floods that are much larger, such as the 10-year
event. BMPs are usually not designed for such recurrences. If the adjoining parcels are below the grade of the
swales (see 2.1 below), such events could cause the swales to avulse and erode into the lower sites. How might this
be incorporated into the project design?
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a. Onsite Drainage:

10

i. Onsite drainage evaluation is intermeshed with questions about the amount,
depth, and placement of imported fill. Imported fill is needed not only for the
Type II swales but also for the foundation design of the cottages and villas
(RGH, 2007) and for other improvements such as utilities. How much of the
existing soils will be excavated? How much above existing grade the imported
fill will be placed?3 We can find no clear statement to this effect, such as
“Existing grade will be maintained” or any general description of any change in
ground configuration. The improvement plans for the north and south halves of
the west campus (which have been provided) do not show contours on adjoining
parcels – a common convention that often makes plans easier to read. Here,
however, it makes it difficult to discern whether the project will drain onto the
adjoining parcels, and how (or whether) the over-excavation and replacement by
imported fill will alter drainage at the parcel lines. Was the drainage pattern
considered before or after fill will be placed on the west campus of the project?
As one example, neither Eleanor nor Balance has been able to figure out how
much change in grade, if any, will occur at Eleanor’s back property line.
Reissuance of the improvement plans with contours on the adjoining property
would help resolve this question. It is closely tied to the water-budget questions
considered below.

11

ii. Adobe recommended the use of Type II swales, which entail sand backfill, drain
rock and perforated underdrain pipe. Assuming that the site be raised up and
built on fill, drainage should work unimpeded. Underdrainage may be difficult
without some raising of the grade. Due to the properties of the soils at the site,
there is also risk of perched water tables developing at the base of the imported
fill and at the top of the native expansive-clay soils, creating buoyant effects and
lifting forces on the drainage facilities. How might long-term maintenance be
incorporated into the project to accommodate the potential additional needs?

12

iii. Conversely, if grade is raised, the project area may drain via subsurface to the
adjoining parcels, resulting in prolonged ground saturation or ponding on those

3

As a foundation-design measure, the DEIR proposes “pre-swelling (of) the expansive soils and covering them with
a moisture fixing and confining blanket of properly compact select fill” (p. 4.4-8); this is a standard and wellaccepted approach to mitigating construction in high shrink-swell soils, but is ambiguous as to whether and how
much soil will be excavated and/or added.
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parcels. Has the project considered the effects of a perched water table on Type
II swales?

12

iv. Neither the consultant reports leading to the drainage plans nor the DEIR
specifically note that construction and maintenance of the drainage facilities
should recognize the specific high corrosivity and shrink-swell properties of
these soils, in addition to the potential for a perched water table to develop or for
the regional water-table to rise into the plane of the drainage network. Relative
to most other projects in the region, design of the drainage facilities will require
additional care, and maintenance will be more complex and important to the
long-term functioning of the drainage system. A greater level of specificity is
warranted, and should be a requirement raised in the revised DEIR, and reflected
in conditions of approval. What maintenance will be conducted to reduce the
impacts from shrink-swell and high corrosivity of the soils on the swales and to
insure their long-term functionality?

13

b. Water-Budget Issues:
The west area will generate more runoff post-project than under existing conditions. While the
drainage system is designed to limit the rate at which this water leaves the project area, it does not
address that the volume will increase.4 Why is there not an assessment of changes in site water
budget before and after project implementation? It appears to us that the volume will increase
because:
i. Impervious area will increase. The DEIR notes that approximately 4 of the 5.5
acres of the west campus will be made impervious. As a result approximately 20
to 25 additional acre feet of runoff will be generated each year.5
ii. Additional irrigation will be applied. Much of the remaining 1.5 acres will be
committed to vegetated swales, irrigated to maintain their efficacy as waterquality treatment facilities. As noted above, we guess that the remaining area
will also be planted to irrigated lawn or turf. The additional irrigation will add

14
4

“These combined improvements would release runoff from the Project site at pre-development runoff rates (DEIR
p. 2-4)
5
The Clear Lake and Haire soils can each hold about 1 foot of water, based on a soil profile 6 feet deep holding
about 0.16 inch of water at field capacity per inch of depth. In these high shrink-swell soils, the vast bulk of this
moisture is replaced each year by infiltrating rainfall after the profile has been exhausted of water by
evapotranspiration and (to a lesser extent) deep percolation. By covering these soils, the annual abstraction of 12
inches of rainfall (or sometimes more during years with mid-winter dry periods) is converted primarily to additional
runoff or (secondarily) to drainage, much of which will find its way into the drains or onto adjoining lots or ditches.
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another 1 to 2 acre feet of percolation past the root zone, likely to be intercepted
by the proposed drain system or utility courses.6
As a result, more water will be discharged from the project area following construction. The
discharge will be divided into (a) additional water discharged to the Brey Road ditch, (b)
additional water which may percolate downward until it encounters the heavy clays of the native
soils, and then flowing laterally onto adjoining parcels, or (c) additional percolation to the local
water table. These three alternatives all pose potential issues for the Brey Road neighborhood, as
described below.
iii. Longer duration of wet ground: A well-established attribute of the Clear Lake
and related soils (such as the Haire Association) is a seasonal hysteresis in runoff.
It takes a long time for these soils to saturate when in open-space or agricultural
uses, as they are largely at present. Once fully saturated, they hold their water
through the winter, ponding in any minor depression. Eleanor Guerin has
informed us that she had to import soil to build raised beds wherever she wanted
to grow landscaping because ponding – once established – suppresses plant
growth. Very little runoff generally occurs until the soils are fully saturated –
they absorb the first 10 to 15 inches of rainfall each season prior to generating
ponding or runoff. Hence, the first 4 to 8 weeks of a typical winter rainfall
season is free of ponding. On another Sonoma County project with Clear Lake
soils, Balance Hydrologics have instrumented and documented this set of
processes over the course of a full annual cycle (Bartholomaus and others, 2008).
With the proposed project, those first weeks without ponding will be shortened, because
impervious surfaces will cover the ground, generating runoff onto Brey Road, or onto adjacent
parcels which may lie lower than the project site. Saturated soils and ponding will occur earlier
each season. During 2009, ponding might have occurred from mid-October onwards. How will
the swales function once the soils are fully saturated? Will the swales be able to convey runoff
properly once the soils are fully saturated?
iv. Water-Budget Summary: While the rate of runoff may be held to about the same
rate as at present with the drainage mitigations proposed, the volume of runoff is
expected to increase substantially and the duration of ponding each winter is
expected to increase. While not statutory ‘significant impacts’ on the CEQA
checklist, these could be real and tangible impacts affecting this community.

14
6

Some of this water will also deeply percolate, tending to raise the groundwater table.
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They result from the particular soil types at the site, in combination with the
approach chosen to hold runoff ‘rates’ (or better stated, peak runoff rates) to
existing values. While holding peak runoff rates to existing values is a sound
goal, we suggest that the City request that the other soil-related impacts be
assessed as part of a revised DEIR.

14

c. Offsite Issues:
i. As noted in the DEIR (p.2-4), “(r)unoff from the expansion area currently drains
to an existing roadside drainage ditch along the east side of Brey Road at the
westerly most Project boundary and drains to the neighboring property to the
north.” The Brey Road homeowners will be charged with the additional burden
of maintaining a drainage system which conveys more flow over a longer period
time. Additional wear and tear on the roadway itself might also be expected
solely from the additional length of time that the roadbed will be saturated. In
light of this, will upgrades be necessary to armor or protect the Brey Road ditch
downstream of the project swale outlet?

15

ii. The quotation from the DEIR which opens the previous paragraph does not state
that the runoff from the site then runs off into Santa Rosa Creek. We suspect that
this is simply an oversight, as other descriptions of drainage in the DEIR include
the full drainage chain of ‘thence’ – such as noting the site is part of the Santa
Rosa Creek watershed, which then drains to Laguna de Santa Rosa, and thence to
the Russian River. The linguistic oversight is, however, a reminder that the
neighboring properties responsible for maintaining the road and ditch may be
doubly harmed by a discharge from the proposed project – the DEIR might wish
to address whether they may find themselves in a position of not only cleaning up
after a discharge from the proposed project (caused, perhaps, by inadequate
maintenance of the drainage system) but also held legally liable for discharges
from the project to Santa Rosa Creek across private property.7 Who will be
responsible for the increased volume discharging from the project into Santa
Rosa Creek?

16

17

18
3.

Flooding

7

It might be appropriate for the DEIR to consider this possibility, and to impartially weigh it in the same light as it
considers the benefits of the proposed ‘good neighbor’ practice of offering to improve drainage in the roadway
ditch.
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The Brey Road neighbors may wish to seek two additions to the flooding discussion:

19

a. Inclusion of a flooding map in the DEIR, rather than citation by reference to the general
plan. Why was the flooding map not included in the DEIR?

20

b. The DEIR should include an analysis of whether water levels in Santa Rosa Creek affect
functioning of outfalls at the north end of Brey Road, or at the five other outfalls within
the existing Spring Lake Village campus. Based on neighborhood accounts, water levels
seldom if ever ‘backwater’ Brey Road drainage, but this should be investigated in the
DEIR as the project drainage depends upon the viability of the Brey Road drain. If and
when other drains on the campus backwater, they could result in increased drainage to
Brey Road. This latter issue could be mitigated in the site design if identified at this
stage. What is the relationship between water levels in Santa Rosa Creek and the
elevation of the Brey Road drainage outfall? Is it possible for the creek to rise at or
above the level of the outfall and cause a backwater of the excess drainage from the
project to Brey Road?
Groundwater
Groundwater issues considered8:
The DEIR analysis follows a format that is usually acceptable but does not consider several elements
or issues affecting the Brey Road neighborhood:
i. High water tables. Several lines of evidence indicate that groundwater levels
approach within 10 feet of the existing ground surface. These include (a) direct
observations made in borings K3 and K4, where static water levels of 7.5 and 4
feet below ground surface (bgs) were recorded in early-April 20099, the third
consecutive year of below-normal rainfall, (b) observations of water levels which
suggest that water levels were likely within 10 feet of the ground surface during
prior periods of several days of rain, and (c) direct observations shown on the
boring logs of reduced colors and mottling, both of which are often indicative of

21

8

The DEIR refers to a Hydrogeologic Assessment by EBA (2009) estimating local domestic water supply demands
and the volume of groundwater in storage within the portion of the aquifer underlying Brey Road and the proposed
Project. We could not find a report of this title or description in the package of materials you have forwarded from
the County. This may contain material which could affect our groundwater recommendations.
9
See well logs attached to RGH, 2009
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sustained high stands of groundwater.10 These observations also affect other
aspect of the DEIR.
ii. Presence of septic tanks and leach lines. The neighbors have told us that not all
homes on Brey Road are served by sewer. As long as onsite waste disposal
systems are in use, the potential effects of any increase in groundwater levels
should be assessed under CEQA.11

21

iii. Elevated levels of iron and manganese. We understand that elevated levels of
iron and manganese are a near-universal issue in the Brey Road community.
Further, because the observed low yields and slow well replenishment are
somewhat surprising in light of the local geology, it is possible that yields to
these wells are appreciably impaired by iron and manganese precipitation on well
screens, casings or gravel packs. In either case, increases in iron and manganese
could significantly impair the ability of one or more homes to obtain water of
adequate quantity or quality.
Normally, iron and manganese in water supplies are not accorded much attention, as (among
other reasons) the two elements are generally amenable to conventional treatment once water is
extracted from the well. Additionally, they are seldom directly increased by a project. The
proposed Spring Lake Village project may, however, raise the water table (as discussed above)
and do so persistently. Hydrogeology is now recognizing that where iron and manganese are
readily available (such as in the clays of largely volcanic origin beneath these homes), persistent
increases in shallow groundwater levels can lead to increased iron and manganese concentrations
(for a recent summary, see Central Valley Association, 2009, and literature cited therein) at levels
warranting action by the California Regional Water Quality Control Boards (2007). If the project
might raise groundwater levels, the revised EIR should consider the concentration of the two
elements in local wells, evaluate whether ‘iron and manganese problems’ are inhibiting collection
of water from what the DEIR considers a water-rich aquifer, and propose mitigation measures if
needed to reduce impacts below the level of significance. As the DEIR correctly points out,
effects in any one well should be considered significant. What is the potential impact of increased
groundwater levels on the mobility of iron and manganese in the aquifer, and the potential to
adversely affect water quality in the local wells?

22
10

These can also reflect sustained saturation – what the wetlands manuals call “of long duration” – but their low
stratigraphic position and location in zones not of maximum plasticity suggest groundwater is a more reasonable
cause
11
The revised DEIR may wish to modify how septic systems are presently evaluated. “The Project would not use
septic tanks or alternative waste disposal systems for disposal of wastewater. Therefore, these impacts are screened
from further evaluation in the impact analysis.” (DEIR, p.4.4.5). Is this statement correct?
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Regional and local groundwater conditions:
iv. Groundwater supply adequacy: From the viewpoint of a neighborhood
completely dependent on groundwater and interested in sustaining its source of
supply, the assessment in the DEIR repeatedly overstates the available subsurface
water supply in several general ways:


The EIR uses 300 feet as the assumed depth of the aquifer available to (all) wells. While
a reasonable depth for some analyses, the record shows that at least two wells are
shallower than 35 feet, and others are also shallow. Since the threshold of significance is
that no wells be limited in their ability to supply the homes they serve, values should be
recomputed using the appropriate depths. Why was a depth of 300 feet used in the
analysis when it was acknowledged in the DEIR that shallow wells exist?



The DEIR makes the water-available computation assuming an effective porosity of 20
percent (i.e., 20 percent of the volume of the aquifer is developable water). No
attribution is made to justify this very high estimate. Those prior evaluations of the
Rincon Basin aquifers by agency staff working at this level have been much more
conservative. The most systematic evaluation seems to be that of Cardwell (1958), who
notes gives a value of 5.5 percent. Why was the higher number used?



By stating that “One well in the southeastern part of the basin. . .” the DEIR implies that
groundwaters are rising at and near the site. The statement should have qualified to
indicate that 1990 to 2000 was one of the decades with highest rates of groundwater
recharge ever observed in the region, and perhaps that the relevance of this well to the
Spring Lake Village site was not established in the cited source document (Bulletin
118).12 What was the purpose of discussing this data in the DEIR?



The supply discussion does not include mention of one incident in which all or nearly all
residents of Brey Road found their wells running dry. Eleanor Guerin has told us that the
wells were dewatered several years ago when the Sonoma County Water Agency
(SCWA) conducted a test of wells at Spring Lake Park. Although brief, this highcapacity well test did affect a significant (per CEQA definition) number of wells. It is a
useful maximal indicator of the amount of water which will cause large-scale disruption
of the Brey Road water supply. A much smaller amount of depletion could also cause a
significant depletion of groundwater. While we believe that the DEIR does the Brey
Road neighborhood a service by placing the effects of the project in a perspective of the
amount of available groundwater, the discussion should be reformulated using a depth of
water consistent with the shallowest wells and the direct empirical evidence of recent

23

24

25

26
12

That water levels can rise 10 feet in this area during a wetter-than-normal period is worth noting in light of our
concerns over high groundwater levels expressed elsewhere in this letter. Design of facilities should recognize that
groundwater levels in this region can rise substantially during a very wet year or a wet cycle of years, Further,
conditions at present may show that groundwater levels are presently lower than those for which they should be
designed because the past 10 years (2000-2009) have been a period of below-average recharge. This should be
noted in the DEIR where it depends on current static water levels (see 4.3.3).
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26

27

dewatering event. If SCWA intends to repeat these well tests or to use the local aquifer
as a source of supply, these activities and their effects on groundwater supply should
probably be considered under ‘cumulative impacts’.
Assumed groundwater contours conforming with the ground surface: The DEIR and the
2007 and 2008 EBA reports upon which it draws make an assumption of water tables that
conform reasonably with the ground surface. The assumption seems workable until the
recent water-level data from RGH (2009) are considered (see above). These data show sharp
north-south gradients. Re-interpretation of quite a number of the DEIR findings may be
needed in light of these observations, among them the normal depth of groundwater beneath
many of the facilities being designed (the parking garage, drainage swales, utility trenches) or
the location of mounding, if any, at the proposed west-area underground garage.
Miscellaneous groundwater considerations:

28

v. Abandoned well: The DEIR notes that an abandoned well immediately east of
the Krebbs parcel will be destroyed as part of the project (p. 2-4). This is a
useful and important recommendation, and one which we support. It should not
get lost in revisions of the DEIR. We suggest (a) that it be added to future
conditions of approval for the project, and/or (b) the table of applicable
regulations in the DEIR be amended to include State of California well
destruction standards per DWR Bulletin 74-91.

29

vi. Groundwater use is consistent with applicable general plans: We note that future
general plans for the area maintain or decrease current densities, indicating that
rural nature of the Brey Road neighborhood is to be preserved (DEIR Sec. 4.7).
Protection and conservation of groundwater is consistent with such land-use
plans, and diminished the regional dependence on water sources that are already
challenged.

30

vii. De-watering of the underground garage: The DEIR correctly notes uncertainty
regarding the extent and duration of future de-watering during construction or
post-construction periods. We believe that the City should (absent local data)
anticipate intermittent post-construction de-watering, especially during wet years
or sequences of wet years. Disposal should not be to ‘grassy areas’ where
increases in the water table may result, except in amounts immediately usable for
irrigation. Similarly, we suggest that functioning of the de-watering system (if
needed) be checked regularly as part of the mitigation monitoring program for
this project. Based on the information available to us, we do not see an empirical
basis for recommending a construction season of May or June through October,
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and suggest that the project proponent immediately begin monthly measurements
of the water level in the existing abandoned well (which are near the garage) as a
quick and simply means of reducing some uncertainty.
The DEIR describes potential construction de-watering which, depending on whether it occurs during a
wet or dry year, may be large or minimal. The feasibility of constructing the garage at time when
groundwater levels are not unduly high has not been fully addressed as the EBA report and the DEIR do
not identify seasonal or year-to-year water-level fluctuations, so it is not possible to evaluate whether (or
how) the garage might be constructed to avoid construction de-watering during summer or during a dry
year to minimize de-watering impacts. How can the DEIR be certain that de-watering will not be needed
at certain times of the year when so little data is available for long-term predictions of water levels? It is
anticipated that excavation dewatering can be accomplished by “siphoning” water off the top of the water
table using submersible pumps with four slightly deeper pits being excavated to promote groundwater
collection and extraction. The DEIR proclaims that de-watering would not be a significant impact due to
the “temporary nature of the dewatering activities,” CEQA regulations indicate that just because the
30 impact is temporary doesn’t mean it can be ignored.
The DEIR states that groundwater conditions are expected to equilibrate and return to pre-existing
conditions, but also states there will be mounding around the garage. These two statements exclude each
31 other.
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LETTER 217 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 217-1
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
The stormwater infiltration devices would retain all stormwater from a 2-year storm event on site and
allow it to infiltrate into the groundwater. For storm events greater than the 2-year storm, the runoff rate
to the Brey Road ditch would be the same as pre-development runoff rates, although the duration of the
runoff may occur for a slightly longer period of time than the existing runoff. For example, with the
proposed storm drainage improvements, runoff rates would not change, but the duration of runoff for the
10-year storm event would be approximately 40 minutes longer.
The Project site would be graded to consider existing ground elevations. Less than two feet of fill
material would be placed along the west property boundary adjacent to the Wells and Brunn properties to
keep runoff from the Project site within the Project boundary. Engineered fill would also be placed below
all structures and roadways which do not have adequate underlying soil bearing capacities in the existing
soils.
Response to Comment 217-2
Refer to Master Response D Groundwater.
Response to Comment 217-3
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
Ponded water on Brey Road parcels is due to saturated soil conditions and surface runoff from the
adjacent parcels to the east which drain to that property. The Project would reroute surface drainage
along the west boundary of the Project to eliminate the surface runoff to the properties from the Project
expansion area, thus alleviating flooding.
As noted on page 4.4-8 in the Draft EIR, the presence of Clear Lake clay loam and Haire clay loam and
their associate subsoils was identified as a significant impact due to their high shrink-swell potential. A
site specific geotechnical engineering report was prepared for the Project and included recommendations
for managing expansive soil grading. Mitigation Measure GEO-4, Engineering Methods for Expansive
Soil, includes measures to address expansive soils. Expansive soils are predominant in Sonoma County,
and standard trench widths, pipe materials, backfill material, bedding material and thickness, compaction
and installation practices for this soil condition would be required. The drainage systems would be
designed using plastic pipe, which would be immune to corrosive soils.
Response to Comment 217-4
Text on page 4.6-2 of the Draft EIR has been revised as follows:
The water quality is generally good for most uses, and the unit yields water to some wells in the
downstream part of the Rincon Valley. In the southwest portion of the subbasin near the
boundary with the Santa Rosa Plain, an area of elevated iron, manganese, and boron was
reported.
Response to Comment 217-5
Refer to Master Response D Groundwater.
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The potential for cumulative effects on groundwater supply was evaluated on page 4.6-14 in the Draft
EIR. The projects listed under the cumulative scenario, including Annadel Estates, Hope Chapel, and
Elnoka Village, are each within the same groundwater subbasin as the Project.
City policies and regulations would require each of the projects listed under the cumulative scenario to
incorporate water conservation measures and to retain storm water and allow for infiltration. For
example, each of the projects would be required to comply with the City’s SUSMP Guidelines, which
require that the difference between pre- and post-construction runoff be detained on site. This would
reduce impermeable surfact area and increase surface water infiltration.
The use of groundwater wells at Annadel Estates is considered unlikely given that the project is singlefamily residential which would be served by the City of Santa Rosa. Hope Chapel and Elnoka Village are
located approximately 0.5 miles and 1.25 miles east, respectively, of the Project expansion area.
Although not certain, the use of groundwater wells is considered unlikely, and if used, would most likely
be limited to landscaping supply.
As noted in the Draft EIR, the Rincon Valley Subbasin is summarized in California’s Groundwater
Bulletin 118 as nearly full. The Project would not contribute towards a depletion of groundwater supplies
or interfere with groundwater recharge that would lower the water level in nearby domestic groundwater
wells such that the production rates of the wells would not support existing uses. Cumulative effects of
the Project plus cumulative projects on groundwater supply are also considered less than significant given
that groundwater use would be limited and the groundwater subbasin is nearly full.
Response to Comment 217-6
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
The Project is not located within a FEMA designated flood zone, such as a 100-year flood zone. The
100-year floodwater elevation for Santa Rosa Creek is 284.6 feet above mean sea level. The downstream
most culvert in Brey Road has an invert elevation of 288.64 feet above mean sea level, which is
approximately 4 feet above the 100-year stage of Santa Rosa Creek. Therefore, water levels in Santa
Rosa Creek would not impede drainage along Brey Road.
Response to Comment 217-7
Landscape cover in the West Area is shown in Appendix F in the Draft EIR. Bioswales would be
vegetated with fescue grass. Other primary ground covers in the West Area include California Lilac,
Heart’s Desire Lilac, as well as many species of shrubs and trees.
Landscape irrigation would be designed to be controlled by weather track control systems to avoid
watering during rain events. The landscape plan submitted to the City includes plant selections in the
swale that will require ongoing irrigation. The water use projections were included in the irrigation
budget calculations. General landscaping irrigation would occur outside of bioswales and would be
designed with spray heads and drip systems. Irrigation volumes would not increase over existing
irrigation.
Refer to Master Response D Groundwater for additional information.
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The following text is added after paragraph 5 on page 4.6-10 in the Draft EIR as follows:
The garage’s foundation and sidewalls would be waterproofed and constructed to withstand full
hydrostatic pressure forces imparted during periods of high groundwater. The structure would
therefore not need to be equipped with a permanent dewatering system for the purpose of
groundwater intrusion. Impacts are considered less than significant.
Landscape cover in the West Area includes fescue grass for the proposed bioswales, as well as
other ground covers including California Lilac, Heart’s Desire Lilac, and several different species
of shrubs and trees. Landscape irrigation would be designed to be controlled by weather track
control systems to avoid watering during rain events. The landscape plan submitted to the City
includes plant selections in the swale that will require ongoing irrigation. The water use
projections were included in the irrigation budget calculations. General landscaping irrigation
would occur outside of bioswales and would be designed with spray heads and drip systems.
Response to Comment 217-8
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
Bioswales are designed in accordance with the City of Santa Rosa SUSMP Guidelines. This guideline
has a design option for swales with slopes less than one percent to have a subdrain below the bottom of
the swale. Subdrain designs are included in Project bioswales where the slopes are less than one percent.
Project bioswales are designed to be segmented and include drainage inlets within each segment. Each
bioswale segment is designed to treat the 2-year event and has the capacity to convey a 100-year storm
event within the bioswale and through the drainage inlet grate without overflow. Project grading has been
designed to allow overland release without flooding buildings should a storm event large enough to
breach the bioswales or drainage detention system occur.
Response to Comment 217-9
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
Response to Comment 217-10
Earthwork grading quantities reflect a net surplus of 11,800 cubic yards of soil which would need to be
exported from the Project site. Material excavated from the underground garage will be sorted and tested
for suitability in use as engineered fill material to be used onsite. Engineered fill is used as base material
for building foundation areas, streets, parking areas, and trench backfill material. Suitable material will be
stockpiled and used onsite and unsuitable material will be exported from the Project site.
In general, the building pad elevations have been set near existing ground elevations. Due to the slope of
the existing ground and the size of some of the foundations, and the desire to preserve existing trees,
grading for streets and drainage away from buildings may require cutting or filling areas of the Project
site up to 2 feet in elevation. Some areas along the west boundary would require up to 2 feet of fill to
redirect existing drainage in order to reduce the existing side and back yard flooding at homes on the east
side of Brey Road.
An exhibit entitled, “Perimeter Grading Exhibit” has been prepared which shows the existing and finished
grades at each property line intersection with the Project boundary and is included with these comment
responses. The exhibit is based upon the site plan described in the Draft EIR for Alternative 1. Finished
grades for Alternative 1 are the same as for the Project.
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No runoff from the Project would cross the Project boundary except directly to outfall to the Brey Road
ditch. The existing ground elevation at the Wells south and north property line intersection with the
Project west boundary is approximately 296.6 and 296.2 respectively. The proposed grades at these
locations are 297.5 and 296.2 respectively. This results in increased elevations at the property corners of
0.9 feet at the south corner and 0.0’ at the north corner. The increase in elevations would keep
stormwater runoff on the Project site and away from the neighboring properties.
Response to Comment 217-11
Sub-drains have been designed below the bioswales to account for the poor draining existing soils types.
Porous backfill material and the perforated pipe systems would be used to prevent “perched” water in the
pipe trenches by conveying water to the underground detention system. Hydrostatic pressures would not
result in pipe buoyancy in a perforated pipe. If the sub-drain pipe were a solid pipe, the depth of soil
cover over the pipe and the filter fabric wraps around the two backfill layers would be sufficient to
address any minor buoyant forces which may occur.
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology regarding proposed maintenance of bioswales.
Response to Comment 217-12
The bottom of drainage swales and bioswales located along the west boundary are located approximately
8 to10 feet east of the west boundary. Raising the finished site grades above the natural ground surface
does not imply that water from the subdrain will move laterally through 8 to 10 feet of existing expansive
soil material. Water follows the path of least resistance, which is surface flow within the bioswale, then
through the porous subdrain backfill material and the perforated subdrain pipe to the underground
detention system. The subdrain below the swales and bioswales will prevent perched water from
accumulating within the pipe trenches.
Response to Comment 217-13
Drainage systems, including the subdrain systems within the bioswales, would be constructed using
plastic pipe, which is immune to corrosive characteristics of the soil. The storm drainage system is
designed to be in the soil material above the groundwater, approximately 3 feet below the ground surface.
Relative to most other projects in this area, the design and maintenance of the storm drain system will be
identical. Expansive soils (i.e., soils with shrink swell properties) are predominant in Sonoma County,
and standard trench widths, pipe materials, backfill material, bedding material and thickness, compaction
and installation practices for this soil condition would be used.
Response to Comment 217-14
The Project engineer disagrees with the increased runoff volume projections of 20 to 25 acre feet
presented by Balance Hydrologics, Inc. The informal methodology used by the commenter in footnote 5
is not appropriate. Standard calculation methodologies are required by the City of Santa Rosa and
Sonoma County Water Agency for SUSMP approval. These methodologies have been approved by the
Regional Water Quality Control Board. A completely impervious site with no infiltration would only
generate 16 acre-feet of additional runoff based on 5.81 acres and 33 inches mean annual precipitation
and the Project site is not completely impervious. Refer to Sonoma County Water Agency standards for
mean annual precipitation.
Landscape irrigation is designed to be controlled by weather track control systems to avoid watering
during rain events and to avoid overwatering. The landscape plan submitted to the City includes plant
selections in the swale that will require ongoing irrigation. The water use projections were included in the
irrigation budget calculations.
General landscaping irrigation will occur outside of bioswales and is
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designed with spray heads and drip systems to dampen the earth to 12 to 18 inches below the ground
surface, not to saturate the soils beneath the plants. Landscape irrigation is not designed to be applied at a
rate which allows excess runoff or results in groundwater recharge. Impacts to groundwater from
landscape irrigation sources are considered negligible. Refer to Response to Comment 217-7 regarding
other landscape questions.
As has been shown in Response to Comment 217-11, perched water is not expected to occur due to
drainage improvements. Therefore, the EIR Authors disagree that the Brey Road neighborhood will
experience a longer duration of wet ground. In fact, drainage improvements are designed to decrease
surface runoff from the Project expansion parcels onto neighboring parcels to the west.
A water balance for the expansion area in Alternative 1 is included below. Mean annual rainfall values
and runoff coefficients are from the Sonoma County Water Agency Flood Control Design Manual. The
infiltration volumes indicated in the tables below do not account for the low impact design practices that
would be installed as part of the project. The difference in the total areas, approximately 0.35 acre,
between pre-development and post-development is due to the inclusion of additional parking and
sidewalks in the post-development site in the areas east of Villas 1, 2, and 3, which lie outside of the west
parcel Project boundary and within the existing campus development.
TABLE 2-3
Existing (Pre-Construction) Water Balance
Mean Annual Runoff
Coefficient
Rainfall
(in/year)

Runoff/
Infiltration
(in)

Area (Ac)

Runoff
Volume
(Ac-Ft)

33

0.5

16.5

3.51

4.83

North Project 33
Boundary

0.5

16.5

2.31

3.18

0.5

16.5

5.81

8.0

Description

Runoff
Brey Road

Infiltration

33

Total

16.01

TABLE 2-4
Project (Post-Development) Water Balance
Description

Mean Annual Runoff
Rainfall
Coefficient
(in/year)

Runoff/
Infiltration
(in)

Area (Ac)

Runoff
Volume
(Ac-Ft)

33

0.8

26.4

3.72

8.18

Existing Campus 33
Drain System

0.8

26.4

2.45

5.39

Infiltration

0.2

6.6

6.17

3.39

Runoff
Brey Road

33

Total Runoff
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The water balance presented in the Tables 2-3 and 2-4 is an approximation of runoff volumes for the
expansion area and shows a total increase of 0.94 acre-feet per year. This is a conservative estimate, as
the runoff coefficient for the existing site is likely higher than 0.5 given the poor draining soils at the site,
which would result in a higher percentage of runoff. The annual increase in runoff is estimated at 5.56
acre-feet. The annual increase in runoff to the Brey Road ditch is approximately 3.35 acre-feet.
As described in Master Response C Hydrology, the proposed Project and alternatives have incorporated
several LID measures in accordance with recent changes to the City of Santa Rosa’s SUSMP. The
changes to the SUSMP prioritize the use of LID and the capture of small storm volume for infiltration onsite. The revised Drainage Analysis included a study of three points along the Brey Road ditch, the
results of which show that the developed project site would reduce the stormwater runoff rates to Brey
Road (refer to the summary of these results in Master Response C).
The bioswales would continue to function for treatment and for conveyance when soils are saturated. The
material below the bioswale bottom is amended soil and sand designed to infiltrate and treat surface
water; native expansive material is not used. Below this material is a gravel layer designed with larger
void space to allow water to move more freely than the surrounding soil conditions. The gravel layer is
used to collect water when the surrounding soil conditions are saturated and will allow infiltration when
the surrounding soils are not saturated. Excess water collected within the gravel layer is conveyed
through a perforated pipe to the storm drain detention system. Therefore, the increase in runoff volume
would not result in increasing the duration of ponding on neighboring parcels to the west.
Response to Comment 217-15
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology, for information about the potential for additional burden to Brey
Road homeowners.
The impact to Brey Road wear and tear is anticipated to be negligible from increased runoff durations.
Under existing conditions, the main threat to Brey Road is the potential erosion of the road banks from
uncontrolled surface water running over Brey Road from west to east resulting from the low capacity and
lack of maintenance of the existing culverts under driveways in the parallel ditches. The Project does not
change or exacerbate that condition. Nevertheless, the Project applicant has offered to add capacity to the
ditch and properly size the culverts to accept the runoff from the design storm (a 10-year event) to City of
Santa Rosa standards if neighboring property owners permit.
Response to Comment 217-16
Text on page 2-4 in the Draft EIR has been revised as follows:
Currently, drainage from the expansion area flows in a northwesterly direction toward Santa Rosa
Creek. Runoff from the expansion area currently drains to an existing roadside drainage ditch
along the east side of Brey Road at the westerly most Project boundary and drains to the
neighboring property to the north. Runoff from Brey Road ditch drains to Santa Rosa Creek
approximately 275 feet to the north.
Response to Comment 217-17
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology, for information about maintenance, including any potential
burden to Brey Road homeowners.
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Response to Comment 217-18
The Project would not result in an increase in the rate of runoff compared with the pre-developed
condition. Since there is no increase in the runoff rate, the Project would not result in adverse effects to
Santa Rosa Creek nor exacerbate effects of Brey Road runoff or property between the Brey Road ditch
and Santa Rosa Creek. Thus, the Project is not expected to expose either the applicant or adjoining
property owners to increased liability associated with discharges to Santa Rosa Creek.
Response to Comment 217-19
A flooding map was not included in the Draft EIR because the Project is not located within a FEMA
designated flood zone, such as a 100-year flood zone, and thus, no FEMA mapping exists.
Text on page 4.6-13 in the Draft EIR has been revised as follows:
Santa Rosa General Plan Figure 12-4, FEMA Flood Plain Map / Dam Inundation, shows
designated FEMA flood areas in the city. The Project site and surrounding areas of Brey Road
are not mapped as FEMA flood areas. The Project would not place housing or structures within a
100-year flood hazard area or within a dam inundation area (General Plan 2035). There would be
no impact.
Response to Comment 217-20
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology Impacts.
The Santa Rosa Creek 100-year floodwater surface elevation of 284.6 is approximately 4 feet lower than
the culvert elevation at the north end of Brey Road. There is no backwater influence on the Brey Road
drainage system either at the Brey Road outfall or any other outfall from the Spring Lake Village campus.
Response to Comment 217-21
Refer to Response to Comment 210-1 with regard to the provision of EIR references, including the
Hydrologic Assessment by EBA (2009). Several geotechnical investigations have been completed at the
sites between 2007 and 2009. The data referred to by the commenter includes groundwater elevations
encountered in borings K-3 and K-4 on March 24, 2009. On the same date, March 24, 2009, borings K-1
and K-2 were installed in the same general vicinity. The logs for these two borings indicate that
groundwater was not encountered, and the borings were completed to a depth of 20.5 feet.
The storm drainage system is designed to be approximately 3 feet below ground surface in the soil
material above groundwater. Bioswales would be constructed with the bottom depth no more than one
foot below existing ground elevations. The sub-drains below the bioswale would be constructed to a
depth of two feet below the bottom of the bioswale. Therefore, groundwater would not affect the
functioning of the bioswales sub-drains, even if it were at 10 bgs as proposed by the commentor.
The Project would not result in a direct increase in groundwater levels. See Response to Comment 21714.
With the exception of the Brunn property, all of the Brey Road properties which border the expansion
area are on City sanitary sewer service. The septic permit records from the Sonoma County PRMD
shows that the easterly end of the leach field at the Brunn parcel is approximately 40 feet west of their
eastern property line. The nearest drainage swales are designed at 10 feet from the Project’s western
boundary and therefore meet the 50-foot setback criterion from the septic system for storm drains.
Further, bioswales would not cause perched groundwater to migrate 50 feet away to the septic system.
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Response to Comment 217-22
The Project would not result in an increase in groundwater levels. See Response to Comment 217-14.
Increases and decreases in the water table over time would be associated with climate conditions, such as
a series of wet or dry years. Such conditions are unrelated to the Project and are outside the scope of the
EIR.
Response to Comment 217-23
Refer to Master Response D Groundwater.
As noted on page 4.6-2 in the Draft EIR, the volume of groundwater in storage within the portion of the
aquifer underlying Brey Road and the proposed Project was estimated at 331 million gallons. This
estimate was based on a Hydrogeologic Assessment performed by EBA Engineering for the purpose of
evaluating potential impacts from temporary dewatering that may be needed during excavation of the
underground garage. The assessment used an estimated aquifer saturation thickness of 184.4 feet, which
was based on the average completion depths of Brey Road wells compiled during a review of well logs
available at the Department of Water Resources and known groundwater levels. Well driller reports for
two shallower wells reported by members along Brey Road were not on file with the Department of
Water Resources, nor were permits on file with the Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management
District.
The domestic wells along Brey Road are all completed within the same aquifer system. As such, the
aquifer will respond as a whole to any groundwater withdrawals, regardless if the source of withdrawal is
from the pumping of shallow or deeper wells or dewatering of the excavation during construction. Thus,
to artificially limit the assessment to the upper 35 feet bgs is not considered representative of how the
aquifer system will respond. As a result, recalculation of the previous estimates is not considered
warranted.
Response to Comment 217-24
The effective porosity used by EBA Engineering was based on a text book value (Applied Hydrology by
Fetter) for typical coarse sand or gravelly sand deposits. This text provided a range of 20 to 35 percent,
with an average value of 25 to 27 percent. EBA used the minimum value of 20 percent based on the sitespecific bedrock descriptions of closely to moderately fractured pebble-conglomerate, pebbly sandstone,
sandy siltstone, silty sandstone, and sandy conglomerate.
Whereas the use of a 20 percent effective porosity value can be debated, utilization of a lower value (5.5
percent) as suggested by Balance Hydrologics, Inc. does not make a substantial difference in the
reduction of the overall aquifer storage volume induced by the excavation dewatering scenario. Previous
calculations performed by EBA computed an overall aquifer storage reduction of less than one percent at
an effective porosity of 20 percent. The corresponding aquifer storage reduction at a 5.5 percent effective
porosity is only 2.2 percent. Also, as described in previous submittals, this represents a temporary
reduction during construction, not a permanent reduction.
Response to Comment 217-25
The EIR author agrees that reference to the “one well in the southeastern part of the basin…” is not
relevant to the evaluation. Text on page 4.6-9 of the Draft EIR has been revised as follows:
The Project is located within the Rincon Valley Subbasin of the Santa Rosa Valley Groundwater
Basin. The Rincon Valley Subbasin is summarized in California’s Groundwater Bulletin 118 as
nearly full, and wells within the subbasin indicate that water levels have remained relatively
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stable during the period of 1951 to 2000 (DWR 2004). One well located in the southeast part of
the subbasin near Santa Rosa Creek, in the vicinity of the proposed Project, has shown a gradual
increase in water level of over 20 feet between 1990 and 2000 (DWR 2004).
Response to Comment 217-26
The EIR authors spoke with Sonoma County Water Agency (SCWA) staff about the event mentioned in
the comment. The event included Ralphine Well No. 2, which is located in Spring Lake Park
approximately 850 feet west of the Brey Road / Montgomery Road intersection. The well was installed in
1952 but was not used. Ownership of the well changed to the SCWA when they purchased the Spring
Lake Property. The well has still not been used and is not an active well as it does not have a submersible
pump.
The event described by the commenter was a “high-capacity well test.” Based on information from the
SCWA, the event occurred in 2007 and included well rehabilitation and groundwater sampling. The
event was done to explore the use of the well as a potential emergency supply well, such as the
emergency wells located in the Santa Rosa Valley. The inside of the well screen was cleaned, and
sediment at the bottom of the well was removed. Groundwater was removed during well rehabilitation, as
well as purging the well as part of the groundwater sampling process. The SCWA staff said that some
Brey Road homeowners were concerned about the well test, but staff did not know of any wells having
been impacted by the event.
Information about pumping rates was not available. However, as noted on Page 4.6-9 in the Draft EIR, it
is anticipated that the temporary excavation dewatering for the underground garage would be
accomplished by “siphoning” water off the top of the water table using submersible pumps to just below
the final excavation grade of the underground garage, which is 14.5 feet bgs. This method is much
different than well purging, and would lower localized water levels to only the needed depth, which
would be just below 14.5 feet bgs.
Refer to Master Response D Groundwater for additional information.
The SCWA staff said that they do not currently have plans to use the well as an emergency supply. The
well is non-operational as it does not have a pump.
Response to Comment 217-27
Several geotechnical investigations have been completed at the sites between 2007 and 2009. The data
referred to by the commenter includes groundwater elevations encountered in borings K-3 and K-4 on
March 24, 2009. The logs for these two borings indicate that groundwater was encountered at 7 feet bgs
in K-3 and 4.5 feet bgs at K-4. On the same date, March 24, 2009, borings K-1 and K-2 were installed in
the same general vicinity. The logs for these two borings indicate that groundwater was not encountered,
and the borings were completed to a depth of 20.5 feet.
As noted on page 4.6-9 in the Draft EIR, the depth to groundwater was also measured in three of the
closest water supply wells in March 2009. The measured water levels in the wells ranged from
approximately 12 to 18 feet bgs. In addition, depth to groundwater was measured in an inactive water
supply well located adjacent to the western footprint of the proposed garage, with water levels recorded at
12.6 feet bgs and 14.4 feet bgs on two different occasions.
Refer to Master Response D Groundwater for additional information about the parking garage.
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Response to Comment 217-28
Text on page 2-6 in the Draft EIR has been revised to include the following:
California Department of Water Resources
Well destruction would need to be performed in accordance with State of California well
destruction standards per DWR Bulletin 74-91.
Response to Comment 217-29
Refer to Master Response D Groundwater.
The Project would not use additional groundwater for landscape irrigation, would detain the difference
between pre-development and post-development runoff, and would not require permanent dewatering for
the underground garage. As such, the Project would not be expected to result in a lowering of the local
aquifer upon which the Brey Road neighborhood depends.
Response to Comment 217-30
Refer to Master Response D Groundwater.
Response to Comment 217-31
Minimal mounding may result from the underground garage on the upgradient side of the structure,
perpendicular to the direction of groundwater flow. Groundwater will continue to travel beneath and
around the structure, then converge back towards the original flow regime at a point downgradient.
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From: wam3978@hotmail.com
To: ;
Subject: Environmental Impact Report
Date: Sat, 12 Dec 2009 17:07:10 +0000

1

Dear Bill
The Santa Rosa Creek Coalition has hired a hydrologist to evaluate the
hydrology section of the Environmental Impact Report of Spring Lake Village. A little
history, we've been adjacent to Spring Lake for 25 years. Their property to the back
and the side has flooded my property. I had to hire a back hoe to regrade it, but
Spring Lake didn't help with the problem. When Brey Road would flood, they
wouldn't maintain the drainage ditch that floods the street during heavy rains. I
have had to dig out the ditch many times after storms. We have asked them to help
many times, but they never take responsibility. I bring this up because they say they
have been good neighbors, and they have not.

2

Their plan includes 3 story villas to the back of my property and my neighbors. It's a
huge impact on my property -- it blocks our views and invades our privacy as they
look down on yard and home.

4

The underground parking will affect the water table and the wells that all the Brey Rd
homes are on. Two cottages are proposed on Bray Rd. that are not consistent with
the set back of 40 ft. These are not acceptable as they would change the character
of our neighborhood.

5

The Santa Rosa Creek Coalition has come up with an alternative plan which I support
that would save most of the heritage trees on the property and meet Spring Lake's
goals. Please give it serious consideration.

3

Wayne Martin
350 Brey Rd.
415 860-7764
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LETTER 218 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 218-1
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
Response to Comment 218-2
Refer to Master Response B Visual Impact.
Response to Comment 218-3
Refer to Master Response D Groundwater.
Response to Comment 218-4
The required front yard setback is 20 feet. Refer to Response to Comment 216-62.
Response to Comment 218-5
Refer to Responses to Comments 214-1 through 214-5.
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1

Comment Letter #219

Comment Letter #219
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LETTER 219 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 219-1
Refer to Responses to Comments 214-1 through 214-5.
Also refer to Master Response C Hydrology with regard to flooding of neighboring properties.
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1

2

3

4

Comment Letter #220

4
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LETTER 220 RESPONSE TO COMMENTS
Response to Comment 220-1
No specific comment was made on the Draft EIR. It is therefore difficult to provide a response. With
regard to the general comment on aesthetics refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts. General Plan
consistency was analyzed throughout the Draft EIR; in particular Section 4.7 Land Use. The Project is
not inconsistent with General Plan 2035.
Response to Comment 220-2
Refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts.
Response to Comment 220-3
Refer to Response to Comment 216-47 for a description of how the Project will comply with applicable
regulations regarding the scenic road designation of Montgomery Drive.
Response to Comment 220-4
There are no height restrictions in the Santa Rosa General Plan. The Project would, however, be
consistent with the height restrictions in the PD-0308 designation. A majority of the residences on the
existing campus are housed within two-story buildings, not single-story buildings. Please refer to Master
Response B Visual Impacts for the Project’s compatibility with the rural residential neighborhood.
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PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS 1 TO 5, MARK HILLESTAD
Response to Comment PH1 to PH5
Comment Summary: These comments are a duplication of those submitted in writing under letter 203.
Refer to Response to Comment 203-1 through 203-5.

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS 6 TO 8, LA DELL ESCOLA
Response to Comment PH6
Comment Summary: The commenter is concerned about the impact of the Project on the private wells
along Brey Road.
Refer to Master Response D Groundwater.
Response to Comment PH7
Comment Summary: The commenter is concerned with impacts of the Project on the rural area.
The Draft EIR found the impact of the Project on the visual character of the site to be significant.
Mitigation Measure VR-2 Reconfigure Massing of Three-Story Villas in Expansion Area requires a
reduction of the three-story buildings to two stories or redesign of building layouts and revisions to the
architectural detail to change the institutional appearance of the Project. The impact is considered less
than significant after mitigation. Also refer to Master Response B Visual Impacts.
Response to Comment PH8
Comment Summary: The commenter is concerned about dust during construction.
Under Impact AQ-1, impacts association with dust generation during construction were found to be
significant. Implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ-1 Air Quality Protection requires implementation
of air quality measures to reduce this impact. The impact is considered less than significant after
mitigation.

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS 9 TO 12, WAYNE MARTIN
Response to Comment PH9
Comment Summary: The commenter is concerned about the safety of pedestrians from Spring Lake
Village on Brey Road, the potential for residents to park on Brey Road, and emergency vehicle access
from Brey Road.
A pedestrian crosswalk would be installed as part of the Project to provide safe access to Spring Lake.
Access to the crosswalk would be from the main campus, not Brey Road. Parking for the cottages is
provided on site both directly in front of the cottages and by personal garages attached to the cottages.
Parking on Brey Road is not anticipated as it would be inconvenient and further from the cottages.
Emergency vehicle access (EVA) is provided from four points via Montgomery Drive. The EVA farthest
west would have direct access to the new cottages. There is no EVA from Brey Road. The location of
the EVA points was done in consultation with the Santa Rosa Fire Department.
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Response to Comment PH10
Comment Summary: The commenter is concerned with the capacity of the existing Brey Road culverts
and the impact implementation of the Project would have on flooding with the addition of the bioswales
directing stormwater runoff to the culverts.
Refer to Master Response C Hydrology.
Response to Comment PH11
Comment Summary: The commenter is concerned with the size of the Project relative to the existing
neighborhood.
Refer to Response to Comment PH7.
Response to Comment PH12
Comment Summary: The commenter is concerned about pedestrians crossing the road to Spring Lake.
A pedestrian crosswalk would be installed across Montgomery Drive as part of the Project to provide safe
access to Spring Lake Regional Park. The crosswalk would include a pedestrian-activated flashing
beacon to alert oncoming motorists.
The Draft EIR found that the minimum sight distance required for adequate lines of sight between
pedestrians waiting at the proposed crosswalk and oncoming drivers is not available due to tree coverage
for an approximate 150 foot section of the Spring Lake Village frontage. Mitigation Measure TR-3a
Adequate Site Distance requires the applicant to retain a qualified transportation consultant to identify
specific trees and brush that need to be trimmed or removed within a 150-foot section of Montgomery
Drive frontage, immediately east of the new crosswalk. The purpose of which would be to increase
pedestrian sight distance at the new crosswalk.
In addition, parking would be restricted along the north side of Montgomery Drive west of the main
Spring Lake Village entrance to the western property line to provide adequate site distance for the
pedestrian crosswalk. The impact is considered less than significant after mitigation.

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS 13 AND 14, LAURIE FONG
Response to Comment PH13
Comment Summary: The commenter is concerned about the height of the Project and how it would fit into
the neighborhood.
Refer to Response to Comment PH7 and Master Response B Visual Impacts.
Response to Comment PH14
Comment Summary: The comment asks to reduce the “industrial look” of the buildings.
Mitigation Measure VR-2 Reconfigure Massing of Three-Story Villas in Expansion Area in the Draft EIR
also includes the requirement for the buildings to “have variety in color, architectural detail and
landscaping to avoid a monotonous institutional appearance” and to “improve massing by variation in
roofline, balcony placement, or windows that will add to the rhythm of the façade.”
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PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS 15 AND 16, PAUL HALL
Response to Comment PH15
Comment Summary: The commenter expresses appreciation for the Draft EIR and Alternative 1.
The City acknowledges and appreciates the comment.
Response to Comment PH16
Comment Summary: The comment discusses the existing campus as a wildlife corridor.
Refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor.

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT 17, COMMISSIONER POULSEN
Response to Comment PH17
Comment Summary: The commenter stated he did not have comments on the Draft EIR.
The comment is acknowledged.

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT 18, COMMISSIONER ALLEN
Response to Comment PH18
Comment Summary: The commenter asked whether Alternative 1 could be discussed when the Project
came before them again.
City staff Molly Dillon provided an answer on this procedural question at the time of the meeting. No
further response is necessary for the purposes of the Final EIR.

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT 19, COMMISSIONER BARTLEY
Response to Comment PH19
Comment Summary: The commenter indicated surprise that when reviewing the Draft EIR there was a
significant unavoidable impact with regard to noise. The commenter also indicated that during the
presentation his questions had been answered.
The Draft EIR does identify a temporary significant unavoidable impact from noise during construction.
While these measures are expected to reduce noise levels, it cannot be guaranteed that the noise would be
reduced below 60 dBA per the City’s Noise Ordinance. Therefore, the impact would remain significant
and unavoidable.

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS 20 TO 24, COMMISSIONER BANUELOS
Response to Comment PH20
Comment Summary: The commenter asks about the alternatives which were considered but not evaluated.
Specifically, the commenter requested more explanation on why there is not another alternative that
would expand on the existing Spring Lake campus.
Expansion on the existing site was explored early in the master planning process but was not pursued
further. There are several constraints to the existing campus such as limited space, the configuration of
existing buildings, and creek setbacks that are more restrictive than when the original campus was built.
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The only way to place new units on the campus would be to demolish existing units and then reconfigure
the layout. Also refer to Responses to Comments 214-1 through 214-5.
Response to Comment PH21
Comment Summary: The commenter asks about wildlife that may use the site that were not discussed in
the Draft EIR.
All species observed during the site visits are included in the biological reports for the Project site.
CEQA is concerned with species that are legally protected. Therefore, the analysis in the Draft EIR
focuses on special-status species. For the purposes of the Final EIR, a wildlife biologist was retained to
evaluate the site and to peer-review the biological studies that were used in the Draft EIR. The focus of
the review was the use of the expansion site as a wildlife corridor. This is documented in Master
Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor. The Master Response also includes a discussion of
“common” species that may use the site.
Response to Comment PH22
Comment Summary: The commenter is concerned about the impact of the Project on the private wells
along Brey Road.
Refer to Master Response D Groundwater.
Response to Comment PH23
Comment Summary: The commenter is concerned about emergency vehicle access on Brey Road.
Refer to Response to Comment PH9.
Response to Comment PH24
Comment Summary: The commenter asked about the neighbors concern regarding their input on the
Project.
From submittal of the Project application through circulation of the Draft EIR at least eight public
meetings have been held on the Project. These meetings were held from March 2007 through November
2009. The meetings included a Neighborhood Meeting, two Design Review Board meetings, a Planning
Commission meeting, two City Council meetings, an EIR Scoping meeting, and a Draft EIR Public
Hearing. Each of these meetings allowed for public comment and input which has resulted in revisions to
the Project.

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENT 25, COMMISSIONER CISCO
Response to Comment PH25
Comment Summary: The commenter indicated that she felt the Draft EIR was thorough. The commenter
also indicated the significant unavoidable impact from noise was something he had never seen before.
The Draft EIR authors appreciate the comments on the thoroughness of the Draft EIR. With regard to
noise, refer to Response to Comment PH19.
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PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS 26 TO 28, COMMISSIONER CASTON
Response to Comment PH26
Comment Summary: The commenter believes preparing the EIR was an appropriate step to take.
The comment is acknowledged.
Response to Comment PH27
Comment Summary: The commenter asks for more discussion on how Appendix F impacts the mitigation
measures.
Appendix F of the Draft EIR includes the landscape plans for the Project. The landscape plans include
the trees that will be planted in accordance with the City’s Tree Ordinance and Mitigation Measure BIO-5
Compensate for Loss of Protected and Heritage Trees. The landscape plans were used in preparation of
the visual simulations. Therefore, the trees required under Mitigation Measure BIO-5 are included in the
visual simulations.
Response to Comment PH28
Comment Summary: The commenter appreciates the greenhouse gas analysis but asks for more details
as to how the URBEMIS Model was used to obtain the resulting total project greenhouse gas emissions.
The URBEMIS 2007 computer model estimates the amount of operational carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions for the existing campus and for the Project from vehicle miles traveled (VMT) annually. VMT
estimates are based mainly on land use types. In this case, “retirement community” was selected as the
land use type for the Draft EIR. URBEMIS provides default emission sources (i.e., year and vehicle fleet,
trip characteristics, temperature data, variable starts, road dust, pass-by trips, and double-counting
correction) that were slightly modified for this analysis. Additional inputs can also be provided that
increase or decrease the amount of VMT. Additional inputs estimated for this analysis include mix of
uses, local serving retail, transit service, and bike and pedestrian. Appendix B of the Draft EIR indicates
the inputs used for these analyses.
Upon reconsideration of the URBEMIS results in the Draft EIR, the land use type has been changed to
reflect “congregate care facility” for the Final EIR. The results indicate fewer greenhouse gas emissions
and therefore the impact is still considered less than significant. Appendix D of the Final EIR provides
the revised URBEMIS results.
The following revision is made to the first paragraph on page 4.5-14 of the Draft EIR:
The URBEMIS 2007 computer model predicts that operational CO2 emissions from Projectrelated traffic would be 180114 metric tons per year. This is a 2023 percent increase over current
CO2 emissions from the existing campus, which is estimated as generating 913496 metric tons
per year from vehicle traffic.
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The following revision is made to Table 4.5-4 and the second paragraph on page 4.5-15 of the Draft EIR:
TABLE 4.5-4
GhG Emissions – All Sectors
Source

Existing -2008

Project

(Metric Tons/yr)

Existing plus Project

Difference

(Metric Tons/yr)

(Metric Tons/yr)

Carbon
Sequestered/year
Energy

-6.8

-1.2

-8.0

-1.2

2,627

43

2,604

-23

Transportation

913496

180114

1093610

180114

3,533.23,116.2

221.8155.8

3,6893,206

155.889.8

N/A

504

NA

N/A

Total
Construction

The Santa Rosa General Plan 2035 Draft EIR estimates the annual CO2 emission levels for area
source and transportation emissions will be 1,098,401 metric tons per year at buildout. The
Project’s net emissions of 156 90 metric tons per year represent a small fraction of Santa Rosa’s
emissions that would not constitute a considerable contribution to Santa Rosa’s cumulative
impact on GhG emissions. This impact is considered less than significant.
URBEMIS was also used in the Air Quality Section. The revised results for the change in land use
category indicate fewer pounds per day of pollutants than previously reported, and therefore the impact is
still less than significant. It also bears noting that in June 2010 the Bay Area Air Quality Management
District adopted a 1,100 metric ton per year significance threshold for GhG emissions. Based on the
analysis performed by BAAQMD, projects with emissions below that level would be considered to have a
less than significant impact.
The following revision is made to the first paragraph under Impact AQ-3 and Table 4.1-5 on page 4.1-12
of the Draft EIR:
Project operational emissions of regulated pollutants, computed using the URBEMIS 2007
model, would be less than BAAQMD significant thresholds of 80 pounds per day as shown in
Table 4.1-5. The BAAQMD does not have significance thresholds for carbon monoxide, but
emissions are shown for informational purposes. The BAAQMD does not require projectspecific analysis of carbon monoxide unless emissions would exceed 550 pounds per day.
Carbon monoxide emissions are estimated at approximately 2014 pounds per day, and therefore
no further analysis is required. This impact is considered less than significant.
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TABLE 4.1-5
Air Quality
Pollutant (Lbs/day)

Project Conditions
BAAQMD Threshold

ROG

NOx

PM10

CO

6.31.8

3.21.4

2.31.3

20.213.6

80 (54a)

80 (54)

80 (82)

--

Source: URBEMIS 2007, version 9.2.4

a.

The numbers in parenthesis are the new significance thresholds in the Bay Area Air Quality
Management District’s Draft Air Quality Guidelines, and are provided for reference. The Guidelines are
on the BAAQMD’s Board agenda for consideration and approval on October 21, 2009June 2, 2010.

PUBLIC HEARING COMMENTS 29 TO 37, CHAIR DUGGAN
Response to Comment PH29
Comment Summary: The commenter requested additional evaluation of the use of the expansion area as
a wildlife corridor.
Refer to Master Response A Expansion Area as Wildlife Corridor.
Response to Comment PH30
Comment Summary: The comment points to a description in the Draft EIR of when a Streambed
Alteration Agreement is required and wonders if any culvert improvements would require an Agreement.
No improvements included as part of the Project would require a Streambed Alteration Agreement. The
Brey Road ditch improvements would include: maintenance work to clear blockages in existing culverts;
replacement of four existing 12-inch culverts with 18-inch culverts at driveway crossings; and deepening
the existing ditch to provide adequate capacity and cover over the culverts at driveways. These would be
completed as a “good neighbor” improvement but are not required as part of the Project. The location of
these culverts are indicated on Figure 2-5 Site Plan of the Draft EIR and are not located within the bed or
bank of a stream, which is what would trigger the need for a Streambed Alteration Agreement.
Response to Comment PH31
Comment Summary: The commenter asks if the Project would be flooded if the dam at Spring Lake was
damaged during an earthquake.
As noted on page 4.6-13 in the Draft EIR, the Project would not be located within a dam inundation area.
Santa Rosa General Plan Figure 12-4, FEMA Flood Plain Map / Dam Inundation, shows designated dam
inundation areas in the City as determined by the State Office of Emergency Services. The Project site is
not located within one of these areas.
Response to Comment PH32
Comment Summary: The commenter wondered what happens to the carbon stored in the trees that would
be removed as part of the Project.
It is not known what would happen to the trees that would be removed as part of the Project. Whether
they are sent to a composting facility or cut for firewood, the stored carbon would be released as carbon
dioxide eventually. The Draft EIR estimated that the existing trees that would be removed as part of the
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Project currently store 117 metric tons of carbon. This could be accounted for under construction as a
one-time release thus increasing the construction estimate of 504 metric tons to 621 metric tons. This
would still be considered a less than significant impact.
Response to Comment PH33
Comment Summary: The commenter questions different building setbacks referenced throughout the
Draft EIR including a reference to 130 feet on page 4.8-5 and 83 to 96 feet on page 4.12-7 of the Draft
EIR.
The 130 feet referenced on page 4.8-5 of the Draft EIR describes the location of one of the noise
measurement devices that was placed during the noise study. The reference is approximate and is the
distance from the noise measuring device to the centerline of Montgomery Drive. The distance is not a
setback as defined in the zoning code. The setbacks described on page 4.12-7 are setbacks as measured
from the wall of the building to the property line. The cottage closest to Montgomery Drive is setback 83
feet and Villa 1 is setback 96 feet from Montgomery Drive.
Response to Comment PH34
Comment Summary: The commenter requests adding notification to bicycle community in Mitigation
Measure TR-2.
The EIR authors agree that any traffic control plans should include notification and guidance to bicyclists.
The following bullet is added to the end of Mitigation Measure TR-2 Traffic Control Procedures on page
4.11-7 of the Draft EIR:


If temporary lane or street closures are required the Contractor shall notify local bicycle
groups, such as the Sonoma County Bicycle Coalition and Santa Rosa Cycling Club,
prior to initiating traffic control measures.

Response to Comment PH35
Comment Summary: The commenter asks if the number of trees to potentially be removed as part of
Mitigation Measure TR-3a is accounted for in the Draft EIR.
The trees that could potentially be removed as part of TR-3a are not included in the 114 trees identified
for removal as part of the Project, as that number of trees is unknown at this time. The potential for
additional trees to be removed to mitigate an unsafe condition was however noted on page 4.5-11 of the
Draft EIR. Also refer to Response to Comment PH12.
Response to Comment PH36
Comment Summary: The commenter inquires if the URBEMIS Model accounts for employees.
The land use type chosen in URBEMIS for the Final EIR was “congregate care facility.” URBEMIS
includes both residences and employees in this land use type.
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Response to Comment PH37
Comment Summary: The commenter asks if unsafe driving maneuvers, resulting from shifting the parking
on Montgomery Drive, were accounted for in the Traffic Study.
The report did note that the relocation of the parking to the north side of Montgomery Drive may result in
unsafe driving maneuvers. To address this, the report recommended a formal ‘turnaround channelization’
at the intersection of Montgomery Drive/Melita Road. This channelization would address potential
impacts of the parking change. This was included in the Draft EIR as Mitigation Measure TR-3b Off-Site
Roadway Improvements on page 4.11-9.
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REPLACEMENT PAGES

INTRODUCTION
This section contains the replacement pages to be inserted into the Draft EIR. The replacement pages fall
in to three categories: those resulting from the minor revisions to the Alternative 1 project description;
those resulting from comments made on the Draft EIR, and those revisions initiated by the EIR authors.
Only one replacement page was a result of revisions made by the EIR authors: page 6-3. This
replacement page adds discussion to the EIR regarding significant irreversible changes which is a
required part of an EIR for Local Agency Formation Commission’s to approve annexations. The
replacement pages appear in numerical page order. The first page of Chapter 5, which does not include
any revisions, is included for context and ease of reference.
There are 28 replacement pages. Text that has been added to the document is indicated in underline font,
while text that has been deleted is indicated with strikethrough font. The header and footer is shown in
the same format as the Draft EIR, but is modified to indicate the new date which reflects the release of the
Final EIR.
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Drainage
Currently, drainage from the expansion area flows in a northwesterly direction toward Santa Rosa
Creek. Runoff from the expansion area currently drains to an existing roadside drainage ditch
along the east side of Brey Road at the westerly most Project boundary and drains to the
neighboring property to the north. Runoff from Brey Road ditch drains to Santa Rosa Creek
approximately 275 feet to the north.
To manage stormwater runoff, six Type 2 bioswales1, dispersed throughout the expansion area,
would collect and treat stormwater runoff. Surface water would collect in the bioswale then flow
to an underground detention system which would consist of pipes ranging from 12 inches to 48
inches in diameter. The system would be designed with the larger diameter pipes in the upstream
end of the linear detention system and small diameter pipes toward the downstream sections.
Storage capacity within the system would be 0.101 acre-feet, providing storage for a 100-year
storm event, and allowing runoff to enter into the detention system faster than it discharges. As
surface runoff to the detention system subsides, the stormwater temporarily stored in the
detention system would gravity drain until the detention system has emptied. Five of the
bioswales would drain to the existing surface swale roadside drainage ditch on the east side of
Brey Road. Runoff from the sixth bioswale would be directed to an existing storm drain on the
main campus. These combined improvements would release runoff from the Project site at predevelopment runoff.
Utilities
Potable water would be supplied by tapping into an existing 8-inch water main along the west
side of the existing campus. Villa 4 would connect to an existing 6-inch sanitary sewer main,
while the remainder of the expansion area would connect to an existing 8-inch sanitary sewer
main in Brey Road. Electrical service would be provided from an existing radial feed on the main
campus. Natural gas would be supplied from an existing line in Montgomery Drive. Landscape
irrigation would be supplied from the existing campus well.
In addition, the existing water and sewer services at 5445 Montgomery Drive will be abandoned.
The private lateral would be removed from the connection point at the public main and a full
circle clamp installed on the main. Also, an existing water well would be destroyed as part of the
expansion improvements.
Green Building Development
The Spring Lake Village Expansion Project would incorporate sustainable design and construction
practices. The Project is anticipated to receive formal LEED certification for two of the Project
components; the Fitness Auditorium Building would be LEED for New Construction (a Certified or Silver
rating is anticipated) and the expansion area structures would be LEED for Homes (a Silver rating is
anticipated). Green building features would include bicycle storage and changing rooms, bioswales for
stormwater quality and control, light pollution reduction, water efficient landscaping, use of “green’ and
recycled materials in the construction, a green roof on the underground parking, a minimum 14 percent
energy use reduction in the new buildings, high efficiency heating and air conditioning equipment, use of
heat rejection for building heating needs, natural ventilation through properly placed and operable
windows, natural illumination through use of large windows, and use of light colored shingles to counter
the heat island effect.

1

Type 2 bioswales include an underground drain.
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phase work would shift to interior improvements in the southwest and southeast corners of the building.
In phase three, work would shift to the northwest corner and west portion of the building. Finally, in
phase four the renovations in the central area and northeast corner of the building would be complete.

AGENCY APPROVALS
State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB)
The Project would disturb over 1 acre of soil. Therefore, a Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan would
need to be prepared and a Notice of Intent submitted to the SWRCB.
California Department of Water Resources
Well destruction would need to be performed in accordance with State of California well destruction
standards per DWR Bulletin 74-91.
Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management Department
A well destruction permit would be necessary for destruction of wells at the existing Spring Lake Village
site or expansion parcels. In addition, a septic tank destruction permit would be necessary for destruction
of a septic tank.
Local Area Formation Commission
LAFCO would need to approve the annexation into the City of Santa Rosa.
City of Santa Rosa
Preliminary and final design review approval from the Design Review Board.
An Encroachment Permit would be necessary for improvements made within the right-of-way along
Montgomery Drive.
A Grading Permit and Building Permit would be required for the Project.
A Conditional Use Permit would be required to accommodate the community care facilities.
The three expansion parcels that are within the city limits would be rezoned from RR-40 (Rural
Residential) to PD 0308 (Planned Development). The expansion parcel that would be annexed would be
prezoned to PD 0308. The three annexation parcels, which are not part of the Spring Lake Village
Expansion, would be prezoned to RR-20.
The Project would create more than 1 acre of new impervious surface. Therefore, the Project would need
to comply with the Santa Rosa Area Standard Urban Storm Water Mitigation Plan (SUSMP)
requirements that are part of the City’s Storm Water Management Plan.

CUMULATIVE PROJECTS SCENARIO
Cumulative impacts are defined as “two or more individual effects which, when considered together, are
considerable or which compound or increase other environmental impacts” (CEQA Guidelines Section
15355). Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking
place over a period of time. Cumulative projects have been identified using the list approach (as defined
under Section 15130 of the CEQA Guidelines). The Projects include Annadel Estates (single –family),
Hope Chapel (expansion of existing facility), and Elnoka Village (209 condominiums and approximately
5,000 square feet of commercial). Refer to Figure 2-6 Cumulative Projects.
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INTRODUCTION
CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines require that an EIR “describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the
project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the
project, but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate
the comparative merits of the alternatives” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a)). The EIR must also
identify alternatives that were considered by the lead agency but were rejected as infeasible during the
scoping process and should briefly explain the reasons underlying the lead agency’s determination
(CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(c)).
One of the alternatives analyzed must be the “No Project” alternative. The “No Project” alternative is the
circumstance under which the project does not proceed.

DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES
Alternative 1: Reduced Story Alternative
This alternative responds to significant visual impacts of the Project. Villa 1 and Villa 2 would be
reduced to two stories, while the cottage between Villa 2 and 3 would convert to a 2-story Villa
(referenced as “Villa 5” in Figure 3-1). While total units in the expansion area would remain the same as
the Project at 62 units, the mix would change from 44 Villa apartments and 18 cottages to 46 villa
apartments and 16 cottages. To accommodate Villa 5, Villa 3 would be shifted north resulting in the loss
of two heritage trees and 13 parking spaces. The footprint of the remaining cottages, Villa 1, 2 and 4, and
the underground parking structure would remain the same. The campus improvements would remain the
same as described in the Project. Alternative 1 also includes the following changes to the general campus
improvements identified under the Project in Chapter 2 of the Draft EIR:
Fitness Center and Auditorium: Under the Alternative the Fitness Center would be reduced from
two stories to one story, reducing the above-grade height from 39 feet to 29 feet.
Parking: The Alternative has 1 less surface parking space and 3 less underground parking spaces
than the Project for a total of 456 spaces. Under Alternative 1, the demand of 455 spaces does
not change.
Lighting: The Alternative includes minor adjustments to the lighting layout around Villa 3 and
Villa 5. In addition, although the style of the lighting fixture identified under the Project would
change under the Alternative, the light cutoff feature remains the same.
Other Improvements: The Alternative adds a total of 1,800 square feet of sidewalk to the
expansion area: one sidewalk would be on the west side of Villa 1, 2, and 3; and several small
connecting pathways would be added throughout the expansion area.
In addition, the Alternative relocates a trash enclosure and shifts thirteen surface parking spaces
within the expansion area. The circular island to the northeast of Villa 3 would be eliminated to
create a straightened roadway.
Drainage: The Alternative adds low impact development features to the stormwater mitigation
improvements identified under the Project. This includes four rain gardens, stormwater
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infiltration devices throughout the expansion area and around the new fitness center, and use of
pervious material in some parking spaces. Where the drainage system as described for the Project
in the Draft EIR would detain and then release all stormwater at a pre-construction rate, the
stormwater infiltration devices would retain stormwater from a 2-year storm event on site and
allow it to infiltrate into the groundwater. All larger events would be diverted to detention ponds,
as described under the Project, and then released into the storm drain system at pre-construction
rates. The green roof over the underground garage would remain the same as described under the
Project.
The overall changes under Alternative 1 would reduce the impervious area, as compared to the Project, by
330 square feet. This is, in part, achieved through the use of pervious concrete paving at expansion area
surface parking spaces, as discussed above.
In addition, the three annexation parcels not associated with the Spring Lake Village expansion and
improvements would still be annexed.
Alternative 2: No Project Alternative
Under the No Project Alternative, no improvements would be made on the existing campus. Although
the 5.5-acre expansion area might remain the same, with 2 dwelling units on the four parcels, it might also
be built out with four additional dwelling units, which would be consistent with the land use designation
and zoning and not require additional infrastructure. In addition, annexation of the four parcels would not
occur.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT NOT EVALUATED IN THE EIR
During scoping, several alternatives for the Project were suggested, including relocating the villas to a
different part of the existing campus and reducing the size of the underground garage. These alternatives
were evaluated to determine if they meet the qualifications for alternatives, as required under CEQA.
Alternatives must meet most of the Project objectives, be feasible, and reduce significant impacts of the
Project.
Relocation of Villas
This alternative was deemed infeasible as insufficient space exists elsewhere on the existing campus to
accommodate the villas. The only way to move the villas would be to tear down existing units. While
this was explored early in the master planning process for the Project, this alternative was not pursued to
avoid the resulting relocation disruption and anxiety to existing elderly residents.
Reduce Size of Underground Parking
Alternatives that do not reduce significant project impacts need not be evaluated in an EIR. No
significant impacts have been identified resulting from the underground parking garage that cannot be
mitigated through standard construction and operational methods. Therefore, consideration of this
alternative is not necessary.
Off-site Alternative
As the proposed Project is an expansion of an existing facility, with many existing amenities that would
support the expansion, an off-site alternative would not be feasible and would not meet the Project
objectives. Potentially, however, the expansion could occur on different parcels than proposed; the
possibilities are listed below:
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To the immediate north is Santa Rosa Creek, therefore any expansion to the north would be on
parcels located between Santa Rosa Creek and Melita Road. While Episcopal Homes does own
one of these parcels, the applicable setbacks greatly reduce the development potential of this
parcel. The same problem with setbacks would apply to each of the other parcels to the north of
the existing campus. In addition, pedestrian and vehicular access to the main campus would need
to be provided over Santa Rosa Creek, which would be expensive and likely cause significant
impacts to biological resources.



To the south is Montgomery Drive and a parcel owned by Sonoma County Water Agency with
two of their pressurized aqueducts. Due to lack of connectivity to the main campus parcels to the
south and existing use by the Water Agency, development on these parcels would not be feasible.



To the east is one parcel of approximately one acre which would not provide enough space for the
expansion and thereby not meet the objective of the Project to add 62 units. In addition, the site
currently has a single-family residence.



To the west is the location of the proposed expansion.

Therefore, no additional feasible alternative location for the expansion has been identified.
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SPRING LAKE VILLAGE EXPANSION AND ANNEXATION FINAL EIR
AIR QUALITY

After
Mitigation:

Less than Significant
The exhaust control measures listed in AQ-1 would control exhaust generated by
construction vehicles. The air quality impacts would be less than significant with
implementation of the required exhaust control measures which are designed to reduce
exhaust impacts.
Annexation Parcels not Included in SLV Expansion – No Impact
Annexation of these parcels does not include activities that would expose sensitive
receptors to toxic air contaminants.

Mitigation:

No mitigation is necessary.

Impact:

AQ-3: Will the Project violate or contribute to violation of ambient air quality
standards?

Analysis:

Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion - Less than Significant
Project operational emissions of regulated pollutants, computed using the URBEMIS
2007 model, would be less than BAAQMD significant thresholds of 80 pounds per day as
shown in Table 4.1-5. The BAAQMD does not have significance thresholds for carbon
monoxide, but emissions are shown for informational purposes. The BAAQMD does not
require project-specific analysis of carbon monoxide unless emissions would exceed 550
pounds per day. Carbon monoxide emissions are estimated at approximately 20 14
pounds per day, and therefore no further analysis is required. This impact is considered
less than significant.
TABLE 4.1-5
Air Quality
Pollutant (Lbs/day)

Project Conditions
BAAQMD Threshold

ROG

NOx

PM10

CO

6.31.8

3.21.4

2.31.3

20.213.6

80 (54a)

80 (54)

80 (82)

--

Source: URBEMIS 2007, version 9.2.4

a.

The numbers in parenthesis are the new significance thresholds in the Bay Area Air Quality
Management District’s Draft Air Quality Guidelines, and are provided for reference. The Guidelines are
on the BAAQMD’s Board agenda for consideration and approval on October 21, 2009 June 2, 2010.

Annexation Parcels not Included in SLV Expansion – No Impact
Annexation of these parcels does not include activities that would violate ambient air
quality standards.
Mitigation:

No mitigation is necessary.

City of Santa Rosa
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2 and TR-3 may result in the loss of a few additional trees to improve safety conditions.
This is a significant impact.
Mitigation:

BIO-5 Compensate for Loss of Protected and Heritage Trees
In accordance with Santa Rosa City Code, Chapter 17-24, the Applicant shall apply for
and obtain permit for alteration, removal or relocation, of heritage, protected, or street
trees and shall comply with the mitigation ratio requirements for tree removal mandated
by the City Code. Approval by the Director of the City‟s Recreation and Parks
Department shall be obtained, as required.
The protective measures identified in the Individual Tree Analysis section of the 2009
Tree Preservation and Mitigation Report shall be implemented. These include some or
all of the following measures. Appendix D of this EIR provides the specific mitigation
measures that must be implemented for each of the removed or damaged protected or
heritage trees.
1) Install temporary protective fencing at the edge of the illustrated dripline or the
edge of approved construction prior to grading the site. Maintain fencing in place for
the duration of construction.
2) Maintain the existing grade within the fenced portion of the dripline. Route
drainage swales and underground work outside the dripline, where possible except as
determined by a certified arborist and the City of Santa Rosa on the basis of finding
the work will not result in the loss of trees.
3) Place a 4-inch layer of chipped bark mulch over the soil surface within the fenced
dripline prior to installing temporary fencing. Suitable bark must contain bark “fines.”
Maintain this layer of mulch throughout construction.
4) Prune to clean and raise the canopy per International Society of Arboricultural
pruning standards.
5) Prune to remove ivy or wisteria.
6) Prune to clear away from building footprint.

After
Mitigation:

Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion - Less than Significant
Table 4.2-2 provides a summary of the trees that would be planted as part of the Project
as indicated in the planting detail found in Appendix F.
TABLE 4.2-2
Project Implementation Tree Replacement
Quantityb

Container
Sizeb

DBHc

Quantity *
DBH

Pyramidal European
Hornbean

15

36” Box

3

45

Deodar Cedar

7

60” Box

5

35

Deodar Cedar

1

48” Box

4

4

Coral Bark Maple

8

48” Box

4

32

Washington Thorn

9

36” Box

3

27

Tree Common
Nameb
Existing Campus

City of Santa Rosa
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Historic Architectural Resources
The only potentially significant historic architectural resource located on or in the
immediate vicinity of the Project site is a house that pre-dates 1954 located within the
Project expansion area. Modifications to the structure and the addition at the rear have
changed the building substantially and it no longer embodies the defining characteristics
of mid-20th century domestic architecture. Preliminary research found no association of
historical events or people with the property. These factors contribute to the conclusion
that the building does not meet criteria for listing on the California Register of Historical
Resources. Therefore proposed demolition of this building would not affect a historic
resource. The Project would have no impacts on historic architectural resources.
Mitigation:

CR-1a Treatment of Archaeological Site CA-SON-20
Mitigation of Impacts to CA-SON-20 shall follow the Secretary of the Interior Standards
for the Treatment of Historic Properties in accordance with CEQA 15064.5 (b)(3).
A. Definition of Site Boundaries
Prior to initiating any Project-related ground disturbance, a qualified archaeologist shall
develop and undertake a subsurface testing program to define the horizontal and vertical
extent of archaeological site CA-SON-20 and to determine if subsurface archaeological
materials are present within the proposed Spring Lake Village expansion area. The
testing program shall consist of excavation of a series of archaeological test units and
hand augur samples in the vicinity of the recorded boundaries of CA-SON-20 and within
the expansion area. The number and location of the test units and augur samples is at the
discretion of the archaeologist, in consultation with a representative of the Federated
Indians of Graton Rancheria (FIGR), but shall be limited to areas that would be disturbed
by Project construction. The subsurface testing program shall be documented in a
Subsurface Testing Program Plan for Archaeological Resources that must be approved by
the City prior to its implementation. The plan shall include a discussion of the rationale
for selecting the number and locations of the test units and augur samples and must
identify the planned treatment and disposition of any recovered cultural materials. Copies
of the plan must be provided to the FIGR and the Lytton Rancheria for comment prior to
the beginning of the testing program.
At the completion of the subsurface testing program, a report shall be prepared that
documents the methods and results of the testing program. The report also shall include
an update to the existing Archaeological Site Record (DPR 523C) for CA-SON-20.
B. Protection of Identified Cultural Deposits, Pre-Construction Data Recovery, and/or
Construction Monitoring
If based upon the subsurface testing program, significant intact archaeological deposits
are present and would be affected by the Project, the subsurface testing results shall be
reported in an Archaeological Resources Treatment Plan. The treatment plan shall detail
recommended mitigations for Project impacts to CA-SON-20, and any other
archaeological resources identified by subsurface testing. The treatment plan shall be
prepared in consultation with a representatives of the Graton and Lytton Rancherias. The
treatment plan shall include a statement regarding the site’s integrity and its potential for
meeting the eligibility criteria for listing on the California Register of Historic Resources
(CRHR), and shall specify the types of analysis that will be performed and shall specify
the ultimate disposition of any cultural materials recovered. It also shall identify, in
consultation with representatives of the FIGR and the Lytton Rancheria, the steps that
shall be followed in the event of discovery of human remains, and must be in accordance
with Health and Safety Code § 7050.5. The treatment plan shall be approved by the City

City of Santa Rosa
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Mitigation:

inspected by the monitoring archaeologist. If the deposit contains significant
archaeological material, all work must be stopped in the immediate vicinity and the
archaeologist would undertake data recovery of the deposit unless the Project can be
modified to allow the materials to be left in place. Data recovery efforts must follow
standard archaeological methods.
CR-1b Identify and Avoid or Minimize Impacts to Unknown Cultural Resources
Subsurface testing in the vicinity of CA-SON-20 and within the proposed expansion area
required under mitigation measure CR-1a would reduce the potential for unknown
subsurface cultural resources to be encountered during construction. However, because of
the archaeological sensitivity of this area in general, spot monitoring by a qualified
archaeologist should occur during grading for the following Project elements:
1) The connector addition between Buildings L and K
2) The new fountain and parking area and
3) The resident community garden
Should archaeological materials be encountered within these and any other construction
activities, the piece of equipment that encounters the materials would be stopped, and the
find inspected by a qualified archaeologist, and by the Native American monitor, if one
has been retained. If the deposit contains significant archaeological material, all work
must be stopped in the immediate vicinity and the archaeologist would undertake data
recovery of the deposit, unless the Project can be modified to allow the materials to be
left in place. Data recovery efforts must follow standard archaeological methods, and be
consistent with excavation methods, types of analysis, and disposition of any cultural
materials outlined in the Subsurface Archaeological Testing Program Plan, or the
Archaeological Resources Treatment Plan if such a plan was prepared under Mitigation
Measure CR-1a.

After
Mitigation:

Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion - Less than Significant

Analysis:

Mitigation measures CR-1a and CR-1b are designed to protect, preserve or recover any
significant cultural materials affected by Project construction. With implementation of
these measures, the Project would not cause a substantial adverse change in the
significance of a historical or unique archeological resource.
Annexation Parcels not Included in SLV Expansion – No Impact
This portion of the Project does not include any improvements or activities that would
have an impact in the significance of a historical or unique archeological resource as
defined in Title 14, California Code of Regulations §15064.5 or Public Resources Code
§21083.2(g) or an adverse effect on a historic property that is included in, or eligible for
inclusion in, the National Register of Historic Places.

Mitigation:

No mitigation is needed.

Impact:

CR-2: Will the Project disturb any human remains, including those interred outside
of formal cemeteries, or disturb any Native American human remains, associated
grave goods, or items of cultural patrimony?

Analysis:

Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion - Significant
There is potential for Native American human remains to be present within the
archaeological deposits at Spring Lake Village that could be disturbed by Project
construction.

City of Santa Rosa
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Mitigation:

CR-2 Treatment of Human Remains, Associated Grave Goods, or Items of Cultural
Patrimony
Should human remains, associated grave goods, or items of cultural patrimony be
encountered during Project construction, the following procedures shall be followed as
required by Public Resources Code § 5097.9 and Health and Safety Code § 7050.5.
In the event of discovery or recognition of any human remains in any location other than
a dedicated cemetery, there shall be no further excavation or disturbance of the site or any
nearby area reasonably suspected to overlie adjacent remains until the Sonoma County
Coroner has determined that the remains are not subject to his or her authority. If the
coroner recognizes the human remains to be those of a Native American, or has reason to
believe that they are those of a Native American, he or she shall contact, by telephone
within 24 hours, the State Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC). The NAHC
shall assign a Most Likely Descendent (MLD). A qualified archaeologist, in consultation
with the MLD, shall provide, in writing recommendations regarding the treatment of the
human remains and any associated cultural materials. Copies of the recommendations
shall be provided to the Project applicant, the City, the MLD, and the NWIC.
If human remains are encountered, no further excavation or disturbance of the site or any
nearby area shall occur until the Sonoma County Coroner has made the necessary
findings as to origin, in accordance with Health and Safety Code 7050.5. In accordance
with Public Resources Code 5097.98 if the coroner believes the human remains to be
those of a Native American, he or she shall contact, by telephone, within 24 hours, the
Native American Heritage Commission. The Native American Heritage Commission
shall immediately notify the Most Likely Descendent (MLD) or Descendants. The
Descendent shall inspect the site of the discovery and may recommend the means for
treating or disposing, with appropriate dignity, the human remains and any associated
grave goods. The Descendents shall complete their inspection and make their
recommendation within 48 hours of their notification by the Native American Heritage
Commission. The remains shall not be damaged or disturbed by further development
until the landowner has discussed and conferred with the MLD regarding their
recommendations.

After
Mitigation:

Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion - Less than Significant
The treatment of human remains in accordance with the requirements of Public
Resources Code § 5097.9 and Health and Safety Code § 7050.5 as described under
Mitigation Measure CR-2-1, would reduce impacts to less than significant.

Analysis:

Annexation Parcels not Included in SLV Expansion – No Impact
This portion of the Project does not include any improvements or activities that would
have an impact to human remains, including those interred outside of formal cemeteries,
or disturb any Native American human remains, associated grave goods, or items of
cultural patrimony.

Mitigation:

No mitigation is needed.
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Impact:

CR-3: Will the Project directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological
resource or site?

Analysis:

Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion - Significant
Based upon a paleontological records search and sensitivity assessment conducted for the
Project, it was found that the type of geological unit (Qt) mapped over most of the Project
site has a high paleontological sensitivity. However, the geographic distribution of
terrestrial vertebrae fossils in alluvium is generally spotty and unpredictable, as is the
depth at which they are buried. Therefore the potential for encountering such fossils is
considered low. In addition, because the surface of the Project site has been heavily
disturbed by the existing on-site developments, it is unlikely that the Project excavation
would encounter much if any previously undisturbed Pleistocene sediments in the
subsurface. The Holocene deposits that exist at the northern perimeter of the site are too
young to yield significant fossils, and would not be disturbed by Project construction.
Although it is unlikely that the Project would impact potentially significant
paleontological resources, it cannot be ruled out altogether. Therefore, the potential
impact is considered significant.
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1,074 inches. Thus, using the mitigation replacement calculation in the Tree Ordinance,
the total DBH required to be replaced for the Project is 358 inches.
As indicated in Table 4.2-2 in Biological Resources, 219 trees with a total DBH of 679
inches would be planted on the expansion area and throughout the existing campus as
part of the Project. Although the quantity of trees is lower than required, the DBH is
nearly twice as much as required. The Project would, in most cases, be planting much
larger trees than 15-gallon. The Project is therefore in compliance with the Tree
Ordinance. Refer to the cumulative analysis for a discussion of the carbon sequestration
benefits of the 219 trees.
The Project would comply with the City of Santa Rosa’s Green Building Code, because
the residential portion of the Project would be LEED Silver for Homes and the new
auditorium would be LEED Certified or Silver for New Construction.
The Project would comply with applicable GhG reduction policies in Draft General Plan
2035, with the Santa Rosa tree ordinance, and with the Santa Rosa Green Building Code.
No impacts have been identified.
Annexation Parcels not Included in SLV Expansion – No Impact

Mitigation:

No improvements are proposed for the three annexation parcels not associated with the
Project. The annexation would not conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or
regulation related to GhG emissions.
No mitigation is required.

CUMULATIVE IMPACTS
Impact:
Analysis:

GG-1C: Will the Project plus cumulative projects generate GhG emissions, either
directly or indirectly, that may have a significant impact on the environment?
Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion – Less than Significant
Carbon Sequestration
The Project would remove 121 114 trees (Adobe 2009). Using the Center for Urban
Forest Research Tree Carbon Calculator (CTCC) the carbon sequestration and total
carbon stored for the baseline year 2008 was estimated. Carbon sequestration is a
measure of carbon stored in the previous year. Carbon storage refers to the amount of
carbon stored in the tree to date. The 121 114 existing trees to be removed sequester 6.8
metric tons of carbon per year and 117 metric tons carbon stored to date (see Table 4.52).
The Project would plant 76 trees on the main campus (Perkins Eastman 2009) and 143
trees in the expansion area (Horticultural Associates 2009). According to the Project
construction schedule, the tree plantings would occur in 2011. The Project would result
in 2.4 metric tons of carbon sequestered per year starting in 2011, and the newly planted
trees would have 10 metric tons carbon already stored in them.
Using information provided by Horticultural Associates and assumptions utilized in the
CTCC, DBH was estimated for each of the new tree species ten years after Project
implementation. The Project would sequester 8 metric tons of carbon per year in 2020
and would have accumulated 63 metric tons of stored carbon by 2020.
By 2020 the annual carbon sequestration will exceed the existing conditions, but total
carbon stored would still less than existing conditions. However, the total amount of
carbon stored would continue to increase in the future as the trees continue to grow.
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Eventually the total amount of carbon stored for future trees would be higher than the
existing removed trees.
TABLE 4.5-2
Carbon Sequestration from Trees to Be Removed and Planted
Existing

Trees to Be Removed
Trees to Be Added
Carbon Sequestration
(Metric Tons per Year)

Total Carbon Stored
(Metric Tons)
Notes:
a.
b.

b,

b

(2008)

Project in
Year 1 (2011)

Project in
Year 10 (2020)

Difference

121114

N/A

N/A

N/A

219

219a

6.8

2.4

8.0

+1.2

117

10

63

-54

(2020 less
2008)
+98105

Assumes a mortality rate of 0 percent, as required by Mitigation Measure BIO-3
Calculated using Center for Urban Forest Research Tree Carbon Calculator

Energy Use
Spring Lake Village currently produces approximately 2,627 metric tons of GhG
emissions per year from energy use in buildings (electricity and natural gas). Energy use
of the Project expansion and improvements is anticipated to result in an additional 43
metric tons per year of GhG emissions. As noted above, Spring Lake Village has
recently made campus-wide energy efficiency improvements that are estimated to reduce
electrical use by 5 percent and natural gas use by 3 percent below the baseline energy
use. Therefore, estimated future energy use of the existing buildings was calculated with
a 5 percent and 3 percent reduction, respectively. As a result, despite the increase in
energy use from the campus improvements (with the exception of the central plant
improvements which decreases natural gas use in the common areas) and expansion units
the overall total future GhG emissions of the campus would decrease by 23 metric tons,
to 2,604 metric tons. Refer to Table 4.5-3 for additional details.
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TABLE 4.5-3
Energy Use and GhG Emissions
Category

Electricity
(Kwh)
Natural Gas
(Therms)
GhG
Emissions
(Metric
Tons per
Year)

Existing
(2008)

Project Improvements and
Expansionc

Total Energy Use Post
Constructiond

Common
Areas

Impact
(Total
less
Existing)

Common
Areasa

Apartments
& Cottagesb

New
Auditorium

Villas &
Cottagesb

Central
Plant

Apartments
& Cottagesb

2,257,783

1,157,520

48,139

144,662

N/A

2,193,032

1,302,182

79,911

250,524

74,760

2,346

9,402

-12,526

233,133

84,162

-7,989

1,930

697

25

87

-69

1,819

785

-23

Notes:
a. Information provided by Spring Lake Village.
b. Estimates calculated using 2004 California Energy Commission (CEC) report for multi-family residential unit energy
consumption.
c. Displays the difference in energy usage from Project improvements and existing usage, for example the energy use
identified for the new auditorium is additional energy use beyond the current auditorium energy use which is documented
under existing. Expansion area apartments and cottages receive a 15 percent reduction based on the CEC report by
meeting LEED requirements. Central Plant energy use calculated with a 5 percent reduction due to Project-related boiler
improvements.
d. Total future energy use of the site takes into account current energy efficiency programs being implemented by Spring
Lake Village including a 5 percent reduction in electricity and 3 percent reduction in natural gas from common areas.

Transportation
The URBEMIS 2007 computer model predicts that operational CO2 emissions from
Project-related traffic would be 180 114 metric tons per year. This is a 20 23 percent
increase over current CO2 emissions from the existing campus, which is estimated as
generating 913 496 metric tons per year from vehicle traffic.
As part of the LEED certification the Project incorporates alternative transportation
measures such as providing bike racks and showers for employees. In addition, in
accordance with both the current and Draft Santa Rosa General Plans, Spring Lake
Village provides shuttle service for its residents. This supports reduced Project-related
transportation emissions.
Construction
As noted in Table 4.5-4, the URBEMIS 2007 computer model predicts that during
construction the total emissions from general construction activities would generate
approximately 504 metric tons of CO2 emissions (URBEMIS does not estimate a GhG
equivalent). Construction was characterized by 3 weeks of demolition, 4 weeks of
grading, 17 months of construction, and 3 weeks of paving. As part of the City’s Green
Building Program the Project would recycle 50 percent of the construction waste. This
would keep materials out of the landfill and, in some cases, provide recycled material in
place of raw materials. This supports reduced construction-related emissions.
City of Santa Rosa
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Summary
Overall the Project emissions after construction increase by 6 percent compared to the
existing campus, and the unit inventory increases by 14 percent. Therefore, the emission
increase is less than half of the campus expansion increase, indicating that the Project
includes good measures for reducing GhG and energy use.
TABLE 4.5-4
GhG Emissions – All Sectors
Source

Existing -2008

Project

(Metric Tons/yr)

Existing plus Project

Difference

(Metric Tons/yr)

(Metric Tons/yr)

Carbon
Sequestered/year

-6.8

-1.2

-8.0

-1.2

Energy

2,627

43

2,604

-23

Transportation

913496

180114

1093610

180114

3,533.23,116.2

221.8155.8

3,6893,206

155.889.8

N/A

504

NA

N/A

Total
Construction

The Santa Rosa General Plan 2035 Draft EIR estimates the annual CO2 emission levels
for area source and transportation emissions will be 1,098,401 metric tons per year at
buildout. The Project’s net emissions of 156 90 metric tons per year represent a small
fraction of Santa Rosa’s emissions that would not constitute a considerable contribution
to Santa Rosa’s cumulative impact on GhG emissions3. This impact is considered less
than significant.
Analysis

Annexation Parcels not Included in SLV Expansion – No Impact
The annexation does not include any improvements and therefore would not increase
energy use or create any GhG emissions.

Impact:

GG-2C: Will the Project plus cumulative projects conflict with any applicable plan,
policy, or regulation of an agency with jurisdiction over the Project adopted for the
purpose of reducing the emissions of GhGs?

Analysis:

Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion and Annexation – No Impact
The Project would comply with applicable GhG reduction policies in Draft General Plan
2035, with the Santa Rosa tree ordinance, and with the Santa Rosa Green Building Code.
The Project would therefore not contribute to any potential cumulative impact relative to
conflicts with applicable plans, policies, or regulations.

Mitigation:

No mitigation is required.

3

As an additional indicator, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District has recently published Draft CEQA Air
Quality Guidelines (September 2009) that suggest an impact on GhG emissions be considered less than significant,
if a congregate care facility project has fewer than 143 units and less than 1,100 metric tons of GhG emissions per
year. The Draft Guidelines will be considered for immediate adoption on October 21, 2009.
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Regional Groundwater
Sonoma County has been divided into three groundwater resource regions. These regions are referred to
as: (1) primary groundwater basins; (2) contiguous and detached groundwater areas outside boundaries of
groundwater basins; and (3) non-water-bearing areas. Groundwater basins are areas that are underlain by
water-bearing materials and have potential for groundwater development, such as groundwater extraction.
Groundwater is usually available in predictable quantities nearly everywhere within the limits of the
groundwater basin.
The Project is located within the Rincon Valley Subbasin of the Santa Rosa Valley Groundwater Basin.
The geographic location of the Santa Rosa Valley Groundwater Basin and the Rincon Valley Subbasin
are shown in Figure 4.6-1, Regional Groundwater Basin. The following discussion of groundwater
pertains to the Rincon Valley subbasin as summarized in California’s Groundwater Bulletin 118 (DWR
2003).
Review of water level data from representative wells within Rincon Valley indicates that water levels
have remained relatively stable during the period of 1951 to 2000 and that the subbasin is nearly full.
One well located in the southeast part of the subbasin near Santa Rosa Creek has shown a gradual
increase in water level of over 20 feet between 1990 and 2000.
The primary water-bearing units in the Rincon Valley Subbasin are the Glen Ellen Formation and
Alluvium. The Glen Ellen Formation provides the major water source in the Rincon Valley subbasin, and
is connected to the principal groundwater body in the Santa Rosa Valley. The Glen Ellen Formation
consists of partially cemented beds and lenses of poorly sorted gravel, sand, silt, and clay that vary widely
in thickness and extent. In the southeast part of the Rincon Valley subbasin, confined conditions exist and
some wells are flowing. Since the unit crops out in favorable areas and has moderate permeability,
groundwater recharge may occur fairly quickly, but it can be inhibited in areas of well-developed soils
with hardpan. Average specific yield for the Glen Ellen Formation is 3 to 7 percent. This formation is
tapped for domestic use.
Alluvial deposits are present over a substantial proportion of Rincon Valley. These deposits consist of
poorly sorted coarse sand and gravel, and moderately sorted fine sand, silt, and clay, and have a specific
yield of 8 to 17 percent. The older alluvial deposits are Late Pleistocene in age, are sometimes dissected,
and have a maximum exposed thickness of 100 feet in the Santa Rosa Valley. The younger alluvium is a
thin veneer over the old, ranging from 30 to 100 feet thick, and is Late Pleistocene to Holocene in age.
The deposits are not perennially saturated, have low permeability, and are generally unconfined or
slightly confined. The water quality is generally good for most uses, and the unit yields water to some
wells in the downstream part of the Rincon Valley. In the southwest portion of the subbasin near the
boundary with the Santa Rosa Plain, an area of elevated iron, manganese, and boron was reported.
Local Groundwater
Two Hydrogeologic Assessments were performed for the Project by EBA Engineering (EBA 2008 and
2009). The 2009 assessment estimated local domestic water supply demands and the volume of
groundwater in storage within the portion of the aquifer underlying Brey Road and the proposed Project.
The well demand estimates were calculated using an assumed water use of 0.25 acre-feet per year (AF/yr)
per bedroom and an average home size of four bedrooms. This translates to an annual water use of
approximately 900 gallons per day per household. Based on a conservative estimate of 20 properties
located along Brey Road and Montgomery Drive, the corresponding estimated water supply demand for
the area is approximately 18,000 gallons per day. The estimated volume of groundwater in storage within
the portion of the aquifer underlying Brey Road and the proposed Project is 331 million gallons. This
estimate is based on an area of 28 acres, an estimated aquifer saturation thickness based on completion
depths and known water levels, and an effective porosity of 20 percent.
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Practices Plan that includes filtering methods and monitoring and reporting requirements
in accordance with permit provisions.
After
Mitigation:

Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion – Less than Significant
Mitigation Measures HWQ-1 and HWQ-2 will ensure that construction is sensitive to the
natural environment of Santa Rosa Creek and that construction activities do not disrupt or
pollute the waterway. Impacts following mitigation would be less than significant.

Analysis:

Annexation Parcels not Included in SLV Expansion – No Impact
This portion of the Project does not include any improvements or other activities that
would violate water quality standards or waste discharge requirements.

Mitigation:

No mitigation is needed.

Impact:

HWQ-2: Will construction or operation of the Project substantially deplete
groundwater supplies such that there would be a lowering of the local groundwater
table level?

Analysis:

Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion – Less than Significant
Construction Impacts. The Project is located within the Rincon Valley Subbasin of the
Santa Rosa Valley Groundwater Basin. The Rincon Valley Subbasin is summarized in
California’s Groundwater Bulletin 118 as nearly full, and wells within the subbasin
indicate that water levels have remained relatively stable during the period of 1951 to
2000 (DWR 2004). One well located in the southeast part of the subbasin near Santa
Rosa Creek, in the vicinity of the proposed Project, has shown a gradual increase in water
level of over 20 feet between 1990 and 2000 (DWR 2004).
Construction of the proposed underground garage may require excavation dewatering. It
is estimated that excavation dewatering would be required if construction of the
underground garage occurred between November and April (EBA 2009). It is anticipated
that minimal dewatering would be needed in May, and little to no dewatering between
June and October (EBA 2009).
It is anticipated that excavation dewatering can be accomplished by “siphoning” water off
the top of the water table using submersible pumps (EBA 2009). Four slightly deeper
pits would be excavated within the excavation corners to promote groundwater collection
and extraction. There are currently no plans to install temporary dewatering wells as part
of the construction operations.
As part of the 2009 hydrogeologic assessment prepared for the Project, the depth to
groundwater was measured in three of the closest water supply wells in March 2009. The
location of these water supply wells ranged in distance from approximately 200 to 350
west of the proposed garage footprint. The measured water levels in the wells ranged
from approximately 12 to 18 feet below ground surface (bgs). The similarity of the depth
to groundwater in the wells indicates that they are completed within the same waterbearing zone (EBA 2009).
Depth to groundwater was also measured in an inactive water supply well located
adjacent to the western footprint of the proposed garage. On March 11, 2009, the depth
to water in this well was 12.6 feet bgs. One week later, on March 18, the depth to water
was 14.4 feet bgs. This well has not been utilized for an extended period of time, and
thus the measurements should accurately represent static groundwater conditions (EBA
2009).
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As part of the 2009 hydrogeologic assessment, EBA also reviewed available water well
driller reports at the California Department of Water Resources (CDWR) for properties
along Brey Road and Montgomery Drive. The CDWR database contained 11 well driller
reports for neighboring properties along Brey Road and Montgomery Drive.
The completion depths for the 11 well driller reports for neighboring properties along
Brey Road and Montgomery Drive ranged from 76 feet to 319 feet bgs. The upper
perforation depths ranged from 60 to 168 feet bgs (EBA 2009). In comparison, the
bottom of the excavation for the proposed underground garage is estimated at 14.5 feet.
Therefore, in order for local water supply wells to be impacted, dewatering activities
would have to result in a drawdown of over 40 feet just to reduce water to the upper
perforated depth of the shallowest well for which data is available. In addition, these
wells are located over 200 feet from the proposed excavation, therefore impacts are
considered very unlikely.
During a CEQA scoping meeting held for the Project on May 29, 2009, two members of
the public reported that they live on Brey Road and have wells that are 32 and 35 feet
deep. Well driller reports were not available for these two wells. The CDWR database,
as well as the Sonoma County Permit and Resource Management District, did not include
well driller reports or well permits for the addresses.
The properties referred to during the scoping meeting are located more than 200 feet from
the proposed excavation. Potential impacts to these wells are expected to be minimal for
the same reasons cited above. Excavation dewatering will be performed by “siphoning”
water off the top of the water table using submersible pumps to a depth just below 14.5
feet bgs. This method will prevent significant lowering of the water table. In addition,
given the distance between the wells and the proposed excavation, the temporary nature
of the dewatering activities, the nearly full state of the groundwater basin, and the fact
that the area of influence associated with groundwater dewatering represents a minor
percentage of the overall surrounding and upgradient areas that provide recharge to wells,
potential impacts are considered less than significant.
Operational Impacts. The underground garage is not anticipated to have an influence on
water supply following its construction. Groundwater conditions are expected to
equilibrate and return to pre-existing conditions. Following equilibration, groundwater
would travel beneath and around the structure, then converge back towards the original
flow regime at a point downgradient (EBA 2009). The garage’s foundation and sidewalls
would be waterproofed and constructed to withstand full hydrostatic pressure forces
imparted during periods of high groundwater. The structure would therefore not need to
be equipped with a permanent dewatering system for the purpose of groundwater
intrusion. Impacts are considered less than significant.
Landscape cover in the West Area includes fescue grass for the proposed bioswales, as
well as other ground covers including California Lilac, Heart’s Desire Lilac, and several
different species of shrubs and trees. Landscape irrigation would be designed to be
controlled by weather track control systems to avoid watering during rain events. The
landscape plan submitted to the City includes plant selections in the swale that will
require ongoing irrigation. The water use projections were included in the irrigation
budget calculations. General landscaping irrigation would occur outside of the bioswales
and would be designed with spray heads and drip systems.
An estimate of existing and future landscape irrigation demands for the proposed Project
was provided by Imagine Sonoma (LEED 2009). Existing and future irrigation demands
were estimated for the month of July, which is the month with the heaviest anticipated
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water use. Irrigation of the existing Spring Lake Village campus requires an estimated
355,266 gallons of water in the month of July. This amount was compared to the
estimated future irrigation for the expansion area and existing campus based on the
proposed landscaping plans.
As part of the Project, 8,850 square feet of turf would be removed at the existing campus.
This turf would not be replaced and therefore would no longer require irrigation. In
addition, the Project includes replacing an additional 13,300 square feet of turf at the
existing campus with plants that have a lower water demand. Based on these changes,
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required storage volume to detain the difference between pre and post-construction runoff
was also calculated (Adobe 2009).
Onsite drainage improvements for the new expansion area would be designed to provide
treatment, via filtration, of the runoff to improve water quality, and to release runoff from
the Project site at pre-development runoff rates. Additionally, Project site grading and
drainage improvements would prevent runoff to neighboring properties.
The difference between pre- and post-construction runoff would be detained on-site
through the use of an underground detention system. Runoff to the Brey Road drainage
swale would be regulated by an outlet structure with baffles that allow a release rate
equal to pre-construction values. The drainage calculations indicate that the Brey Road
drainage swale and the existing campus storm drain system have sufficient capacity to
accept runoff from the expansion area and to temporarily store the difference between
pre- and post-construction runoff values (Adobe 2009).
Because storm water runoff rates to the Brey Road ditch from the expansion area would
not increase as a result of the Project, adverse change to the existing conditions in the
Brey Road ditch would not occur. A second discharge point for a portion of the
expansion area would be to an existing onsite 21-inch storm pipe located at the west side
of the existing campus. No improvements are proposed to the existing drainage system
or outfall as there is sufficient existing capacity to accommodate the additional
discharges.
The SUSMP Guidelines also require a maintenance mechanism be incorporated into the
SWMP. The maintenance mechanism states the owner’s responsibility for maintenance
and upkeep, which would include a maintenance plan, annual reporting, access to
property, and remediation of problems.
As described above, the Project would ensure flood plain protection by incorporating
features that reduce flooding hazards. Post-construction runoff would be detained on site
and limited to pre-construction runoff rates. Proper installation and maintenance of the
storm water controls will further reduce flooding hazards. The impact is considered less
than significant.
Annexation Parcels not Included in SLV Expansion – No Impact
This portion of the Project does not include any improvements or other activities that
would result in flooding.
Mitigation:

No mitigation is needed.

Impact:

HWQ-6: Will the Project place housing or structures within a 100-year flood hazard
area or within an inundation area of a dam or levee?
Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion – Less than Significant

Analysis:

Santa Rosa General Plan Figure 12-4, FEMA Flood Plain Map / Dam Inundation, shows
designated FEMA flood areas in the city. The Project site and surrounding areas of Brey
Road are not mapped as FEMA flood areas. The Project would not place housing or
structures within a 100-year flood hazard area or within a dam inundation area (General
Plan 2035). There would be no impact.
Annexation Parcels not Included in SLV Expansion – No Impact
This portion of the Project does not include any improvements or other activities that
would be located within a designated flood hazard area or within a dam inundation area.
Mitigation:

No mitigation is needed.
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area. Construction of improvements within the Montgomery Drive right-of-way and
adjacent to Brey Road would also cause temporary safety hazards to pedestrians and
roadway users and potentially delay access of emergency vehicles to the site. The impact
is considered significant.
Mitigation:

TR-2 Traffic Control Procedures
The Contractor shall adopt standard traffic control procedures to minimize traffic hazards
and congestion during construction. Construction flagging and signage, use of plates,
and other safety measures shall be in conformance with Caltrans 2003 Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices. Other measures shall include:
The Contractor shall obtain an encroachment permit from the City of Santa Rosa
and comply with permit conditions.
If temporary lane or street closures are required, the applicant shall contact
emergency response providers (hospitals, police, fire, and ambulance) on a weekly
basis to provide information on the timing, location, and duration of construction in
the right-of-way.
The applicant shall maintain pedestrian and vehicular access to public facilities and
residences along the street during commute hours and shall minimize the closure of
pedestrian and vehicular access at other times. Peak commute hours are between
7:00 AM and 9:00 PM and between 4:00 PM and 6:00 PM.
The Contractor shall notify the impacted residents adjacent to the construction
activities and along Brey Road in writing prior to initiating traffic control
measures.
If temporary lane or street closures are required the Contractor shall notify local
bicycle groups, such as the Sonoma County Bicycle Coalition and Santa Rosa
Cycling Club, prior to initiating traffic control measures.

After
Mitigation:

Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion – Less than Significant
Mitigation Measures TR-1 requires notification of emergency service providers and the
use of standard traffic control procedures to minimize traffic congestion and traffic
hazards during construction. Through proper notification of emergency service providers
and residents, and implementation of traffic safety measures, this impact is considered
less than significant after mitigation.

Analysis:

Annexation Parcels not Included in SLV Expansion – No Impact
This portion of the Project does not include any improvements or other activities that
would increase traffic hazards or restrict site access.

Impact:

TR-3: Will the Project increase traffic hazards due to design features?

Analysis:

Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion – Significant
The traffic study performed for the Project includes a stopping and site distance analysis
(W-Trans 2009). Stopping distance is the distance required by the driver of a vehicle,
traveling at a given speed, to bring the vehicle to a stop after an object on the road
becomes visible. Corner site distance is the clear line of sight which should be
maintained between the driver of a vehicle waiting at the crossroad and the driver of an
approaching vehicle.
Construction Impacts. During construction, work related to upgrades on the existing
campus would have construction traffic access the site at the existing entrance. Any
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senior residents of Spring Lake Village, as well as the other pedestrians using the
sidewalk in the area.
Approximately 121 114 trees, some heritage and some of which are visible from off-site,
would be removed for construction of the Project, and 219 trees would be planted. Views
of trees from Montgomery Drive and other public viewpoints would not change
substantially and are considered less than significant.
Mitigation:

BIO-5: Compensate for Loss of Protected and Heritage Trees

After
Mitigation:

Less than Significant
Mitigation Measure BIO-5 requires the applicant to comply with the Santa Rosa Tree
Ordinance and minimize tree loss. Where protected trees must be removed, trees must be
planted at prescribed ratios to compensate for the loss. This compensation would reduce
the impact on visual resources due to tree loss to less than significant.

Analysis:

Annexation Parcels not Included in SLV Expansion – No Impact
This portion of the Project does not include any improvements or activities that would
have an impact on visual resources.

Mitigation:

No mitigation is required.

Impact:

VR-2. Will the Project substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality
of the site and its surroundings, including views from recreation use areas?

Analysis:

Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion – Significant
To assist in evaluation of impacts on visual character a number of visual simulations are
provided in Figures 4.12-2, 3, 4, and 5. Figure 4.12-1 shows the locations of the views
presented in each of these simulations. In addition, Appendix G provides visual
simulations prepared by the applicant’s consultant.
Expansion of the Spring Lake Village community care facility is an infill project. It is
not a residential subdivision or commercial center, so some General Plan and Design
Guidelines policies which apply to infill projects do not apply directly to the Project.
However, as an infill Project, the important issues in terms of consistency with the
policies of the General Plan Urban Design Element and Land Use and Livability
Element, and the Santa Rosa Design Guidelines are those related to compatibility with
rural neighborhood character and integration of the Project with the Santa Rosa Creek
corridor. The following sections analyze the Project for their conformance with relevant
General Plan policies with respect to these issues.
Consistency with Neighborhood Character. As an infill development, the Project should
contribute to maintaining and enhancing the diverse character of Santa Rosa’s
neighborhoods, and promoting the creation of neighborhoods according to Goal UD-F of
the Urban Design Element. The Spring Lake Village improvements and expansion
would fulfill most of the policies of this goal, in that natural topographic features are
retained and grading is minimized. Policy UD-F-4 in particular requires visually
interesting developments that promotes variety and avoids monotony. The Spring Lake
Village buildings provide a consistent theme, with good articulation and roof design, but
the four three-story villas facing Brey Road maintain the same window and balcony
design throughout. This repetition emphasizes the institutional nature of the Project and
also tends to cause the Project to be perceived as larger than it really is.
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The Spring Lake Village expansion provides one-story cottages along its westernmost
edge, which are compatible with the single family residential neighborhood along Brey
Road (see Figure 4.12-2). Adjacent to the cottages are the four villas at three stories
each. The Project, particularly Villas 1 and 2, would be highly visible from the Sonoma
County Water Agency trail overlooking Montgomery Drive (see Figure 4.12-4) and from
Montgomery Drive itself. The Project would also be visible from Brey Road (see Figure
4.12-3), and from private homes along Brey Road. Depending on the location of the
viewpoint along Brey Road, the visibility of various components of the Project can vary
from clear views to more obscured views which are screened by landscaping and fencing.
In particular, the roof of Villa 4 (the most northerly one) has been reduced to decrease
visibility. The additional massing of the three-story structures, in general, are not
compatible with the rural residential neighborhood along Brey Road and are inconsistent
with Design Guidelines 4.3.II-1 through 4.3.II-4 and 4.3.I-B (refer to the Setting section
above for a full listing of these guidelines) and General Plan Policies LUL-E-4, UD-A-5,
and UD-F-4. As a group, the three-story villas would not integrate with the existing rural
neighborhood with respect to scale and mass.
Improvements to the existing campus would increase the height of the auditorium from
26 to 38 feet (see Figure 4.12-5) and increase its massing. However, the building is well
articulated, rooflines are varied, landscaping would screen a portion of the building, and
the height would not obscure any scenic viewpoints.
Integration with Santa Rosa Creek. The expansion area is not adjacent to Santa Rosa
Creek, while the existing Spring Lake village campus is. The existing campus takes
advantage of proximity to Santa Rosa Creek with walking paths and benches along the
creek. The proposed improvements to the existing campus add a community garden and
outdoor activity area near the riparian area of the creek as well. The Santa Rosa Citywide
Creek Master Plan does not propose a public trail alongside Santa Rosa Creek along this
reach of the creek. The Spring Lake Village improvements and expansion would be
integrated with the creek, and consistent with the Citywide Creek Master Plan policies.
Mitigation:

VR-2: Reconfigure Massing of Three-Story Villas in Expansion Area
The applicant shall design the villas to be compatible with their surroundings with respect
to building scale and mass.
Reduction of the three-story buildings to two-stories and/or shifting building
placement shall be used to help mitigate the impact of differing building scales
and intensities. Increased building heights toward the north of the site may be
acceptable, in order to allow corresponding reductions in massing near Brey road
neighbors and Montgomery Drive, where reduced overall height is desirable to
enhance neighborhood compatibility.
Units clustered into one structure shall have variety in color, architectural detail
and landscaping to avoid a monotonous institutional appearance.
Improve massing by variation in roofline, balcony placement, or windows that will
add to the rhythm of the façade.
BIO-5: Compensate for Loss of Protected and Heritage Trees

After
Mitigation:

Less than Significant
Implementation of Mitigation Measure VR-2 would reduce the massing of the three-story
units and would result in greater compatibility of character and scale with the adjacent
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neighborhood. The height of buildings would increase from Brey Road toward the center
of the Village with westernmost buildings being one-story “cottages”, and the next
buildings being two stories. The proposed setbacks and screening, along with the
reduction in size, and feathering of Villa 4 would maintain a sense of privacy for the
existing neighbors by preventing living spaces on the second and third floor of the Villas
from looking directly into existing neighbor’s yards. With these measures,
inconsistencies with policies of the Santa Rosa General Plan Urban Design Element
would be considerably reduced, to less-than-significant levels. As discussed in Chapter 5
Alternatives Analysis, implementation of Alternative 1 would also avoid this significant
impact identified for the Project.
Analysis:

Annexation Parcels not Included in SLV Expansion – No Impact
This portion of the Project does not include any improvements or activities that would
have an impact on visual resources.

Mitigation:

No mitigation is required.

Impact:

VR-3. Will the Project create a new source of substantial light or glare, adversely
affecting day or nighttime views of the area?
Spring Lake Village Improvements and Expansion – Less than Significant

Analysis:

The Spring Lake Village improvements to the existing campus would replace the existing
site lighting fixtures to improve lighting efficiency, light control, and reduction of
objectionable light on neighboring properties. All of the pole mounted fixtures would be
replaced with new fixtures equipped with full cutoff shielding, which would eliminate the
direct uplight from the fixture. The fixtures are also built with much smaller side lenses,
reducing the glare seen when viewing the fixture from the sides. Since much more of the
light is directed down by the lens and shield, these fixtures would be much less noticeable
to neighbors. The wall pack style lights would also be replaced with a shielded fixture
which would virtually eliminate the glare from the existing fixtures. The existing dualhead security lights would still direct more light upwards and horizontally than necessary
for safety. The overall effect of the renovation would be to substantially reduce the
visibility of the perimeter lights and to decrease the level of ambient glow in the air above
the facility.
The proposed expansion includes the addition of four three-story and eight single-story
residential buildings with street lighting, path lighting, and exterior building mounted
lighting. The Project would include the addition of a 6-foot high solid fence, and the
planting of screening vegetation between the new buildings and the neighboring
properties.
The Visual Professional lighting design software was utilized to calculate the amount of
light that would fall on neighboring properties as a result of these new lighting and
buildings. The calculation was performed based on several conservative assumptions, as
follows:
The screening vegetation may not be full year-round, so the model was
constructed without any vegetation factored in.
The single-story building roof lines were reduced to focus on the effect of the
lighting from the taller buildings.
A bare 60-watt incandescent light bulb, without a lamp shade or curtains drawn, was
modeled at every window facing a neighbor to allow for light spill from interior lighting.
It was noted that during a nighttime site visit at approximately 8:30 PM that nearly all
interior lights in the existing facility were off.
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5 ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
As noted in Chapter 3, the California Environmental Quality Act (Public Resources Code, Section 21000
et seq.) (CEQA) and the CEQA Guidelines (California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Section 15000 et
seq.) require that an EIR “describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the project, or to the location of
the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project, but would avoid or
substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the
alternatives” (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(a)). If a project alternative would substantially lessen
the significant environmental effects of a proposed project, the decision maker should not approve the
proposed project unless it determines that specific technological, economic, social, or other considerations
make the project alternatives infeasible (PRC Section 21002, CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(a)(3)).
The analysis should compare the environmental effects of the property remaining in its existing state
against environmental effects which would occur if the project is approved. In addition, the analysis must
include what would be reasonably expected to occur in the foreseeable future if the project were not
approved and development continued to occur in accordance with existing plans and consistent with
available infrastructure and community services (CEQA Guidelines Section 15126.6(e)).
A description of the proposed Project and the Project objectives are provided in Chapter 2 and a
description of the alternatives is in Chapter 3. This Chapter provides an analysis of the alternatives and
also provides a summary of the impacts of the alternatives in Table 5-1.

ALTERNATIVE 1: REDUCED STORY ALTERNATIVE
The following discussion on impacts focuses on the difference between the impacts of implementing the
Project and the impacts of implementing Alternative 1. If an impact topic is not listed that is because the
analysis is the same for the Alternative 1 as it is for the Project. All mitigation identified in Chapter 4 is
applicable to Alternative 1. Refer to Table 5-1 at the end of this section for a complete comparison of the
Project’s impacts to the Alternative’s impacts.
Biological Resources: Two additional heritage trees would be removed as a result of the new Villa 5 and
the shifting of Villa 3 to the north. The two trees are valley oaks of approximately 11 and 12 inches in
diameter respectively. The replacement requirements would be approximately 8 inches DBH. As
discussed in detail in 4.5 Greenhouse Gas Emissions the Project is required to plant trees with an
equivalent of 358 inches DBH but would actually plant trees with a total DBH of 679 inches, nearly twice
as what is required. Under Alternative 1 366 inches DBH would be required. This is still well under the
679 inches DBH that would be planted. This impact is considered less than significant.
No other improvements under Alternative 1 would have a different impact than what is identified for the
Project in 4.2 Biological Resources.
Greenhouse Gas and Energy Efficiency: The two additional trees that would be removed under
Alternative 1 have a current CO2 sequestration rate of 0.22 metric tons per year and total CO2 stored todate of 1.85 metric tons. This would change the carbon sequestration numbers as indicated below in
Table 5-1. The loss of CO2 sequestration increases by 0.22 metric tons per year and total CO2 started in
the trees removed increase by 2 metric tons to 119 metric tons. No additional trees, beyond those
proposed for the Project, would be planted as part of Alternative 1.
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TABLE 5-1
Carbon Sequestration from Trees Removed and Planted as part of the Alternative 1

Trees that will be
Removed

Existing

Post-Construction

Post-Construction

Difference

(Year 2008)

(Year 2011)

(Year 2020)

(2020-2008)

121116

N/A

N/A
+96103

Trees Added

N/A

219

219

CO2 Sequestration

7.0

2.4

8.0

+1.0

119

10

63

-56

(Metric Tons per Year)

Total CO2 Stored
(Metric Tons)

As the number of units does not change under Alternative 1 GhG emissions related to transportation and
energy use by buildings remains the same as described for the Project.
Hydrology and Water Quality: Under Alternative 1 there would be 4,500 additional square feet of
impervious space as a result of new sidewalks, additional parking, increased building footprint from Villa
5, and removal of the circle island. To compensate, 4,860 square feet of parking would be changed to a
pervious material for a net pervious increase of 360 square feet. The impact under HWQ-3 and HWQ-4
would remain less than significant.
With incorporation of the low impact development features the 2-year storm event would be held on site
and infiltrated. This would reduce the amount of flow to the Brey Road culverts. All larger events would
be stored in a stormwater detention system, as described under the Project, and then released into the
storm drain system at pre-construction rates. The impact under HWQ-5 would remain less than
significant.
No other improvements proposed under Alternative 1 would have a different impact than what is
identified for the Project in Section 4.4 Hydrology and Water Quality, of the Draft EIR.
Transportation: Under Alternative 1, 134 parking spaces would be lost. As discussed in detail in 4.11
Transportation the Spring Lake Village campus would need a total 359 parking spaces after
implementation of the Project according to the City’s parking regulations. An additional 96 parking
spaces would be provided for employees for a total of 455 parking spaces. If Alternative 1 were
implemented there would be 447456 on-site parking spaces. Therefore, the campus would have adequate
parking under Alternative 1.
No other improvements proposed under Alternative 1 would have a different impact than what is
identified for the Project in 4.11 Transportation of the Draft EIR.
Visual Resources: In Alternative 1, Villa 1 and 2 are reduced from three stories to two stories. The
cottage between Villa 2 and 3 is converted to a fifth villa that is also two stories. Visual simulations
showing the difference between the Project and Alternative 1 are provided in Figures 5-1 and 5-2.
Alternative 1 would substantially reduce massing, consistent with Mitigation Measure VR-1, which
results in a less-than-significant impact on visual character. Villas 3 and 4 remain three stories, but are
less visible from Montgomery Drive or Brey Road and are located further away from the primary
neighborhood interface. The design of the five villas remains substantially similar, despite the two
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different heights, and therefore the buildings would not be consistent with Urban Design Policy UD-F-4.
Portions of Mitigation Measure VR-1 would still apply:


Units clustered into one structure shall have variety in color, architectural detail and landscaping
to avoid a monotonous institutional appearance.



Improve massing by variation in roofline, balcony placement, or windows that will add to the
rhythm of the façade.

The minor adjustments in layout of the lighting and the new style of lighting fixture do not change the
results of the lighting model. The photometric values modeled for the Project would remain the same or
very similar. The impact under VR-3 would remain less than significant.
All other impacts and mitigation measures relative to visual resources would remain the same.
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SIGNIFICANT IRREVERSIBLE CHANGES
Four of the parcels that are included as part of the Project would be annexed which would require
approval from LAFCO. “The adoption by a local agency formation commission of a resolution making
determinations” (CEQA Statute 21100.1(b)) requires any significant irreversible environmental changes,
such as the use of nonrenewable resources, to be disclosed. Three of the parcels that would be annexed
involve no new construction, while the fourth parcel would be developed as part of the Spring Lake
Village Expansion. Construction of the Project would use building materials and energy such as lumber,
gravel, steel, asphalt, gasoline and oil. Although there are 10 heritage oaks that would be removed as part
of the Project, none of these are on the annexation parcel.

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE
The California Environmental Quality Act requires the identification of an Environmentally Superior
Alternative; that is, the alternative which has no significant effect or has the least significant effect on the
environment. For reference, significance is determined based on substantial or potentially substantial
adverse changes of any of the physical environmental conditions due to the Project. The degree of change
is evaluated against existing environmental conditions. Please refer to Chapter 5, Alternatives Analysis,
for a comparison of the primary differences in environmental impacts among the alternatives and the
Project.
Alternative 2, the No Project Alternative, is the Environmentally Superior Alternative, in that it would not
have any impacts greater than identified in the Santa Rosa 2020 General Plan and Draft General Plan
2035 EIRs and would have fewer impacts than the Project or Alternative 1, the Reduced Story
Alternative. When the No Project Alternative is selected as the Environmentally Superior Alternative, the
CEQA Guidelines require that an environmentally superior alternative be selected from among the other
alternatives. The Reduced Story Alternative and the Project have similar impacts, except as follows:


The Reduced Story Alternative would have slightly greater impact with regard to the removal of
trees, in that it would remove two additional heritage trees. This would increase the impacts on
Greenhouse Gas and Energy Efficiency with regard to carbon sequestration and Biological
Resources with regard to the loss of protected trees. The increased impacts to trees would be
mitigated through increased compensatory plantings as required by Mitigation Measure BIO-1.



Relative to the Project, the Reduced Story Alternative would have substantially fewer impacts on
existing visual character or quality of the site and its surroundings including views from private
residences or recreation use areas, due to the reduction in height of Villas 1 and 2.

Although the Reduced Story Alternative would have slightly greater impacts with regard to trees, visual
impacts would be substantially reduced in comparison to the Project. Considering the importance of
visual impacts to the surrounding neighborhood and the importance of consistency with the Urban Design
Element of the General Plan and the Design Guidelines, the reduction in visual impacts is considered
more important than the slight increase in tree impacts. Therefore Alternative 1 is considered the
Environmentally Superior Alternative.
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